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ABSTRACT 
This study was conducted with, a primary goal of exploring whether there are 
differences in stressors (i.e., aspects of busmess) and perceived stress related variables (Le., 
subjective and p^chological measures) between &mify-owned business owners/noanagers and 
non-femify-owned business managers in the State of Iowa. The secondary goal was to 
ascertam if there are differences m the coping strategies used by these owners and managers. 
Statisticalfy identified differences were then used as predictors of category membership m 
either the femily-owned business or the non-femify-owned business groups. A total of 140 
usable surveys were collected, 71 from femily-owned busmesses and 69 from 
non-femily-owned businesses, reflecting an overall return rate of 18.47 percent. 
This study addressed two hypotheses. Hypothesis I predicted that no differences 
would be found m the areas of liie seen as stres^ul by &mity-owned and non-&mifyowned 
busmess respondents, or m the mean levels of reported (Le., percewed) stress in these areas. 
Hypothesu 2 predicted that the stressM situations of life &ced by &mifyK>wned business and 
non-^mify-owned business respondents would be dealt with through smiilar methods. 
Neither hypothesis was rejected as a result of the stutfy. However, a number of statistica% 
significant hidings did result from the stu(fy, although the significant findmgs did not relate 
directfyto these hypotheses. Among the significant fodmgs were the follow .^ 
Significant differences were found between femify-owned and non-&mifyK}wned 
businesses m the areas of gross sales, number ofbusmess locations, number ofpeople besides 
the respondent mvotved in management decisions, and number of full-time employees. 
X 
Significant dififerences were foimd m Copmg Responses Inventory results between 
female and male respondents (Le  ^seeking guidance and support, cognitive avoidance, and 
emotional discharge). Significant differences were foimd between the combmed busmess 
san l^e and the CRI-aduIt standardization sample on all coping styles, other than cognith^e 
avoidance. 
There was a significant difference between the combmed business sample and the 
non-patient standardization sample on all but two of the Brief Symptom Inventory indexes, 
and between the combined busmess sample and the adiilt psychiatric outpatient 
standardi^ tion sample on all but one of the mdexes. 
Significant differences were found between the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule 
aduk non-patient standardkation sample and the &mily-owned busmess san^Ie. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Problem in Perspective 
General statement of the problem 
Stress has been viewed in ±e literature of pq^chology as bemg both a benefit (Haan, 
1993) and a detrnnent to the lives of mdividuals (Holt, 1993; Katkm, Dennit, & Wine, 1993; 
Mandler, 1993; Shuval, 1993; Stoyva & Carlson, 1993). The number and variety of 
references available ni the stress research literature make it clear that stress and our reactions 
to stress are areas of concern m many fields of study. 
The field of occxipational stress research mvestigates the aspects of work which 
threaten to have adverse effects on workers. "Put m commonsense terms, the basic 
proposition of the whole field of occupational stress might be expressed thus: some aspects of 
many kinds of work have bad effects on most people under certain cn-cumstance  ^(Holt, 
1993, p. 344). Thus, the field of occupational stress research can be seen as studymg those 
aspects of work that either have or threaten to have perceived negative consequences for 
workers. 
This area of research has identified a variety of types of stress feced by workers, a 
varied of undes^ble consequences rekted to stress, and a varied of variables which 
nraderate between stresses and undesirable consequences. The relationsh  ^described can be 
smiplified mto the followmg research paradigm: stress (mdependent variable) -> undesirable 
consequences (dependent variable). 
Over the years a large amount of psychological research has been directed toward 
ni^ >rovnig the lives of mdividuals by reducing the effects of stressful events. The research 
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conq)Ieted as part of this study used the general concept of the occupatiboal stress research 
parad j^in described above to assess and explore the perceived stresses and undessable 
consequences reported by the owner/managers of ^ nityowoed busmesses oi the State of 
Iowa, m. comparison to the perceived stresses and undesirable consequences described by the 
managers of non-tamily-owned businesses in the State of Iowa. Thb study b an exploratory 
correlational mvestigation, which has the overall goal of assessing if there are differences m 
stressors (Le., aspects of busmess) and perceived stress related variables (Le., subjective and 
psychological measures) between femify-owned busmess respondents and non-fknily-owned 
business respondents. The secondary goal of this research ^  to ascertain if there are 
differences m the copmg strategies used by &mily-owned busmess respondents and 
non-&mity-owned busmess respondents. A third, and more general, goal of this exploratory 
investigation is to increase the literature base in the field of occupational stress research. This 
study lis signMcant because it mcreases the descr t^ive knowledge base pertment to the 
busmess related and self-report psychological characteristics of persons mvolved with 
&mifyK>wned and non-&mify-owned businesses in a rural state. In addition, h delmeates the 
Qrpes of stressors experienced and copmg strategies used by these mdividuals. 
Significance of stress research: Definitions of stress 
The field of occupational stress research is m^rtant due to the effects stress bas been 
shown to have on the lives of mdividuals. Specificalfy, the field brmgs Mo focus the stresses 
experienced at work-an activfty that occupies at least one-quarter of our aduk lives. 
Over the years, stress has been defined m a wide variety of ways. S l^e (1993) de&es 
stress as the nonspecific (or common) resuft:ofany (femand upon the bo ,^ wfth the effect 
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being mental or somatic. Haan (1993) combines the de&ution offered fay Paykel, Prusof  ^and 
Uhlaihuth (1971)-wfaatever upsets people-with the de&ition offered by Hohnes and Rahe 
(1967)-whatever requires people to adjust. This combination leads Hiaan to offer the 
foUowing description concemmg stress; 
In sum, stress is either a bad event or a good event that did not come about; its 
meanings are commonfy understood even though some people's histories may 
be especially vulnerable to certain kmds of stress. Contrasting values about 
the best way to live-mvulnerability or reactivity-permeate stress research. 
FinaUy, stress does not mvarmbty lead to deterioration. Et may &cilitate 
growth by tempermg arrogance and by enhancing our tenderness toward 
ourselves and others, (p. 259) 
Other definitions of stress direct more attention toward its effects on mdividuals. 
N^dler (1993) suggests that stress is concerned mamfy  ^with the relationsh  ^between 
automatic (sympathetic) arousal and performance. He belfeves it is the perceived experience 
of stress that determmes its effects on processes such as thought and memory; that it is the 
perception of arousal^  as weE as the preoccupation with the stressing occasion, that mterferes 
with continuous conscious processmg. Shuval (1993) uses a descr t^ion by House (1974) as 
the basis of her defiiition of stress: when an individual conJ^nts a situation where hs or her 
usual modes of behavior are msufScient and the consequences of not ad t^ing are serious. 
Tbe descr t^ion leads SInrval to conclude the foUowic  ^
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In sum, stress is said to ex  ^to the extent that an mdividual defines a salient 
situation as d t^urbing and is unable to recruit effective copmg mechanisnas to 
remove or reduce the disturbance. Two smuhaneous conditions are necessary 
for stress to be present or to increase: a subjective defcition of a situation as 
disturbing and an mability-for whatever reason-io cope with the condition. 
(p. 647) 
Fmaify, Stoyva and Carlson (1993) combine the definitions of Fisher (1984), 
Frankenhaeuser (1983), and Goldstein (1990) to define stress as "a situation in which the 
challenges or threats facmg the mdividual exceed his or her estimated copmg resources. The 
mdividual perceives a gap between the chaUenge and the physical and psychological resources 
he or she Judges to be available. The perception of this discrepancy sets ofif a coordinated 
pattern of psychological, behavioral, and physiological reactions" (p. 729). 
Effects of work stress 
The e£ t^s of the mdividual^ s reaction to stress are the undes^ble consequences 
(dependent variable) described in the occupational stress research paradigm previousfy 
discussed. These imdes^able consequences have been foimd to mcbide the foUowmg (Holt, 
1993): 
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Strains 
(Relativeiy Minor Side Effects of Working at an Occupation) 
Tension and headaches 
Disrupted sleep, bowel functions, or 
eating habits 
Somatic complaints 
Fatigue 
Changes m life satisfaction 
Sexual maladjustment 
Work stoppages/strikes 
Earty retnement and Job changes 
Boredom, anxiety, depression, oritation 
Changes m selfesteem 
Alienation from, or a lowering of 
confidence in, the employmg 
organization 
Job dissatis&ction and absenteeism 
Disrupted performance of socM roles as 
spouse, parent, and citizen 
Interference with friendships and datiog 
Increased smoking and caffeine intake 
Illness and Mnrtalitv 
(Major or Life-Changing Effects of Workmg at an Occupation) 
Depression Arthritis 
Alcoholism and drug abuse Bronchitis and asthma 
Neurosis Dermatitis 
Heart dsease 
Hypertension 
Stroke 
Violence 
White-collar crime 
Accidents 
Peptic ulcer Suicide 
Specific exanq>les of these effects can be feund ni research showing that 60-80 percent 
of accidents and more than half of the 555 million annual days of absenteeism are due to 
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employee stress, while 75-90 percent of all visits to primary care physicians are Job-related 
(Crampton, Hodge, Nfishra, & Price, 1995), These statistics combine to show companies in 
the United States accumulatmg stress-related expenses of between $100 and $300 billion per 
year (Crainpton et aL, 1995). 
In Australia, cost estates related to stress-induced illness equal approximate  ^two 
percent of the country's Gross National Product, or approximate  ^$3 billion per year (Savey, 
1986). Savey (1986) goes on to point out that Austral^  executives between 40 and 50 years 
of age are twice as likely to die from stress-related ilhiess than are non-executives mthe same 
group. 
Specific studies have found stress overload to result in mcreases in blood pressure, 
anxiety, peptic ulcers, loss of appetite, insomnia, irritability, and depression (Nfennmg & 
Curtis, 1988). Lower Job satisfection and higher Job-related tension have been found to be 
related to Job-role conflict and Job-role ambiguity (Glowmkowski & Cooper, 1986). 
Fioalfy, stress has been found to play a role m the development of bumouL Burnout is 
a condition that develops over tsne and is characteroed by emotional exhaustion and negative 
attitudes (Kreitner & KMck, 1992). These negative attitudes can mclude boredom, 
discontent, cynicsm, madequacy, and Mure. Burnout usualfy occiirs when a person 
experiences physical, psychological, or spmtual &tigue and is no longer able to cope with 
stress &ced on a regular basis (Mannmg & Curtis 1988). While definMons of burnout may 
vary, and its manifestation withm the mdividual may also vary, burnout is seen most often in 
the mdividual who was origioalfy  ^highfy  ^motn^ed and committed to his/her Job or career. 
Individual who enter a pro&ssioa (e.g., nursn  ^or counsefing) witka (^nical attitude are 
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unlikefy to burnout; but those with a strong desire to give of themseh^es and who feel helpiul, 
excited, and idealistic are susceptible to the most severe bumouf* (Pines, 1993, p. 386). 
Significance of famify-owned business research 
Research m the area of the &nify-o wned business b onportant for a varied of reasons. 
Before discussing these reasons, it is important to defee what is meant by a femily-owned 
business. A survey of226 articles, m 32 major journals, in the femify busmess literature 
(Chrisman, Qiua, & Sharma, 1996) found thirty-four diflerent de&itions of a wned 
business. These de&itions all used one of four dunensions as a basis of defiiiog a 
femify-owned business: degree of ownership and management by family members, multiple 
conditions of ownership (e.g., femify ownersh ,^ femify employment, expectations of femify 
succession), mterdependent subsystems (e.g., business, famify, founder, outside mterests), and 
generational transfer. Two exemplary de&itions fiom each dknension are l^ ed below. 
Degree of ownership and management. Accordmg to Ftegener, Brown, Price, and 
File (1994), the &mify-owned busmess is a firm that is both femify^-owned and -managed. 
Contmu  ^with tins view on ownersiiip, Pratt and Davis (1986) defme the femify-owned 
business as a busmess in which two or more extended &niify members mfhience the dnrection 
of the busmess through the exercise of kiosh  ^ties, management roles, or ownersh  ^rights. 
Multiple conditions of ownership. As defined by Astvachan and Kolenko (1994), 
the &nify^wned busmess is one m which there is family ownership of more than 50 percent 
of the busmess m private &ms or more than 10 percent of the stock m public conqianies. One 
or more of the foDowmg is also true; more than one &mify member works in the busmess, the 
owner anticipates pass  ^the busmess aloi^  to the next generation of fomity members, or the 
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owner identifies the finn as a &xiify business. Also using the mult^ Ie conditions dmension as 
a bass of defiutibn, Rosenblatt, de Nfik, Anderson, and Johnson (1985) de&e the 
&nify-owned busmess as any busmess m which majority ownership lies within a smgle &niity 
and ni which two or more &mily members are, or at some tnne were, directly mvolved m the 
busmess. 
Interdependent subsystems. Beckhard and Dyer (1983) use the dimension of 
mterdependent subsystems to define the &mily-owned business as a busmess m which the 
sub^^ems mchide: the business as an entity, the family as an entity, the foxmder as an entity, 
and such linlring organizations as a board of directors. Davu (1983) also uses the 
mterdependent subsystems dmension m de&ing the &mfy-owned busmess as the interaction 
between two sets of organizations, &mily and busmess, with this mteraction establishing the 
basic character and de&iing the uniqueness of the ^ mify^wned business. 
Generational transfer. According to Qiurchill and Hatten (1987), a &mify-owned 
busmess is a business in which a yoimger &nity member has taken over control of the 
busmess fiom a senior &nify  ^member or it is aiiticipated that a younger &imfy member will 
assume control of the busmess m the future. Ward (1987) also uses the generational transfer 
dnnensionto define the j^ mify^wned business as a busmess that will be passed on for the 
^mify's next generation to manage and control 
Sammary. En leviewmg the san l^e d i^itions provided for each of the four major 
dmiensions used in defii^  a &mify^wned busmess, one common element can be found 
rumm  ^through alL of these defioMons. This common element is that the busmess is owned or 
controlled by a While various de&ftions go on to add other elements, the gmify 
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ownersfap dhnension is the one commonality which, exits across all of these defiiitions. With 
this feet in. mfnd  ^ the definition used as the basis of thi^  stucfy is the above definition attributed 
to Rosenblatt et aL (1985). This study de&es a femily-owned busmess as any busmess m 
>^ch. m^ority ownersh  ^or control of the busmess lies withm a smgle &mi]y and ni whicii 
two or more mmify members are, or at some time were, directfy involved m the bus^ss. Thfe 
definition was selected as a basis for this study because it mcludes the major defio  ^element 
of the &nifyK)wned busmess, the ownersh  ^dimension, and it helps to differentiate between 
busmesses which are ia the entrepreneurial stage of busmess growth and those that are 
actuafly owned or controDed by a femily (Le., a one-person startup versus an established 
busmesses). 
Family-Owned Business: The Historical Perspective 
In his book, Family-Owned Business, Risky Btisiness (1986), David Bork ofiers a 
h^orical perspective on the place of the femify-owned busmess in our world. Bork teQs us 
that while &mifyK)wned businesses were common m Europe, it was America's struggle for 
fieedom and the opportuni^  for our founders to do business as th  ^wanted and to keep the  ^
profits, that led to the growth and prominence of the &mify^wned biismess m this country. 
As the United States began, ^ (amples of ^ mify-owned busmess can be seen amongst 
the coimitry*s emerg  ^leaders. JohnHiancock was part of a succes^ul &inify  ^busmess in 
whalebones. Paul Revere founded a busmess m copper and metals which lasted as a &mify  ^
busmess through five generations and is stiU with us today as part of a major corporation. 
As the coimtry grew, so did many fimify^wned busmess  ^that are stiH recognizable 
by the  ^Minify names today. Individuals foundmg&nify owned businesses between 1830 and 
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1900mclude: Andrew Carnegie (steel); Marshall Field (retaifiDg); Samuel Cunard 
(shaping); Charles Goodyear (vulcanked rubber); John Deere (6nn machinery); L M. 
Singer (sewing machme); Thomas Edison (light bulb, phonograph); George Eastman 
(camera); Henry Ford (automobile); P. D. Armour (meat packer); and Alexander Graham 
Bell (telephone). 
The twentieth century has brought about a variety of changes and challenges to the 
world of the femify-owned busmess. The stock market crash of1929 and the Cold War 
provided two reasons for a growth m the number of femily-owned businesses. The stock 
market crash led to the creation of many small fems, as femilies tried whatever they could to 
make a living. The Cold War led to a surge of entreprenuership, as sons who had been away 
at war became nnpatient with waitmg to take over a fmnily busmess or to move up the 
corporate ladder. The 1960s saw a growth m craft-based companies, as the 1960s' 
counterculture mfluenced the world of &mify  ^business. The 1970s brought the return of a 
more traditional form of femify busmess, but with one big difference: wives and daughters 
now played a larger and growing role in the &mity business. 
Trends in entreprenenrship 
The trend toward entrepreneurshtp which began durmg the Cold War contmues today, 
and this, m turn, leads to a growth m the number of &mifyH)wned busmesses-as every 
entrepreneurial attempt has the chance ofbecoming a &mify-owi^  business. It s estimated 
that there is a new business startup m the United States every 45 seconds, and there are a 
variety of reasons why we can expect to see a contmued growth oi entrepreneursh  ^and 
&mi]^-owned busmesses in the years ahead (Buchholz & Crane, 1989). 
II 
The fest reason we can expect to see this contmued growth is that the corporate world 
has become swolleti with middle managers. This makes it harder for middle managers to 
move to the top of their field and many turn to starting thefc own bxisiness as an outlet for 
their talents. A second reason for this expected growth is the &ct that many new busmesses 
are started fay women who find themseh^es stuck in careers at the lower or middle corporate 
levels and see no chance of breakmg through the barriers blocking the  ^movement to the 
upper levels of the corporate world. A third cause of growth may be the large numbers of 
mergers and the large amount of down-scmg which has taken place over the past few years 
and which has elimmated thousands of Jobs. This has forced some people mto a choice 
between unemployment, underemployment, or starting a busmess of their own. A &ial reason 
for the antic^ated growth m entrepreneurship and famify-owned businesses m the future is the 
growmg knowledge and technolo  ^base available to help would-be business owners. These 
include college courses, extension courses, magazmes and books, personal computers, ceQuIar 
phones, &mify  ^busmess consultants, and mcreased help firom the federal government. 
The Economic Importance of the Famity-Owned Business 
The mq)ortance of studying the femify^wned busmess is highlighted by the &ct that 
most businesses m America are &inify^owned busmesses and that milTinns of American 
femilfeg are mvoh  ^m the ownersh  ^and management of these busmesses. Approxnnatefy  ^
90% of an American busmesses are owned outright or controlled by families. These 
busm^ses generate more than 50 percent of the coimtry's gross national product and 50 
percent of all private (non-ferm) sector Jobs. In addition, nearfy 40 percent ofFortune 500 
conq)ames are &m£^-owiied or &mii^ -coatrolIed (Lea, 1991). 
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These examples demonstrate the economic m^rtance of the l^ mify-owned business ni 
our society. When this economic nnportance is contrasted with the realxzation that many 
femify-owned businesses have difiBcuIty succeeding over time (e.g., many go out of busmess 
after ten years and onfy  ^30 percent survive into the second generation), additional reasons 
appear for the study of the Snrily-owned business (Beckhard & Dyer, 1983). The major 
reason for continued study is to help &mify-owned busmesses weather the unique situations 
and transitions they fece, so the people they employee and our economy do not suffer. 
Rosenblatt and Albert (1990) suggest that &ni^ -owned businesses can act as a 
metaphoric base for understanding businesses that are not &mify-owned. Metaphors relating 
to &mity-owned businesses can highlight problems &ced by non-&nify-owned businesses and 
measures used to solve problems m the &miIy-owned business may be of use in sotvmg similar 
problems in the nonr&nily-owned business. 
Fmalfy, Shanker and Astrachan (1995) use three different de&itions of the 
&i)i]^-owned busfoess to estimate their economic nnportance to the country's gross national 
product and employment. The first and most broad defmition requkes that the &mify  ^have 
some degree of effective control over the direction of the busmess and that it is tended that 
the busmess wiE remam m the family. This de&ition mchides busmesses k which no famify 
member is m dsect daify  ^contact with the busmess, but the famify  ^still has mfhience over 
business decisions eMier by sitt^  on the board of directors or by owning a significant 
percentage of stock. The second, noichange, de&Mon includes all of the above criter  ^and 
also requ  ^the founder or a descendant of the founder to run the busmess. The th^d, and 
nanowest, de&ition requ  ^mnit^ Ie generatfoos to be involved in the busmess, more than 
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one ^ saaaiy member to have significant management responsibili^ , and droct &mify  ^
mvolvement in daity operations. 
When the &nL^-owned busmess is considered accordmg to these three defiiitions, the 
number of femify-owned businesses m the United States ranges from 4.1 to 203 miDion, 
empfoyment ranges from 19.8 to 77.2 minion, and between 15 and 59 percent of the work 
force are employed by a femify-owned busmess. In addition, femify-owned busmesses account 
for between 19 and 78 percent of the new Jobs created between 1976 and 1990, as well as 12 
to 49 percent of the country's gross national product-
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE RE VIEW 
Critical Review of Previoas Research 
In recent years there has been a substantial increase m the literature base concemmg 
femily-owned busmesses. According to the American Biismess Index - Global, the number of 
articles related to femily-owned businesses rose from 188 for the years 1972-1985, to 680 for 
the years 1986-1995 (Chrisman, Chua, & Sharma, 1996). A wide-variety of books (e.g., 
Alcorn, 1982; Bork, 1986; Gersic, Davis, Hampton, & Lansberg, 1977; Lea, 1991) and 
literature reviews (e.g., Chrisman et aL, 1996) have also added to the literature base 
concemfflg femify-owned businesses. 
When a femily-owned business is created, those involved with the business fece a 
variety of stresses and rewards. The manner in which these stresses and rewards are dealt 
with is a key to whether a femify-owned busmess is a successful and enjoyable place m which 
to work. The critical review of research m the area of femily-owned business focuses on the 
stresses and rewards of bemg a part of a femify-owned business and how those mvolved in. the 
femify^wned busmess deal with these stresses and rewards. 
Before tommg to focus on the str^ses and rewards of the femily-owned businesses, an 
article representing an overview of the femify-owned busmess wiH set the stage for a more 
m-depth mvest^ ation. E)onckels and Frohlick (1991) studied 1,132 small and medium-sEze 
(Le., less than 500 employees) femily-owned Exiropean busmesses and ofi^  a general 
overview that can be related to femifyK)wned busmesses in the United States. This stucfy 
found that femify-owned busmesses dif  ^from non-femify^wned busmesses m a variety of 
ways. These difi^ rences mchide the feet that most femify^wned busmesses are closefy  ^related 
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systems that are mwardfy directed, &mify-owned busmess managers are more likely to be 
do-everytiimg type managers, most fenoify-owned busmesses are rM-averse, and creativity 
and mnovation are less mq>ortant m &mify-owned busmesses. In addition, the &mifyK>wned 
busmess ^  more inclmed to pay above-average wages, to care more about employee 
satis&ction, and, at the same tmie, to care less about employee participation in decisioa 
makmg. FinaSy, a conservative attitude toward business is the usual rule, with the 
&miIy-owned busmess bemg less likety to mtemationalize their business. 
Overall, &mily-owned busmesses can be described as stable rather than progressive or 
dynamic. This is true because then: owner/managers are significant^  less profit-oriented and 
less growthroriented than managers of non-^mify^wned busmesses. 
Sources of Stress 
Defining rotes 
The definmg of roles withm a busmess can also be seen as the development of task 
structures and processes adapted to the needs of the particular busmess. Developmg task 
structures and processes which are not adversefy  ^affected spill-over fi'om &mi]  ^
relationsh^s outside the business are ini^ rtant to reducing the stress feh those involved m 
the busmess (Davis & Stem, 1980). These spill-overs and other work-&mify relationsh  ^
confKcts are d&cussedm an upcom  ^section; mtMs section we are lookup specifica% at 
how a busmess defines who does what and who answers to whom m the day-to-day life of the 
busmess. 
In de&mg the perils of the &mi]  ^business Burack and Calero (1981) describe several 
perils A^ch. ML under the category of defiomg roles: the owner of the busmess attemptmg to 
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do it an by hmself or herself and not leammg to delegate authori^  and responsibility, havmg 
too mfonnal an operation (e.g., an oporatfon without policy and procedures manuals which 
help to formalize operations), and the Mure to separate the roles of owner and manager 
withm the busmess. 
Di citmg reasons for the high level of conflict in ^ mily-owned busmesses, Harvey and 
Evans (1994) include the &ct that mai^  &mifyK>wned busmesses have unclear de&itions of 
roles and obligations for those workmg in the business. Often there are no organ t^ional 
mechanisms m place to deal with questions which arise m this area. 
A study which mterviewed over 700 femify-owned businesses (T^^er & Fitzgerald, 
1993) found the number one reason for going out of business to be employment-related 
issues. This accoimted for 33 percent of those busmesses ceas  ^to do business m the survey, 
^ t^hm the area of enployment-related issues is the problem of defiung roles to the ectent that 
both &mify and non-&nify  ^employees can be happy and successful. 
In a discussion on how best to {H%pare an hek to assume control of a Smily-owned 
busm^s, Buchholz and Crane (1989) found that it is nnportant to define responsibilities and 
to ass  ^Jobs for which the her is qualified. Buchholz and Crane go on to say that when 
several heirs work together, their jobs should not overlap. Jobs should be differentiated wfth 
titles and written job descr t^ions. There should be onfy  ^one boss and this person should be 
designated through an organizational chart showmg a clear cham of command. DeVries 
(1996) lists authorify and responsibility not being clearfy  ^defined, overlappmg jobs, and the 
decMon hierarclQr bemg fiequentfy  ^bypassed as afow of the challenge and hazards ofrunn  ^
a femily-owned business. 
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"It*s pretty hard to define roles within a femily business. Some members see what 
other members are doing, and they tend to want to do that rather than what they are supposed 
to do" (Rosenblatt et al., 1985, p. 21), This quote is offered by the authors as an example of 
the tensions created m definmg roles in the fenify-owned business. The authors go on to 
describe a number of areas in which defining rotes can lead to high levels of stress and tension: 
the role confiision created when the leader of a &iiify-owned busmess wants &mi^  members 
to know how to do a variety of Jobs, parent-oflfepring tensions (e.g., especialfy over issues of 
selfcontrol on the part of the of^rmg), spouse tensions (e.g., concerns over unequal 
legitimacy to act, unequal knowledge, entitlement to equal status with one's partner, and the 
need to be respected as an equal), invasion mto someone else's territory, and the tension 
caused by attemptmg to develop a division of labor m an effort to solve these problems. The 
authors conclude that '*a clear-cut dmsion of labor seems a valuable tool in heading oS 
interpersonal battles, headmg off the problems that employees, ctistomers, and suppliers have 
over mked signals when it is unclear who does what m a business, and heading off personal 
confusion and ambivalence over business tasks and decMons when there ^  imclarity  ^over who 
does what* (p. 38). 
Fma%, a study by Wicker and Burley (1991) looked at how married couples dealt 
with definmg roles at home and in busmess for new &mify businesses m. which husbands and 
wives worked together. The authors reported that while the average number of hours spent 
workmg m the busmess varied little between husbands and wives (Le., 46 versus 44 ), the 
division of labor at home fell mto what has been considered the traditional American home 
(e.g., the wife assuming all or most of the duties and the husband assist^  when asked). 
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While this may appear an inequitable division of labor, 50 percent of the wives reported no 
conflicts or tensions m this area. The couples interviewed (n = 40) reported that the de&ing 
of roles at home was accomplished without ever openly addressing the topic and that this 
pattern carried over mto the de&mg of roles withm the busmess. In the case of the busmess, 
spouses typically adopted the duties at wfaicb each recognized themselves to be better suited. 
Spouses reported more conflict and tension related to defming roles m the busmess, with 75 
percent of the couples describmg such conflicts. 
Work-fkmity conflicts and spill-overs 
Outside of the need to plan for succession withm the business, the interrelation of the 
femify and the business appears to cause the greatest amount of stress for those involved m a 
fbnily-owned business. The largest amount of literature concerning femily-owned businesses 
can be found in these two subject areas. 
Throughout the literature, a variety of theories have been developed to explain how 
the &mify and the busmess should interact withm a fendfy-owned busmess, so that both, the 
&nify  ^and the busmess are successfuL Hollander and Elman (1998) describe three categories 
of theories which, have evolved mto a systems approach to dealmg with ^ mily-owned 
busmesses. These categories tnchide the rational approach, which advocates excismg the 
femily from the busmess; the focus on the founder approach, which sees the examination of 
the personality and style of the founder as the key to helping to predict busmess and &mity 
difficulties; and phase and stage theories;, which look at the aftematmg periods of stability and 
transition which take place as the needs of the busmess, the &iii ,^ and mdividuals mside and 
outside the &nify change over tnne. Accord  ^to Hol^der and Ehnann, these three 
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categories can be considered micro-aspects of the systenis approach, while the systems 
approach can be seen to provide the macro-model of deal  ^with &mify-owned busmesses. 
Common threads are found between the various micro-aspects and the macro-model: the 
notions of ioterdependency, ^ er-activity, and the belief that &mi  ^processes and business 
processes exist m a contmuous relationsh  ^with each other, 
A review of the evotutk}n of the systems approach to understanding the &mify^wned 
biisiness begms with models using open-^rstems theories as a base of conceptualization. 
These theories emphasize the mterrelationsh  ^between the organi^tion and its environment  ^
with the mafn focus bemg understanding the context withm which the organization functions 
(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1969; Thompson, 1967). 
The next step in the evohjtion of femily-owned busmess systems theory was the 
identification of various systems' reqiorements for the adaptive &mily busm  ^(Davis & 
Stem, 1980). These requirements mclude clear and consistent boundaries (e.g., boundaries 
which locate problems and ^ sues in the approprrate context for resolution) and mtemal 
processes and social structures withm the &nufy that can contam and solve ^ mify problems. 
These requirements are seen to exist withm the mterrektionsh  ^of the business system, the 
marketplace, and the ^ niify. 
A view of the &mify^wned busmess takmg mto account the busmess, the &mity, the 
founder, and irntrfng mechanisms (e.g., board of directors) was offered by Beckhard and Dyer 
(1983). In ths view, each conq>onent is seen as havmg an identity and culture of its own and 
decisions made m one component can conflict with the needs and values of another 
conq)onent. 
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Hollander modeL Fmalfy, a number of authors (Kepner, 1983; Hollander, 1984; 
Ward, 1987) can be groxiped together as following the view that the &mify is of equal power 
and importance with the business and that there are permeable boundaries between the &mily 
and the busmess. In this case, the &iiify and its processes are seen as integral to the business. 
Hollander's (1984) approach offers an integrated model, incorporatmg both systems 
and developmental phases concepts, and is a good re&rence for understandmg the 
work-femify conflicts and spill-overs mcluded in this section. ThK model mvolves three major 
interactive components: the busmess, the ^ mily, and the environment. These components aie 
seen to have relativefy permeable boundaries between them and the mteractions between the 
three can be seen to be caused by five elements. These elements are the femily culture, the 
organ^tional culture, and the intersecting life cycles of the mdividual, &mily, and business. 
Hollander's theory emphas^es the mteraction and mterdependency of the the business, 
and the mdividual life cycles. Kgure I graphically displays Hollander's model 
\ 
Environment 
Individual 
Family 
Business 
/ Family Business 
\ 
N. 
Figure I. Hollander (1984) Model 
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Hbl^der's approach emphasizes the mterdependency and mteractfon of the 
mdividual, and busmess life cycles. In this manner he displays the complexity of the 
&mify  ^business system by show  ^how mdividuals, &iuGes, and busmesses develop over time 
withm the context of the gmily culture and the business culture. Accordmg to this model, 
components of the family culture mchide the h^orical emotional processes transmitted firom 
generation to generation (e.g., myths, roles, rules, the ability to support individuation, and 
patterns of power and controO- Components of the busmess culture include core belief, 
rituals, arti&cts, and vahies. 
A ground work of theoretical views has now been laid to help m understanding how 
work-femily conflicts and spill-overs are created m the femify-owned busmess. These 
coiiflicts and spill-overs are nxmierous and can take place on multiple levels. Greenhaus and 
Beutell (1985) offer three sources of conflict between work and femify rotes. The &st source 
of conflict k that devotmg the tone needed to be successful m one role makes it difScuIt to 
devote the tnne needed to be successful in the other role. The second source of conflict 
betwera work and roles is when the stram created fiom participating in one role makes 
it difficult to be successfiil ni the other role. The third source of conflict is that the specMc 
behavior required by one role can make it difficult to be successful m the other role. 
The authors conchide that work-bonify conflict is related to one's career success and 
role demands, and that these demands depend on the support of the spouse. Also, women are 
exposed to stronger sanctions for noncoo^liiance with &mify-reiated demands, white men are 
«qx}sed to stronger sanctions fi)r noncon^Qance with work-related demands. 
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Harvey and Evans modeL Harvey and Evans (1994) describe three levels of conflict 
which can take place within the mteraction of the the business  ^and external 
stakeholders m the business (e.g., bankers, investors, suppliers, members of the board of 
directors). Level 1 conflict is when there is no interactioa between the conoponents of 6mity, 
busmess, and external stakeholders and this conflict does not spill-over mto the other 
components. An example of Level I conflict would be when a &nily problem does not 
adversely affect the busmess. Level 2 conflict is conflict occurrmg m two of the con:q)onents 
as they overkp; this leads to a conflict which is intense and more di£5cult to address. A 
complex web of busmess issues and &mify relationsh^s can be created, as described by the 
authors in the foUowmg example: the managing fmaiy member ecperiences problems with 
succession m the business because the siblmg being counted on to take over the busmess is not 
respected by others withm the busmess. At the same tone, &mity conflict occurs because 
another sibling feels alienated because he or she was not chosen to take over the management 
of the busmess. Ftnalfy, Level 3 conflict occurs when aU three components described above 
are involved with the conflict situation. An example of this would be when outside 
stakeholders become concerned about the qualifications of the sibling selected to take over the 
biisiness, as described k the Level 2 example. To solve this conflict, the leaders of the 
&mi^-owned business must now address constituents withm the ^ mify, the business, and the 
external stakeholders. Smce the con^lexity of the conjQict has mcreased, the method of 
conflict resolution also will need to be more soph^cated to deal with the conflict 
successful .^ Figure 2 depicts the mteractions leading to these three levels of conflk:t (Harv  ^
& Evans, 1994, p. 235). 
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Business Family 
Level 1 
Levels  ^ Level 2 
External Stakeholders 
Figure 2. Harvey and Evans (1994, p. 235) Model 
A quote from the authors describes both the likelihood and the hnportance of 
cecognizmg conflict withm the femily-owned busmess. "There is no reason to assume conflict 
win not occur m the &mify business. In fact, withm most &mify organizations, conflict will be 
a contmumg dysfimctional occurrence. Knowing this, and predicting when conflict is going to 
occur, may assM &milies in effectxvefy  ^managmg conflict situations" (p. 345). The conflicts 
described in the above models often lead to a variety of problems having to do with 
work-&mify conflicts, and theories concerning these problems are our next topic of concern. 
Liebowit^s principles for consnltmg with &mify^wned bosinesses. Liebowitz 
(1986) explams that while famifyowned busmesses usualfy  ^are seen as appealmg, their nature 
can brmg about a variety of problems haviog to do with workr&mity conflicts. Accordmg to 
liebowit  ^these problems include the &nify^wned busmess becommg the source of 
employment and &ancM security for otherwise unemployable ofi^ring and rektives. 
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constant conflict between founder(s) and their relatives m the busmess, and unsolvable femify 
disputes. The author goes on to describe eight princ^Ies for consultants dealing with 
fanrily-owned busmesses. These principles flhistrate some sources ofstressimique to 
^naify-owned businesses and describe the work-&mify cotiflicts &ced by those nivohred ni a 
tamily-owned business. Prmciple I: The person (or persons) in the family who wants to 
mitiate the process of resolution is the one who stands to lose the most, if something is not 
done or a decision is not made, and also to gain the most if somethmg is done. It fe crucial 
tiiat both gam. and loss be explored. Prmciple 2; The most significant influence on &mily 
problems and their successful resolution is the marriage relationship of founder and spouse. 
Prmciple 3: Parent-son conflicts often suggest a theme of exiting from under the parent's 
authority and becoming one's own mdependeirt person. Prmciple 4: Not retmng leaves open, 
often pamfuQy, the non disciissable wound of unfilled ambitions among ofi^ring. Princ^le 5: 
Parents often avoid honest appraisals of ofl&prmg for fear of hurtmg them or causmg them 
problems. Prmc^le 6; Sibling relationship patterns are likely to contmue and even become 
intensified in a highfy mterdependent working relationship. Prmciple 7: Relative-partners are 
ofien asked to assxmie mcompatible roles, thereby creating personal role conflicts. Resolution 
of these conflicts may alienate one of the partners. Princ^Ie 8: A son-m-law b usualfy a pawn 
in the struggle between owner and daughter, and may feel like he is always needmg to prove 
himself 
A slide projector analogy. Brill (1995), in discussmg organizational p^chiatiy, 
offers fuis view of the &iii^-owned busmess and the work-&mfy conlBcts which ariise m such, 
busmesses. BriQ con^)ares a slide projector, which takes a small image and enlarges it so & is 
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clear and visible  ^to view  ^the &ii%-owned busmess in order to see &mify  ^dynamics 
enlarged mto a structure that makes them visible m new ways. He conchides that &mity 
dynamics dommate the &nify-owned business and that these dynamics are played out through 
the busmess. 
Providing for one's famity. Kaslow (1993) describes femify-cwned busmesses as 
emergmg when individuals attempt to provide for one's &nily, while bemg closefy connected 
to them &]ancklly and emotional .^ This connection leads to an attempt to achieve the 
personal goals of stature, accomplishment, and earning a living, aU while mtertwmmg one's 
career goals with seemmgly like-mmded relatives. When aH of these variables are taken mto 
account, the occurrence of work-femily conflict seenos mevitable. 
Work-famity conflicts and comprehensive family therapy. K^hner (1992) 
hypothesizes about work-&mify conflict withm ^ an%^wned busmesses hi relation to 
comprehensive femify therapy. Comprehensive femify therapy looks at usmg mdividual, 
marftal, and ^ mify therapy principles and techniques in a synergistic manner. fCirshner's 
iQ'potheses point out a variety of work-&mify  ^conflicts which can take place m the 
^mify^wned busmess. Accordmg to the author, the ^ mily structure exhibits certain 
patriarchal characteristics; the culture s phallic so that males are vahied, prized, and 
em^wered. At the same tnne, females are devahied, disenfianchised, and used prnnarify for 
service to and care-takmg of others. The naarital relationsh  ^of the founder or current 
controller of the busmess is ofloi distant and conflicted, with the mate partner hi the marriage 
bemg (fciven by a hist for power. There rs a strong repetition compulsion m the story of the 
across the generations. Fma%, there iis a tendency toward gender-based alliances. 
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coalitions based not onfy on common mterests but also on a dislike or distrust of the opposite 
sex. 
Business as an extension of the &mify system. According to Kepner (1983), a 
^mify fimu the strands of the &mify system are so tightfy mterwoven with those of the 
business system that they cannot be disentangled without seriously disruptmg one or both 
systems" (p. 57). Kepner goes on to describe a variety of work-femify conflicts which are 
based on the fact that the femily-owned business is always a part of the day-to-day thoughts 
and actions of those mvolved with and dependent on the business for thenr livelihood. The 
feet that the femily system derives some of its sense of belongmg and sockl identity from 
bemg a part of a successful busmess also can prove problematic when the needs of the 
business put a strain on the mtunate relationships of the tknify. The author offers the example 
of a heavy social and travel schedule m service of the business takmg away from relationsh^s 
wfthmthe femify. 
A second example concerns how the social demands of the busmess can mterfere with 
the energy and tmie available for married couples to spend thne together or for parents to 
spend tone with their chilcken. This lack of time can lead to marr^e problems and to greater 
levels of siblmg rivalries, as siblmgs strive for attention from parents and, as they get older, 
greater levels of mfhience withm the business. Overall, the fenaify-owned busmess spill-over 
mto the femify conq>licates even more the development of the already complicated fether-son 
and fether-daughter rehtionsh^s. 
In conchidmg her treatment of the effects of work-femify  ^conflicts withni the 
fendfy-owned busmess, Kepner offers five femil  ^dimensions which are most Hkely to be 
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mfhienced by the &nify*s relationship with the business. The first dmiension relates to how 
femilTR*; manage conflict. Kepner believes that the pressure on the &nify  ^mvotved in a 
&mfy^wned busmess to mafntafn an image of cohesiveness can suppress &niily conflicts. 
When th  ^is combmed with the economic mterdependence of the &xiify, makmg it difScuIt for 
&nL  ^members to tell each other when their needs for belong ,^ mtimacy, and Mluence are 
not beiag met, the may not leam healthy conflict management skills or develop healing 
rituals or mechanisms. This can lead to conflict which fosters beneath the sur&ce of everyday 
activities within both the &niify  ^and the busmess. 
The second dmoension d^ussed is that of ihdividtiation. While this is often a difficult 
process for sons and daughters m any type of &mity, the process for those involved m a 
&nify-owned business may be even more di£5cult, and at the minimum will be diSerent. The 
main difference m this process will be that in most cases the son's or daughter's p^hological 
dependence on the &inily lessens as he or she establishes a career outside the fmnily and 
becomes mdependent economically, lii the ^ mity-owned busmess iamify this is not the norm, 
and working closefy with parents on a day-to-day basis can make it even more difficult for 
sons and daughters to test themselves and to gam a sense of thek own competency. 
Kepner's th^d dhnension has to do with the ^ roify^s perception of reality. While 
&anly members' views of the world outside the busmess will be expanded through their 
contact with persons outside the Minify and the business, their perception of reality wiQ be 
influenced to the greatest extent by their fdenti&ation with the busmess as a source of socM 
power and prestige. This can lead to a bloated sense of m^rtance, which can lead to 
confikts both mside and outside the &in2y. 
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The £mal two dmiensions (&cussed by Kepner have to do with the process of chaise; 
these dimensions are informatioa and awareness. Changes withm. the &nify^wDed busmess 
often produce high levels of tension and upheaval, and in this context it is hnportant that the 
founder, or whichever family member is leading the business at the time, prevent conflict from 
becoming debilitating by communicatmg his or her thoughts as early as possible to both the 
family and the busmess. The mformation gained m this manner can help lead to an awareness 
within femify members of the dififerent layers of complexi  ^they deal with as part of a 
&mify-owned busmess, as compared to &milies not hivolved m such a busmess. Kepner 
believes that this awareness itself can be of great benefit to the femify. "They can pay more 
attention to the satis&ctions for belonging, identity, and intimacy m the &mity system and 
buOd protective boimdaries to prevent encroaclunent by the fbm. If the famify can develop an 
apprecration for difference, divergence, and conflict and understand its members  ^needs for 
mfluence or partic^ation, th  ^will be able to create processes and mechanfems to mform, 
Mhience, negotkte, and heaT (p. 70). 
Interactive or reciprocal effects. While Kepner focuses on how the busmess affects 
rektionsh^s within the &mi] .^ Ward and Aronof (1994) comment on how the busmess shapes 
the &axaiy as the haaiy is shap  ^the busmess. In their article  ^'^ ow Famify Affects 
Strategy,'* the authors concentrate on how variables can affect business strategies and 
how the formulation of these strategies can lead to or alleviate work-fonil  ^conflicts. 
Variables of mq)ortance mchide size and structure, femify values, fami  ^
decisioib-makmg patterns, &nil  ^dynamics, ^ mi  ^participation ni leadership, &mi]  ^member 
competencies and qualifications; ^ onify  ^fioancial securi ,^ and parent retirement plans. 
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Additional views. Finalfy, Chrisman, Chua, and Sharma (1996) offer an overview of 
work-femify conflicts and spifl-overs m their review of &nify business studies. The axithors 
offer synopses of eight articles in relation to this topic. The first synopsis concludes that 
higher occupational demands lead to lower marital satis&ction, decreased social participation, 
and. mcreased psychosomatic symptoms among the wives of senior admmistrators (Burke, 
Wen:, & DuWbrs, 1980). 
Crouter (1984) saw family life influencmg the morale, stability, and productivity of the 
work force. The author also reported that women with young children report high femily to 
work spill-over. Wbrk-femily conflicts are higher when demands on time, energy, and 
behavior requ^ements of one role conflict with those of another role. Conflict is strongest 
when there are negative sanctions for noncompliance with role demands (Greenhaus & 
BeuteH, 1985). 
Kaye (1991) found that conflicts among femify members are fundamental  ^different 
fiom those between unrelated parties because the issues are deeper than what appear on the 
sur^e. If the course of chronic disagreements are charted, an observer can encourage 
communication between members and help m conflict resolution. 
In the &mify  ^busmes  ^&mify  ^members communicate both as business colleagues and 
as &mify  ^members. They may pky four different roles: the role of a &mify member, an active 
role m the &nify  ^firm,^  the role of a part owner, and ther personal role as an mdtviduaL 
Nfiscommumcatioa occuirs i^en the role adopted by a person is misunderstood and when 
situation cues reflect role conflict and ambiguity Qi^undberg, 1994). 
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Prince (1990) found three mechanisnis for resobing interpersonal conflicts within the 
&nify busmess to be litigation, arbitration, and mediation. Medmtion was found to be the 
onfy efifective method for conflict resolution. 
Walker (1976) contended that it is m everyone's interest for the executive's wife to 
understand her husband's career goals, for the husband to leam how to share bis feelings, and 
for the company to understand that if the needs of the ^ noily are not met, the company may 
lose the executive. The final synopsis from this review concluded that work afiects femily life 
as a result of the hours spent at work and the employee bringiDg work, stress, and worries 
home (Wilmott, 1971). 
Financial stress 
The thffd source of stress highlighted as part of this literature review is related to the 
financial aspects of the femify-owned business. The financial aspects of the &mity-owned 
busmess can be seen as both a stress and a reward of bemg part of such a busmess. The 
fiiancial stresses &ced by those involved in ^ mify^wned busmesses are felt on the individual 
level, the family level, and the business level 
DeVries (1996) describes a variety of SnancM stresses connected with the 
fmiufy^owned busmess. These mclude a limited access to capital markets (which can seriousfy 
inpede the growth of the busmess), &nuly members miTkmg the busmess for cash, and a 
diisequilibrium between contributions to the busmess and money taken out of the busmess. 
In passmg oathe strategies they see as most nnportant to the success of &mi^-owned 
busmesses, Buchhok and Crane (1989) touch on a number of problems m the fiiancM reahn 
thatneedto be dealt with for a business to be successfiiL These mclude the need to set 
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financial budgets, houTS, salaries, salary increases, and vacations m advance. Problems occur 
when pay does not reflect market-level salaries witimi the busmesses' market and wbea pay 
and benefits do not reflect proportionate  ^the amoimt and quality of work done within the 
busmess. 
Rosenblatt et aL (1985) believe that because money is suchasymbol of power, 
success, ni^rtance, and worth, a shortage of money noakes it appear that a busmess is 
stragglmg. Tensions over money are directed toward concern over makmg ends meet, paymg 
the busmess bills, &iancmg needed changes m the busmess, and meetmg &mily expenses, as 
weU as fulfilling the self-esteem need of showmg one's success through the accumulation of 
money. The authors also highlight the need for &iniess in compensation. They pomt out that 
siblmgs or siblings-in-law are very likely to use each other for comparison and that when 
people feel un&irly conq>ensated in a ^ imify-owned busmess, these feelmgs can cause the 
spiH-over effects previous  ^discussed. 
Developmental stage modeb and financial stress. Gersick, Davis, I^mpton, and 
Lansberg (1997) ofifer a three-dimensional developmental model of the &mify-owned 
busmess. These dmensions are the ownersh  ^developmental dimension, the fiimify  ^
developmental dmiension, and the busmess developmental dnnension. Accord  ^to the 
authors, different fmancial stram occur at each stage of development These faQ'pothesized 
dimensions, stages, and financiial concerns are described below. 
The ownersh  ^developmental dknension is made up of the controOmg owner stage, 
the siblmg partnersh  ^stage, and the cousm consortnnn stage. In the controOmg owner st^e 
ownersh  ^is controlled by one mdividual or couple and ffnancfal strain is due nnamty to 
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concerns over capitalization of the busmess. The sibling partnersh  ^stage finds two or more 
fdhlTngs bavmg ownership control and fiiancial strain related to retafning capital This strain 
results firom the &ct that there are now two or more &mify  ^units in control and because more 
money is bemg taken out of the busmess to support these units. This can impede the growth 
of the business and decrease the iikeiihood banks will loan money to the busmess. The cousin 
consorthnn stage is the stage at which there are many cousm shareholders, both those 
employed by the business and those not employed by the busmess. At this stage financial 
stram is related to creating a ^ mily business capital market which allows &nify members to 
cash out of the busmess as needed, without havmg negative consequences on the business. 
The developmental dimension is made up of the young business &mify  ^stage, 
the entering the business ^ mily stage, the working together fknify, and the passmg the baton 
^mOy. The authors do not Ust fiiancial strams under th  ^dimension. AH are l^ed under the 
ownersh  ^and the busmess dimension, but because of the nature of famify business spill-overs, 
they are connected to the family developmental dimension. In the young busmess &mii  ^
stage, the adult generation is under 40 years of age and children, if there are any, are under 18 
years of age. The entermg the business &mify  ^stage sees the senior generation in the business 
as bemg between 35 and 55 years of age, while the junior generation is m its teens and 
twenties. When the senior generation is between 50 and 65 years of age and the junior 
generation is between 20 and 45 years of age, the busmess iis seen to be in the workmg 
together jamify stage. Fmalfy, in the pass  ^the baton &mi  ^the senior generation is above 
the age of 60 and lookmg to retire from the busmess. 
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The busmess developmental dimension Chides the startup stage, the 
expansion/formaloation stage, and the maturity stage. In tlie startup stage busmess there is an 
fnfhrmal organizational structure, wfth the owner-manager at the center of the structure. At 
tiiK time financial concems are focused on financing the busmess startup through personal 
assets, loan proceeds, or a combination of the two. During the expansion/forma h'Tatfon stage 
there ^  an mcreasmgfy fimctional busmess structure with mult^le products or Imes of 
business. Financial concems relate to the area of cash management; how to use the cash being 
generated fay the business to help the busmess grow and provide a cushion for any down tnnes 
m the future. Fmally, durmg the maturity stage there s a stabilizmg organizational structure 
with weUr-established routes, a stable or declinmg customer base, and modest income 
growth. Fmancial concems are directed toward the remvestment of ftmds m new products, 
new people, and new equ^ment. This is the stage at wMch change is needed to revital  ^the 
busmess with current ownersh^/management or through a change m. ownership/management. 
If management changes, how the busmess finds the cash needed to reimburse retnred business 
members can become a concern. 
Ward modeL Ward (1987) offers a three-stage model of femify-owned busmess 
evolution, with differmg fioancial concems be  ^fouml at each stage. Li this model fiiancial 
concems are focused on providmg the money needed for busmess growth and for suppfying 
basic &inify  ^needs when the bustness is between zero and five years of age. Between 10 and 
20 years of age, or during st^e two, concems turn to financial mamtenance of the busmess 
and providmg for greater levels of needs (e.g., comfort and education). In the thsd 
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stage, between 20 and 30 years of age, the fiiancial concerns focus on remvestment in the 
busmess and toward providmg for ever larger &niify  ^needs (e.g  ^security and gen«osity). 
Fmalfy, Ward and Aronoff(1994), m describing how &na% affects business strategy, 
teU us that fioandal conflicts often arise between generations withm the business as to whether 
the busmess should expand and, if it does, how to finance such expansions. The decision to 
eiq)and leads to the need to decide how the expansion will be danced, whether through 
profits from the business or through borrowing. "The strategic dispute we see most 
frequent  ^ m &mily firms iis between the older and youi^er generations regarding a risky, 
&ancmlfy demandmg opportunity. The story usually ends with the older generation's more 
conservative stance prevailag with the explanation that the new opportunity isn't fiilfy 
thought through; or the next generation cs too optsnistic m the projections; or None of 
these reasons is the real ^ e. Usualfy  ^the parents' real concern-though unstated-is for 
personal and femify financkl security" (pp. 87-88). 
Nepotum 
This fourth major source of stress is de&ed by Webster's New World Dictionary 
(1986) as &vorit  ^shown to relatives, eq)eciaify  ^di appoMment to desnable positions. As 
wfth many of the stresses &c  ^the &mity-o\vned business, nepotism at tmies can also be seen 
as a reward of bemg involved mthe busmess. As a stressor, the problems with nepot^m come 
about when logic creates &voritiism which overrules good busmess reasonmg. When 
loyalty causes relatives to be hored who are mcapable of domg the job or who do not do 
the job as weQ as a noa-&mi  ^member would  ^non-&mt  ^en^loyees are placed m undesnrable 
positk)ns. Accordmg to DeVrsBS (1996), "This absence of play undermines one of the 
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pillars of corporate culture; trust. Lack of trust m-tum influences job sati^ction, motivation, 
and performance. This situation is particular  ^ironic i  ^as is often the case oi &mify firms, 
^snaiy members demand a high level of commitment firom non-^noify  ^members. Such 
demands are acceptable if management gives non-&mi]y members due credit for work weE 
done, they are unacceptable, however, the existmg incentive system is heavify biased toward 
noncontributmg &mify members. In such a case, it becomes difficult to attract capable 
managers, endangering the company's fiiture. The people who are willing to stick aroxmd 
under such cicnmstances may not be the ones the con:^>ariy needs most" (p. 19). 
Bensahel (1975) concurs with the problems which can be brought about by nepotism 
withm the &nify-owned business and ofifers suggestions as to how these problems can be 
avoided. These suggestions mchide placmg mcompetent &mify members ni positions where 
they can do a minimum amount of harm, while placmg competent &mify  ^members m positions 
which allow them to grow without mterference from the owner/manager of the busmess. 
Bensahel also suggests that it is m^rtant to mibrm non-&m  ^employees about their chances 
of success and advancement when they are qualified and competent. If these suggestions are 
foOowed, the chance of problematic &voritism occurr  ^^  reduced. 
Cambreleng (1969) reiterates many of the points akeady made concerning nepotism, 
but adds several mteresting addMons. The first addition is that ^ ni^rowned businesses 
should distribute prmted gmdelmes as to how evaluations will take place, ^ths is done, the 
busmess demonstrates an objective as to the evahiation process and thiis can help lessen 
foe£i)gs of&voritism. Cambreleng's second addition is that nepotism can give union 
organoers ammunition for approachn  ^employees of the business about xmionizing. 
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Burack and Calero (1981) identify seven perils faced by the femify-owned busmess. 
One of these seven is what they call "femily only obsession," or the restrictmg of key jobs to 
femily members. This descr^tion is another way of lookmg at nepotism and can be avoided 
by focusing on &idnig the best person available to fill each position within the busmess, &mi]y 
member or non-family member. 
Alcom (1982) simimarizes the pros and cons of h^g relatives to work in the 
&mify-owned busmess. The cons include jealousies created among other employees, 
discouragement of outside professionals &om entermg the busmess, difSculty m firing 
relatives, and pressure to hire mcompetent or destitute relatives. 
Finally, Ewmg (1965) reviews the results of a survey of2700 Harvard Business 
Review subscribers concemmg nepotism. This survey found that while only 15 percent of 
respondents had witnessed nepotism, there were clear feelmgs concerning its positive and 
negative aspects. The negative aspects of nepot  ^were seen to be how it discourages 
outsiders fiom seekmg employment with the busmess, how it st  ^up jealousy and resentment 
among employees, how it is often hard to fire incapable gmify  ^members, &nify mterests being 
put before the interests of the busmess, and how it can create doubt about the mtegrity and 
objectMy of top management 
Succession 
Withm the &mily-owned busmess literature concerns over the succession process 
provide the krgest number ofreferences. En their review of this Ifteratore, Chrisman, Chua, 
and Sharma (1996) found 36 articles concerning succession, compared to the nest two largest 
topic areas, &mify mvolvement in the business (33 articles) and how the fiimily-owned 
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busmess shoxild seek professional advice (28 articles). A selection of these 36 articles are 
reviewed m the folfowmg section. 
Ayers (1990) befieves that successfiiify dealing with the succession process is the most 
lastmg gift one generation can give to the next in relation to the ^ mify^wned busmess. The 
author highlights a variety of issues concerning succession which are stressful to those 
involved. These mchide how the needs of the busmess will be provided for, how the needs of 
the owner/manager will be provided for, and how the needs of the next generation will be 
provided for through the succession process. Outside of these needs, minimiTTng taxes durmg 
the transfer of the busmess, the creation of policies for redeeming stock and dispensmg 
dmdends as the roles of ^ nufy* members change, and who takes on the role of successor and 
how this decision is made, are all nnportant areas of concern. 
Rosenblatt and Albert (1990) discuss difficulties m the iotergenerational transfer of a 
&nify-owned busmess. Intergenerational transfer is seen as a legacy to the next generation 
and as a method of perpetuating the achievements of the parent Stresses found in th  ^
process mclude identifymg and attractmg a successor, decidmg when and how the busmess 
win change hands, and adjust  ^to the changing hierarchy within the busmess and often 
withmthefemify. 
Kaslow (1993) comments that the issue of choosmg a successor is often the most 
vex  ^^ sue confronted by the femify^wned busmess. "Sometimes the thought oftum  ^
over the rems to anyone and re&quiishiDg control ^  a devastatmg and ego alien idea; it brmgs 
m its wake fears of impotence and morta .^ Thu^altoomai^fensilybusmesses&ilto 
make andA)r to communicate a succession plan. Wheatbe fim's piesident/CEO/directordie  ^
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devastatmg squabbles between siblmgs and/or other relatives may ensue as the battle for 
leadersh  ^and supremacy erupts, and someone must quickly move in to M the vacancy and 
vacuum. If no one has been groomed and no one is capable of quickly assummg the role of 
running the busmess, it Alters and may &11 apart" (p. 8). 
In listing his eight prmdples tor consultants working with &nify-owned businesses, 
Liebowitz (1986) of  ^a view of the stress created when an owner does not retire from the 
business with appropriate timmg. According to the author, this scenario often leads to 
unfulfilled ambitions among the of^rmg mvolved in the business. As highlighted ^ lier, this 
unfulfilled ambition can lead to a variety of problems both withm the business and within the 
femify (e.g., see previous sections on work-femily conflicts and "spiH-overs" and "defining 
roles")-
Planning for saccession. Ward and Aronoff*(1994) offer suggestions on how those 
takmg over the leadership of a &mify-owned business can make the transition as smooth and 
successfiil as possible. Thefr suggestions, and the questions they would pose ni planning such 
a transition, give us a good idea of the stresses &ced by a business contemplating such 
changes. The authors suggest that successors oi a &ntty-owned business have two 
responsibilities which are espedalfy  ^mqxirtant and difficult. These are leading change within 
the business by remterpretmg the cultural practices and traditions of the busmess to be 
consi^ent with the strategic pbns of the new leadersh  ^and to generate a consensus among 
members around a common vision for the busmess and those involved ni the busmess. 
The auttors go on to suggest a series of questions which, when answered, will he  ^the 
business through as smooth a transition as possible. Thiis series of questions mchides the 
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followmg; "Which members might be part of business management or ownersh  ^m the 
next generation? What is the age, education, career preference  ^leadersh  ^potential, and 
personality of each &mify member m the current and next generation? Who holds the power 
and mfhience in the ^ mily? How hiq)ortant is it to miluential femily memb  ^that the 
busmess be a &mify  ^business? What does &n3% leadership thMc are the keys to past and 
future business success? How intense are &naify relationships? How skillful is the &iiify at 
developmg consensus and resolvmg conflict? How does the &mify perceive the various femify 
members (e.g., &vorites, scapegoats, rebels, dependents, etc.)? Does the senior generation 
believe itself to be financiaify secure? What are the senior generation's retirement raterests 
and mclmatbns" (p. 90)? While the answers to these questions win help a business plan a 
smooth transition to the next generation of management, they are also a clear mdication of the 
wide variety of var^les to be taken into account durmg the succession process and of the 
numerous stresses which can a£fect those invoh^ed m the busmess durmg this process. 
As a pomt of clarification, when we talk of succession in the ^ imily-owned busmess 
we are tallcfng about a change ni the top leadershp of the organization. "In other words, 
wiien succession occurs, an old boss s out and a new boss b m" (Alcorn, 1982, p. 147). 
Beyond the stresses caused withm those responsible for the changes tak  ^place duriog 
successk>n at the upper management levels of the busmess, changes and stresses are also 
occurrmg at the lower levels of the organ^ation. These changes can lead to a loss of 
contmuity among workers, as weU as to feelmgs of resentment and hostility, all of ^ ^ch can 
add to the stress being felt by the &nify members mvofved with the succession process. 
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Saccessioa and business success. Lea (1991) po^s out that onty 30 percent of 
&n)i]y-owned businesses survive the transfer fiom the founder to tiie second generation of 
femify management. The author goes on to describe a nimiber of characteristics held by those 
businesses which do not make it successfiilfy to the second generation of Sanity management. 
The frst character^c is the business not being viewed by family members as financialty and 
organizationalty sound, profitable, positioned weQ for the future, or as a sat&fying and fun 
place to spend one's tmoe. The second characteristic is &nity members havmg not been kept 
informed and up-to-date about the workmgs of the business over the years, which leads to 
&mity members not understanding the busmess or the stresses and rewards mvotved with the 
busmess. Famity members com  ^into the busmess having not received the prior trammg and 
experience needed to handle the responsibilities management of the business entails is tiie 
fourth characteristic described by Lea> Another characterMc is when the cxirrent 
owner/manager has not carried out a complete process of anatysiis and long range plannmg in 
preparation for choosing a successor and completing the succession process. The business 
bemg viewed as margfnat by &mity members as to profits, efSdency of the business 
management and operations, and the position of the business withm the commumty and the 
market place is the fifth characteristic described. Sixth is when there is overt pressure on the 
next generation to take over the busn^ss, whkrh can lead to uninterested or unqualified 
management by the next generation. The seventh characteristic is ^ en there s pressure by 
the foundmg goieration to cont^e busmess as usual, suggest  ^that the second generation 
of &mity managensent ^  supposed to show complete dedication to the business and spend 
little tnne on mterests outside the busmess, v^iich can seriousty reduce the number of quafified 
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family members mterested in taking over the busmess. The opposite can also be true, when 
talented members see runnmg the business as too easy and unchallenging they are likefy 
to look for opportunities that wiH make better use of thek skills. Many femify-owned 
busmesses which make it through the above concerns are brought down by a founder who is 
unable to step back and let the next generation take over the busmess completely. Finally, the 
ninth characteristic described by Lea is that it is almost always true that the femfy-owned 
business which does not plan for succession win not survive as a &nify-owned business mto 
the second or thnrd generation of &niify management. 
"Handmg over control of a business has finance and power mplications for 
everyone involved. Like the parceling out of a fet estate, it can bring old 
rivalries and resentments to the sur&ce and give new focus to long-smsmermg 
disputes. When succession withm the &iiity &ils and takes a solid and 
profitable busmess down with it, the real cause can most often be traced to 
onderfymg difScuhies in fknily relationships and a &ihire to take those 
difiScuMes mto account when ana^^zmg and plannmg for the transfer of 
power." (Lea, I99I, pp. 12-13) 
DeVries (1996) sees much of the stress brought about by the succession process as 
commg about because lettmg go of the busmess foels to many owner/managers like signing 
thek own death warrant. This foelmg can lead to an owner/manager not planntng for 
succession and then forc  ^ the busmess to deal with the succession process after his or her 
untimefy  ^death. These feelings can also lead to the owner/man^er reftis  ^to relmquish 
control, being unwillmg to delegate responsibility, and bemg unwiOmg to share vital 
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itrfoimation wfth key members of the btisiness. In this case, an untimefy death wiH keep those 
who take over the busmess from having the tools needed for success (Bork, 1986). 
The succession process can also be sabotaged by the owner/manager who has second 
thoughts and returns to meddle m the busmess, often causmg unhealthy economic and 
psychological disruption tor both those involved in the business and the femily members. An 
owner/manager might also decide to take tme off from the busmess, but may be unable to 
relinquMi fiill control of the busmess. Thfe can lead to economic problems as business 
decisions are postponed through waitmg to d^uss what to do or because of differing 
viewpomts on what is to be done (Bork, 1986). 
Sources of stress summary 
The succession process offers the perfect mechanisni for summarEmg the sources of 
stress involved in the fmnify owned business. Th  ^s true because the succession process 
often brmgs to the surface many of these stresses, such as defining roles, work-femify conflicts 
and spill-overs, money and power, and nepotism. When all of these issues become combined 
duxmg the succession process, it is clear why this process is of so much concern to those 
mvolved with &mify-owned businesses. 
The previous section of this review HghKghted the wide-variety of stresses ^ ed by 
the ^ moi^-owned business. While these stresses can make ownmg and managing a 
&mify-owned busmess a difiBailt task, there are also a wide-variety of rewards gamed by 
those involved in such a busmess. It would appear by the popubrity and economic 
nnportance of the &mify^wned busmess m this country and aroimd the world, that the 
sources of rewards offered by the &mifyK>wiied busine  ^make expecKncmg these sources of 
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stress aE worthwhfle. The sources of rewards found m the femify-owned business are 
d^cussed in the following section. 
Sources of Rewards 
Intimacy 
The fist source of rewards foimd in the femify-owned business is the higher level of 
mtnnacy found m such &ms (Gersick et aL, 1977). Previousfy, we have seen how this 
iotnnacy can lead to problems witii defining roles  ^work-^mify conificts and spiQ-overs, and 
nepot^m. From a positive pomt of view, this higher level of mtimacy can lead to a stronger 
busmess environment based on the shared history, identity, and common language of the 
&nity. The communication process, both verbal and nonverbal, can be much &ster m a 
femily-owned business. Famify members are more likefy to understand each other^s spoken 
and unspoken preferences, as weE as strengths and weaknesses. "Most nnportant, 
commitment, even to the point of self-sacriSce, can be asked for m the name of general &mify  ^
welfere" (p. 3). 
Akom (1982) concludes that one of the biggest advantages held by the &mify-owned 
business, brgeorsmall,stheabili^ithasto make and implement quick management 
decisions without the need for endless committee, board, or stockholders' meetmgs. 
In then: mterviews with mdividuals involved with &mi]^-owned busmesses, Rosenb  ^
et aL (1985) foxmd that one of the rewards often mentioned by those mterviewed was the 
opportuni  ^offered to nnprove rektionsh^s by working together. This moprov  ^of 
relationsh^s was seen to be brought about a number of &ctors» including knowing more 
about what ^  gomg on dl each other's lives, having business concerns to talk about, sfaaimg 
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the satis^ction of building somethmg together, shariog the nest-like quality of a famify-owned 
business, coming to a more respectM or imderstandmg relationship with famify members, and 
by providing both an arena to work out mterpersonal problems and a cushion when 
relationship di£Sculties do occur. 
Withm the area of mtmacy, DeVries (1996) offers a variety of rewards found within 
the &mily-owned busmess. Famify  ^mtimacy can help lead to a sense of common purpose for 
all employees. Employees often feel like a part of the family, and this can lead to less 
bureaucracy withm the busmess. Having less bureaucracy can lead to quicker and more 
effective decision makmg, as well as easier access to senior management by all levels of 
en^loyees. The author also relates how this intmacy can lead to higher levels of business 
expertise within family members involved in the busmess. "After all, these people have been 
m contact with the business from earfy  ^childhood onward. Break&sts, dinners, outings, &mify 
gathermgs, after-school work, and simmier Jobs have all created opportunities to leam more 
about the busm^s" (p. 18). 
Accordmg to Liebowitz (1986), the mtnnacy level found m a femify-owned busmess 
can lead to such benefits as quick responsiveness to the marketplace, a close identification by 
employees with the company and fts products, and a kck of bureaucracy. The author goes on 
to point out that often "formmg or entering an abeacfy  ^establ^ed &mify owned business is 
mtended as a positive atten^t by &mify members to resolve long-standmg ^ mify emotional 
issues seen by relatives as not otherwise resolvable, that the surge of subterranean emotions 
and conflict surround  ^these issues is most apparent when succession s being considered 
and implemented, and that how succession progresses, as well as the busmess progresses, s 
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one of the best measures ofhow well family fesues are bemg resohed" (p. 192). Donnelly 
(1964) and Hayes (1981) also offer qualitative research evidence (e.g., interview and 
questionnaire data) to support the rewards of intnnacy discussed above. 
Financial rewards 
In a deliaeation of the strengths of the femily-owned business, Donnelley (1964) offers 
several strengths which help the &nify-owned business provide financial rewards to its 
members. Of these strengths, three stand out: the feet that resources are more readily 
accumulated through 6mify sacrifices, that dedicated and loyal business members help avoid 
expenswe executive turnover, and that an interested and unified management stockhokier 
group is most likefy less sensitive to short-term performance. These strengths combme to 
make the creation of fiiandd rewards more likefy for those mvolved m the busmess. 
Dreux (1990) believes that femifyHiwned businesses are generalfy  ^overcapitalized 
(i.e., with little or no debt), maintain substantM liquidity, and have operatmg margms and 
return on Divestment rates that often exceed those of non-&miV-o^ed biismesses. These 
characterzzations can result m financial rewards for members of &mify^-o wned busmesses, 
rewards such as not havmg to go public to generate e:q)ansion fimds (e.g., due to accumulated 
cash or because private nivestors appreciate the strengths of the femify-owned business), the 
chance for hi  ^levels of mcome as the femOy-owned busmess grows, and the chance for the 
realzation of long-term mvestment gains if the busmess ^  ever sold. 
A surv  ^of624 successfiil femify-owned busmesses conducted Tagmri and Davis 
(1992) found sbc goals held owner/managers ni these companies considered the most 
moportant to success. Two of these goals reffect how femil^-owned businesses are used to 
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provide finannfll rewards: to provide owners with &ancial security  ^and benefits, and to have 
a company that offers Job security. When a busmess is able to fiilfill these goals, &iancial 
rewards are created for the members invoh^ed in the busmess. 
Rosenblatt et. aL (1985) e}q>Iam how financial rewards can be seen to encon^)ass a 
wide-range of areas in relation to the femify-owned busmess. "Not onty may financial 
advantage be a ^ onbol of success and prestige, it may also be a gloss for other gams of having 
a fknily busmess, gains which are hard to admit to oneself or to others or which are not 
universaOy recognized as signs of success. In some cases, these other gams may not even be 
in the awareness of the person who is clamiing financial gam. At least for a few people, the 
gams glossed over by the claim of financial advantage probably mclude power over others, 
creative satis&ction, privacy, fieedom fiom criticism, mcompetence, idiosyncrasies, or whnns 
of a supervisor, and freedom to do thmgs that some others might criticize" (p. 210). 
The authors go on to describe three specific fiaancial rewards offered by the 
^mify-owned busmess. One, &mify members workiog for little or no wages, is an especial  ^
nnportant benefit in tones when the busmess is striped for cash. Two, paymg &mify 
members, rather than non-relatives, keeps the money in the &nify and can be written-off as a 
busmess expense. Three, ownmg a &imly business allows an accumulation of wealth (e.g., 
through the accumolatioa of eqmty) that would be unlikefy^ifwoiicmg for a salary. 
Niepotism 
As defined earlier, nepotic ^  &voritism shown to relatives, especialfy  ^in appomtment 
to desirable positions. The stresses &ced v^ien nepotism s fouxtd in a &mifyK}wned busmess 
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were previousfy reviewed, but nepotKm can also result ni rewards for the busmess and those 
mvolved oi the busmess. 
Ewing (1965) questioned 2,700 subscribers to the Harvard Business Review and 
found respondents believmg m a variety of benefits related to nepotism within a business. 
These mcluded the feet that relatives often feel added responsibility toward the business 
because of femify connections, relatwes are often more loyal and dependable, capable relatives 
can cause the morale of the management team to mcrease, a salesperson with the same 
surname as the owner has a better chance of making a sale, bankers and stockholders attach 
greater importance to the words and actions of relatives, relatives can be more outspoken 
because they have less fear of termmtion, and contmuity and the effective use of policies is 
more likefy with relatives employed in the business. 
Alcom (1982) offers a summary of the benefits found m employing relatives in the 
femify-owned business. These benefits are snnilar to those discussed by Ewing (1965) and 
center aroxmd the ease of adaptability and acceptance of the relative mto the busmess, higher 
levels of interest and participation by relatives as employees, and higher levels of contmuity 
and implementation of company policy. 
Rosenblatt et aL (1985) ofi  ^the ability to nurture young femify members as one of the 
benefits of being mvohred m a femity-owned business. This nurturance can result m 
charactor-baildmg withm young femify  ^members, in the creation of good work habits, in the 
young femity member experiencmg the busmess at a deeper level than would be possible 
workn  ^for someone else, and m bemg trusted with responsibility and feeling more 
responsible at a younger age. 
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Opportanity to solve Gunify conflicts 
Liebowitz (1986) offers a unique view of a reward found in bemg a member of a 
&mify-owned business (FOB), the opportunity for femily members to resolve long-standmg 
&ni]y conflicts which may not otherwise be resoh^able. He states, "an uncommon 
mterpretation of the attraction FOBs hold for relatives is that forming or entermg an 
already-established FOB is mtended as a positive attempt by them to resolve long-standmg 
&mify emotional issues seen by relatives as not otherwise resolvable, that the surge of 
subterranean emotions and conflict surroimdmg these issues is most apparent when succession 
is being considered and miplemented, and that how the succession process as well as the 
busmess progresses is one of the best measures of how weQ famify issues are being resolved. 
This not to say that other motives for entermg the FOB do not exist. However, alongside 
and prompting these other motives lies the desire of ofifepring, siblings, m-laws, and parents, in 
varymg combinations, to resolve long-standmg femify conflicts" (p. 192). 
Pride and prestige 
Accordmg to Kepner (1983), &milies mvolved with &mify-owned busmesses derive 
some of thenr sense of belonging, influence, and social identic &om theor rektionsh^s with 
the busmess. Rosenblatt et al. (1985) also foimd this area to be an nnportant reward for those 
involved with &mfy^wned busmesses. Thenr res^rch revealed that be  ^an entrepreneur 
and havmg &mify  ^members mvolved m one's busmess was a source of pride and prestige, as 
was the knowledge of havmg built a bu^ess fiomthe ground up or having strengthened an 
already ongomg bustoess. Other areas of pride and prestige rekted to mvolvement m a 
&nify^wned business mchide pride m being able to pass aloi^  the business to younger fimaity 
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members and the pride and preside which come from having power over other people and 
over fmancial assets. 
Coping 
Individuals find a variety of ways to adapt to or cope with the stresses and rewards 
&ced in their lives. Coping has been described as the efK)rts an mdividual makes to master 
situations of threat, harm, or challenge when the usual strategies employed m these situations 
are found to be insufficient (Lazarus, AveriD, & Option, 1974). 
The ability to cope with stress varies between mdividuals. Mechanic (1974) dkcussed 
three conaponents which make up successful copmg. First, the individual must have the 
capabilities and the skills to deal with the demands that are placed upon hun or her. Demands 
are placed on the mdividual from envronmental and/or sodal mfluences. Second, the 
mdividual most have adequate motivation to deal with these demands. Such demands can be 
associated with mtense d^om&rt and anxiety, and it s important that the individual not be 
overwhelmed by these associations. ThBrd, the mdividual must have the capabilities to remam 
psychological^  balanced. The individual must be able to meet his or her basic physical needs, 
rather than having to focus prunarify on his or her emotional needs. Mechanic believes that if 
these three components are available; the mlividual is more likefy  ^to adapt successfiilfy  ^to 
stress. 
Lazarus and FoQcman (1984) pomt out the nnportance of how a stressfiil situation is 
appraised co gnitivefy  ^m relation to how and to what extent an mdividual copes with the 
situation, lii other words, it is the appraisal of the situation as threatenmg or harmful 
(Le., perceived stress) that determmes to what ectent coping strategies are io^femented. 
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How an mdividiial appraises a situation is determmed by the individuaTs personality and the 
environmental circumstances m which.he or she lives. The authors go onto discuss three 
cognitive appra  ^processes. Thfe first process is prunary appraisal; m this process the 
individual judges whether a situational outcome is threatenmg, beneficial, or nrelevant. If the 
mdividual detemmes the situation is tiireatenmg, secondary appraisal takes place. Secondary 
appraisal mvolves developmg a response to the threat or taking mventory of the copmg 
options available. The third process ^  reappraisal, which involves a change m the perception 
of the situation based on mcommg information. This incoming information may come &om 
changes m the environmental situation or changes in mtemal conditions, such as what the 
individual thinks about the situation or his/her ability to deal with the situation. As long as a 
stress contmues, appra  ^may be a continuous and ongomg process. This means that the 
way a situational demand is appra^ed determmes the extent to which, coping strategies are 
onplemented. 
Several studies have shown that the perception that one has control over a stressfiil 
situation can decrease the adverse effect the situation may have on an individual's health. In a 
review of related literature, Thompson (1981) describes the benefits of behavioral and 
cognitive control ia relation to health changes brought about by stress. Behavioral control is 
the befief that one can do someth  ^behavioralfy to lessen the aversiveness of a stressor, 
while cognitive control is the belief that one can m l^ement a cognitive strate  ^to reduce the 
aversiveness of a stressor. This literature review points out that behavioral control has no 
effect on the amount ofdstress or arousal a stressor produces. On the other hand, cognitive 
control was found to reduce the negative ni^ act of stressors on one's physical and 
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p^choiogical weH-bemg. The aiithor concluded that being able to Element a cognitive 
strategy to reduce the aversiveness of a stressful situation is an effective method of reducmg 
the impact the situation has on one's well-bemg. 
Wrubel, Benner, and Lazarus (1981) d^uss how even mdividuals who generalfy cope 
well may find themselves in situations where demands can be overwhelming. The authors 
describe four characteristics of situatrons or demands which can conq)romise copmg or 
adaptational capabilities. One characteristic is the uniqueness ofthe demand being &ced. If 
an individual has no experience from which to draw knowledge and skills and/or ^  the 
mdividual's culture provides no guidelkes to follow m copmg with the situation, copmg will 
be affected adverse .^ A second character^c concerns the duration and frequency of the 
demand. Longer and more frequent situational demands can mfhience the amount of dutress 
a person experiences. If demands are very long-Iastmg, burnout can occur; while hopelessness 
may occur ifthe duration of the demand seems to be indefiiite. The thnrd character^c has to 
do with the pervasiveness of the demand. When the demand encompasses a large percentage 
of an mdividual's life, the mdividual may &el there s no place m his or her life that is not 
affected by the demand. Fmalfy, the fourth characteristic is amb^uity. The extent to which, 
there is conftision or ambigui^  regardmg ^ t^ is happenmg or what the mdividual's role is m 
the situation can affect the cop  ^abifi^  of the mdividuaL 
Individual have been found to cope with stressful situations in a variety of ways. 
Copiog strategies have been divided mto three categories (Carver, Scheier, & Wemtrab, 1989; 
Lazarus & Folkman, 1984): problent-focused coping, emotionrfbcused copmg, and less-useful 
copmg. Pioblem-focussed copmg mvotves ioiplementiD  ^strategies to sobe the problem or 
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elfmfnate the source of the stress. Emotion-focused coping mvolves reducmg or managing the 
emotional distress that occurs as a result of a stressM situation. Less-useM coping involves 
strategies that avoid acknowledgmg or dealing with the stress; thus, they are usually not 
effective strategies. Most individuals will oa:q)lement some aspects of both problemr&cused 
and emotion-focused copmg m order to deal with stressful situations. However, research has 
shown (FoDcman & Lazarus, 1980) that there are circumstances when selectmg one strategy 
over the other will prove more beneficial for the mdividuaL When mdividuals believe that 
somethmg can be done to solve the problem or allevkte the stress, problemrfocused copmg is 
more effective. On the other hand, emotion-focused copmg b more effective when it is feh 
that the stress is uncontrollable and must be endured. 
Interpretive summary of the current state of knowledge 
As noted m the prior literature review, individuais mvoived wfth &mifyK)wned 
busmesses &ce a variety of unique stresses and rewards not &ced by those mvoived m 
non-femify-owned busmesses (e.g., Donckels & Frohlick, 1991; Harvey & Evans, 1994; 
Hollander & Ehnan, 1998; Liebowitz, 1986; Kepner, 1983; Rosenblatt et aL, 1985). 
Because the &mifyK>wned busmess has been, and as we have seen &om th  ^literature review, 
still is an mportant part ofthe American. econonQT (e.g., Bork, 1986; Buchholz & Crane, 
1989; Lea, 1991; Shankor&Astrachan, 1995), it would seem imperative that contmued 
research be completed in tMs area m the hope of he^mg the &mify-owned busoKSS and its 
constftuents find mcreasmg levels of success (both withm the busmess and within the &nify). 
This success is dependent upon the &nifyowned busmess dealmg with the stresses and 
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rewards previousfy described and the results of these stresses and rewards on the life of each 
individual mvohred m the business. 
In particular, this study increases the knowledge base related to the business and 
self-reported psychological characteristics of persons mvolved in &nify-owned and 
non-^mify-owned busmesses m a rural state. The study also provides data related to 
differences between Iowa business managers as a group and the standardization data relevant 
to the assessment mstruments used m the study. 
The general occupational stress research paradigm, as displayed in Figure 3, assumes 
that external busmess demands and pressures (Le., stressors) lead to subjective distress (Le., 
stress) and produce undesirable consequences, such as depression and somatic symptoms. 
This study explores the stresses and undesffable consequences experienced by the 
owners/managers of femify-owned businesses m the State of Iowa; m comparison to the 
stresses and undes^ble consequences experienced by managers of non-^mify-owned 
busmesses. The se^reported stressors and imdesirable consequences described by the 
family-owned and non-family-owned business respondents m this study, as well as 
characteristics of thek copmg strategies and busmesses, are used to predict membersh  ^withm 
either the &mity-owned busmess group or the non-&mify^wned business group. 
Busmess Stressors Subfective Distress -> Undesfrable Psychological Conseouences 
(Le.^  stress) depression, somatic ^ mptoms) 
Figure 3. General Occupational Stress Research Paradigm 
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The overall goal of this research was to explore whether there are differences in 
stressors (Le  ^aspects of busmess) and perceived stress related variables (Le., subjective and 
psychological measures) between femily-owned busmess respondents and non-femify-owned 
business respondents. The secondary goal of this research was to see if there are differences 
m the copmg strategies used by family-owned business respondents and non-&nify-owned 
business respondents. A thfrd goal was to mcrease the literature base in the field of 
occupational stress research. 
Table I, as offered by DeVries (1996, p. 23), provides a sxmraiary of the advantages 
and duadvantages of being involved m a fbnity owned busmess, an overview of what has been 
discussed as part of thfe literature review. 
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Table I. Summary of Advantaaes and Disadvatajjcs 
Advattgps [}isadvaniage3 
Long-iena oddilatibiB 
bdependmce ofactxn 
LittJc for no) pressure Som stock maricct 
Lftde (or na) takeover 
LnnAcd access to captal madceis 
Messy stractme 
Lack of clear (&«ioa of tasks 
Family cuiture as a source of pniB 
StaUily 
•Smingiirt'iiffBnitihn/'rni 
Cootiaiiity offeadeah  ^
Resilience m bard tmes 
WiUmgDcss to pkiw back profis 
linitBd boieaiiaacy 
Flexiility 
Fniancnd benefits 
Posinli^  of gnat success 
Knowiedge of the bosness 
Eaiiy Bammg for fimify annbcis 
Nepotisra 
Dominance of &mify reasons over business logie 
Tolennoe ofiiept Smify members 
[oeqa&able feward systems 
DifiBcultks n attracting ptofissknal management 
Spoiled kid syndrome 
bitemecme strife 
Quick decskn makiog 
Famity disputes that overflow into tbe business 
Patemaltstic^niioctatic rule 
Secrecy and restonce to dange 
Attxactioa of dependent personalities 
FfimimBtstraai 
Famity members mtDc  ^tbe busmess 
Deseqmlibtnim between contrfegtions and cwiipcmatpn 
Soccessioaifaamas 
Source: DeVries, (1996, p.23). 
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CHAPTERS. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Research Design 
Cook and Campbell (1979) refer to correlational designs as a "passive-observational 
method." According to Cook and Campbell, correlational designs measure the differoitial 
levels of both effects and exposures to presumed causes (Le., m this study, business-related 
stressors), as they occvir naturally (Le., without any nqjerimental mtervention), and with 
measures taken at one tone. 
This study was an exploratory mvest^ ation, which used self-report measures. With 
the mtent of assess  ^the reactions and perceptions ofbusmess owners to the stressors of 
their daily busmess lives, the prnnary goal of this study was to ascertain if there are differences 
m stressors (Le., aspects of business), as well as perceived stress related variables (Le., 
subjective and psychological measures) and consequences of stress, between ^ mfy^wned 
biismess owners/managers and non-&mify-owned busmess managers m the State oflowa. 
The secondary goal was to assess if there are differences in the copmg strategies used by 
&ml^ -owned busmess owners/managers and noib-&nity-owned business managers. Variables 
that might differentiate &mify-owned and non-6mifyK)wned busmess respondents were 
explored as potential predictors of categorical memboship m either the &nifyH>wned busm  ^
or the non-6mi^ -owned busmess groups. 
This e}q>Ioratory and correlational design stu<fy was used to address questions and 
hypotheses relevant to potential differences between managers of l&mily-owned busmesses 
and managers ofnonr&mfy^wned busmesses on levels of perceived stress and methods of 
copmg wMl such stress, as well as the managers* views on the types of stresses and rewards 
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brought about from workmg m either a famify-owned busmess or a noa-femify-owned 
busmess. As described m the previous chapter, research to date has mdicated the presence of 
di&rences in the stresses and rewards experienced between mdividuals workmg in a 
^mily-owned business and those working in a non-famity-owned business. By definition in 
this study, &nify-owned business managers are aQ members of the family which has 
controUmg mterest in the busmesses under investigation. 
Research Hypotheses 
Over the years a large bo<fy of psychological research has been evoh^ed pertioent to 
nnprovmg the lives of mdividuals by reducing the effects of work-related stress. This study 
used a general occupational stress research paradigm to explore the perceived stresses and 
undesirable consequences experienced by the owners/managers of femily-owned busmesses m 
the State of Iowa, m comparison to the perceived stresses and undesirable consequences 
experienced by the managers of non-famify-owned busmesses in the State of Iowa. The 
prnnary goal of the study was to see if there are differences m stressors (Le., aspects of 
busmess), perceived stress related variables (Le., subjective and psychological measures), and 
the psychological consequences of perceived stress between &mify-owned busmess 
owners/managers and non-fami^ Kiwned biisiness managers. 
Thus, the three major areas of focus mtb& study are perceived stress, the 
consequences of perceived stress, and the copmg mechanisms used by mdividuals involved m 
&miifyK>wned and non-fknify-owned busiaesses. These areas of focus were exammed through 
the follow  ^ research questions and associ^ ed hypotheses: 
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Research Question I: Is there a significant di£ference between owners/managers of 
femfly-owned busmesses and mangers of non-&mity-owned busmesses m terms of areas of life 
reported as stressfiil and mean levels of reported (Le., perceivecQ stress m these areas? Li 
addition, do the areas of life reported as stressful lead to significant differences between 
owners/managers of &mi]y-owned businesses and managers of non-&mify^wned busmesses 
in terms of perceived psychological consequences (e.g., depression, low levels work and life 
satis&ction)? 
Hypothesis 1: It was hypothesized tbat no differences would be found in the mean 
levels of reported (Le., percewed) stress when comparisons were made between the 
owners/managers of femify-owned busmesses and the managers of non-femily-owned 
busmesses. 
Research Question 2: Are there significant differences between the owners/managers 
of &mifyK)wned busmesses and manners of non-femify-owned busmesses in terms of the 
methods used in coping with stress? 
Hypothes  ^2: It was bypothesced that the stressful life situations &ced by 
femify^wned busmess owners/managers and non-&nify^wned busmess managers would be 
reacted to with sfmiTar methods. It was predicted that there would be no differences between 
the two groups m copmg styles, work commitnient, situational character t^ks (e.g., s  ^of 
work unit), organizational characteristics (e.g., organization, structure), and subjective reports 
of feelings of beo  ^overwhehned at home. 
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SampGng Procedares 
Participants for this study were obtained by surveying 758 businesses bi the State of 
Iowa (379 femify-owned businesses and 379 non-femify-owned busmesses). These businesses 
were selected randomfy from within the state, with the fbllowmg st^ ukdons: (1) the state 
was first equally divided mto four quadrants and (2) within each quadrant, busmesses were 
surv^ed m three categories of communities. These categories are communities with 
populations of between 5,000 and 9,999, communities with populations between 10,000 and 
24,999, and communities over 25,000 in population. Once the state was divided mto four 
quadrants, it was decided that all commimities withm each population category and withm 
each quadrant would be sampled. This plan sampled busmesses proportionate to the number 
of communities in each population category. The number of busmesses sampled withm each 
category of conomunity size was four (Le., two femify-owned and two non-femify-owne<0 for 
communities between 2,000 and 9,999 m population, 10 (Le., five femify-owned and five 
nonr&mify^wned) for communities between 10,000 and 24,999 in population, and 10 (Le., 
five &mify^wned and ^re non-^mify-owned) for communities over 25,000 m popuktion. 
This sanq>Ie pattern was chosen m order to obtam the most accurate representation of the 
business climate m the State of Iowa and to increase the odds that resuhs fiom this study will 
be generalizable to busmesses withm the state not san^Ied mthe study. 
Table 2 Qsts the four quadrants of the state, the number of communities withm each 
popnktfon category found within that quadrant, and the total numbers of conmiunities withm. 
each popuhtion category found withm the State oflowa. 
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Table 2. Population Category Totals Per Quadrant 
2,000-9^99 10,000-24^99 25,000 & Over Total 
Northwest 31 3 3 37 
Southwest 23 0 3 26 
Northeast 33 0 6 39 
Southeast 31 8 6 45 
Totals 118 11 18 147 
Thfe researcher was assisted m the sample selection process by Dr. Ken Stone and 
associates of the Iowa State University, Department of Economics. Participatmg busmesses 
were selected randomly from a complete list of businesses on record withm the State of Iowa; 
a list which was divided mto the commimity see categories mentioned above. 
The mlbrmation needed to complete this study was obtamed by mafling a survey 
packet (see Appendbces A - K) to each of the busmesses selected in the sample selection 
process described above. This survey packet contamed a cover letter which mtroduced the 
study and provided infonnation on informed consent for participation. The necessary survey 
forms (e.g., standardized measures of perceived stress and UKthods of copmg with stress, and 
a fonn to measure aspects of the occupational stress paradigm and demographic varmbles 
created especialfy for th  ^study), and a sel&addressed, postage paid envelope for the return of 
the surveys, were provided m the survey packet. To mcrease the response rate to this surv ,^ 
a precursor postcard was mailed to each busmess prior to the survey packet bemg mailed. 
Th  ^postcard mformed the busmesses of the survey packet to follow and asked for theor 
cooperatioa in completing the survey. 
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An additional effort to increase the likelihood that the needed number of participants 
would complete the survey was implemented by a follow-up mailing two weeks after the 
origmal mailtng- This second mailing consisted of a postcard format and was sent to remmd 
mdividuals of the survey or to thank mdividuais for takmg part in the study. Fmalfy, two 
weeks after the first reminder postcard, a second survey packet was mailed to those 
mdividuals who had not yet responded by returning the survey packet or the postcard 
described below. 
Each survey packet mcluded a postcard to be returned under separate cover, at the 
same time the survey materials were returned. This card also gave the business respondent an 
opportunity to receive a copy of the results of the study, if mterested. These postcard returns 
enabled this researcher to know whether or not to send the remmder mailing to the business, 
and whether the business had chosen to take part m the study. 
An added element of the survey process amed at achieving the highest response rate 
possible, was the ofier accorded to all mdividuals retummg the survey to be eligible to win. 
one of two $100.00 prizes (see survey cover letter ni Appendnc A and Appendix B). These 
pr^s were awarded by drawmg two winners from all postcards returned which stated plans 
to take part m the survey process (see postcard m Appendix D). 
Measures 
Each business taking part in this study was asked to con^Iete a survey packet 
contaMng standardized measures to assess ^ 'nq)tomatic p^chological distress, perceived 
stress and methods ofcopmg with such stress, as weQ as a measure created especiaE  ^for this 
study concemmg aspects of the occupational stress paradigm and vaifous demographic 
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variables. In order to counterbalance for order effects, two different questionnaire sequences 
were used. Demographic questions appeared either at the begmnmg or the end of the surv ,^ 
with the other three mstruments appearing m the foSowmg order; Copmg Responses 
Inventory, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule, and Brief Symptom Inventory. 
Symptom Checfclist-90-R (SCL-90-R)/Brief Symptom Inventoiy (BSl) 
The SCL-90-R is a muMdhnensional self-report inventory designed to assess 
symptomatic psychological distress. The inventory was first developed in 1973 (Derogatfe, 
L^man, & Covi, 1973) and pub&hed in 1975 (Derogatis, 1975). The current edition of the 
biventory reflects psychological dutress m terms of nme primary symptom dimensions and 
three global indices of distress. The prhnary symptom dsnensions include somat^ ation 
(SOM), obsessive-compulsive (0-Q, interpersonal sensitivity (I-S), depression (DEP), 
anxiety (ANX), hostility (HOS), phobic anxiety (PHOB), paranoid ideation (PAR), and 
psychotic  ^(PSY). The three global radices are the global severity mdex (GSI), which 
measures the overaQ d t^ress level; the positive symptom distress mdex (PSDI), which 
measures mtensity of symptoms; and the positive symptom total (PST), which reports the 
number of self-reported ^ mptoms. While these indexes are moderatefy  ^correlated, they have 
been shown to display distmct aspects of psychopathology (Derogatis, Yevzerof  ^& 
Wttelsberer, 1975). 
The Brief Symptom Inventory is the brief form of the Symptom CheckIist-90-Reviised 
(SCX-90-R) and it was used as a part of this stucfy m order to assess ^ mi^ omatic 
p^hological d t^ress ni less tune than it takes to do so with the SCL-90-IL The BSI, like the 
SCL-90-R, reflects p^chofogical distress k terms of nme primary symptom dimensions and 
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three global mdices of distress. Each symptom dmensioa and the global indices are described 
below, as described by the BSI manual (Derogatis, 1993, pp. 7-9,31). 
The Somat^ tion (SOM) dnnension reflects distress arising from perceptions of bodify 
dysfimction. Items focus on cardiovascular, gastromtestinal, and respiratory complaints; other 
^sterns with strong autonomic mediation are included as weD. Pam and discomfort of the 
gross musculature and additional somatic equivalents of aiixiety are also components of 
somatization. 
The Obsessive-Compulsive (0-Q dmension includes symptoms that are identified 
with the standard clMcal syndrome of the same name. This measure focuses on thoughts, 
mipulses, and actions that are experienced as unremittmg and irresistible by the mdividual, but 
are of an ego-alien or unwanted nature. Behavior and experiences of a more general cognitive 
performance deficit are also mcluded m this measure. 
The Interposonal Sensitivity (I-S) dimension centers on feelings of personal 
inadequacy and raferiority, particukrly m compar^n with others. Self i^eprecation, 
selfdoubt, and marked discomfort during interpersonal mteractions are characteristic 
manifestations of this syndrome. 
The symptoms of the Depression (DEP) dnnension. reflect a representative range of the 
mdications of cMcal depression. Symptoms of dysphoric mood and affect are represented, as 
are lack of motivation and loss of interest in life. 
General signs such as nervousness and tension are included ni the Anxiety (ANX) 
dhnensioof as are panic attacks and feelmgs of terror. Cognitive components mvobnng 
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feelings of apprehension and some somatic correlates of anxiety are also included as 
dnnensionai components. 
The Hostility (HOS) dimension mchides thoughts, feelmgs, or actions that are 
characteristic of the negatn^e a£  ^state of anger. 
Phobic Anxiety (PHOB) is defined as a persistent fear response-to a specffic person, 
place, object, or situation-that ^  irrational and disproportionate to the stimuhis and leads to 
avoidance or escape behavior. The items of this dnnension focvis on the more 
patho-gnomonic and disruptive manifestations of phobic behavior. Phobic anxie  ^is very 
shnilarto "agoraphobia." 
The Paranoid Ideation (PAR) dmension represents paranoid behavior fundamental^  
as a disordered mode of thmkmg. The cardinal characteristics of projective thought, hostility, 
suspiciousness, grandiosity, centrality, fear of loss of autonon ,^ and delusions are viewed as 
prnnary aspects of this disorder. 
The Psychotidsm (PSY) scale was developed to represent the construct as a 
contmuous dimension of human «cperience. Items mdicative of a withdrawn, Elated, 
schizoid lifestyle were included, as were first-rank '^mptoms of schizophrenia, such, as 
thought control This scale provides a graduated continuum firom mikl mterpersonal 
alienation to dramatic psychos .^ 
Among the global mdices, the Global Severity  ^Index (GSI) is the most sensitive smgle 
indicator of the re^ndent's distress level, combm  ^information about numbers of 
^msptoms and mtensi^  of dMress. The Positive Symptom Distress Indoc QPSDI) is a pure 
mtensity measure  ^"corrected" for numbers of syn t^oms; this indicator provides information 
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about the average level of distress the respondeat experiences. The PSDI also provides 
^formation about the respondent's "s^Ie" of experioidag distress (that is, whether he/she 
tends to be a "repressor" or a "sensitizer," minmiizing or exaggerating distress). The Positive 
Symptom Total (PST) reveals the number of symptoms the patient reports experiencmg, and 
when used m conjunction with the other global mdices, helps communicate the extent of the 
mdividual's emotional distress. 
The BSI converts raw scores into standardked T scores (M=50, SD=tO) to enable 
conq)ar^ns of the status or performance of an individiial with that of a relevant reference 
group. For the BSI, an area T score of 60 accurately places an individual m the 84th 
percentile of the normath^e population and an area T score of 70 places the same individual ni 
the 98th percentile. As a multidmiensional instrument, the BSI provides a broad brush proffle 
of an mdividual's psychopathological status and communicates mformation about the pattern 
of an mdividual's symptomatology. 
A variety of formal published norms are associated with the SCL-90-R. For the 
purpose of this study the norm associated with non-patient normal adults will be used. 
Separate gender-k^ed norms are availabte for men and women and will also be used as a part 
of this stucfy. The SCL-90-R norms represent the raw score distributions of the nme symptom 
dinsension  ^and the three gk)bal tndice, ni terms of area T-scores. 
A number of researchers have shown the applicability  ^of using the SCL-90-R. in stress 
research. Carrmgton and assocktes (Cairn^on et aL, 1980) have demonstrated the 
mstiument*s sensitivity to dififerences in the e£Scacies of various medication Merventions m 
reducmg stress. The mstrument has been used ma number oflifo-events stress studies 
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(Dohrenwend, Dohrenwend, Dodson, & Shrout, 1984; Roth & Hobiies, 1987), with elevated 
SCL-90-R scores bemg associated with the experience of life stress (e.g., parental death. Job 
loss). The SQ.-90-R also has proved beneficial m research related to post-traumatic stress 
disorder (Horowitz, WDner, Kaltreider, & Alvarez, 1980), where it was used to distmguish 
PTSD from other anxiety-based disorders. 
Over the years the SCL-90-R has become somewhat of a standard in the 
muWdnnensional measurement of pq'chological distress. The instrument has demonstrated 
both acceptable mtemal consistency and quite adequate test-retest reliability (Derogatis, 1975; 
Edwards, Yarvis, Mueller, Zmgale, & Wagman, 1978). According to the test manual, internal 
consistency coefBcients were developed for the nme symptom dnnensions through two 
studies. The first is based on 209 "symptomatic volunteers" (Derogatis, Rickels, & Rock, 
1976) and the second is based on 103 psychiatrk: outpatients (Horowitz, Rosenberger, Baer, 
Ureno, & ViDasenor, 1988). The results of these studies, as well as those from test-retest 
studies, are presented below in tabular format. Table 3 below has been adapted from the 
SCL-90-R manual (Derogatis, 1993). 
In relation to test-retest reliability, the test manual also presents two studies in support 
of this concept The first study Derogatis, Rickels, and Rock (1976) was based on 94 
heterogeneoias psychiatric outpatients assessed durmg an mitial evaluation and, one week 
later, {aior to their first therapy session. The second stutfy (Horowftz et aL, 1988) is the study 
discussed above, which mchided 103 psychiatric outpatients. The results of these studies are 
also presented ia Table 3, adapted from the SCL-90-R manual (Derogatis, 1993). 
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Table 3. Internal Consistency and Test-Retest Reliability Coefficients 
Internal Consistency Test-Retest 
(coefficient alpha) (rtt) 
Study 1 Stu(ty2 Study 2 Study 3 
Somatization .86 .88 .68 .86 
Obsessive-Convulsive .86 .87 -70 .85 
Interpersonal Sensitivity .86 .84 .81 .83 
Depression .90 .90 .75 .82 
Anxiety .85 .88 .80 .80 
Hostility .84 .85 .73 .78 
Phobic Anxiety .82 .89 .77 .90 
Paranoid Ideation .80 .79 .83 .86 
Psychoticism .77 .80 .77 .84 
Source: SCL-90-R Manual (Derogads, 1993). 
Stucfy I: N = 209 "symptomatic volunteers" (Derogatis, Rickets, & Rock, 1976). 
Stu(fy 2: N = t03 psychiatric outpatients (Horowitz et al., 1988); elapsed time b^ween tests = 10 weeks. 
Stu<fy3: N = 94 heterogeneous psychiatric outpatients; elapsed time between teas = I week (E>erogatis, 
Rickels, & Rock, 1976). 
I£gti convergent and discrimmant validity has also been demonstrated by the 
SCL-90-R. A variety ofvalidity studies have been completed concetnmg the SCL-90-R- A 
stutfy cotnparn  ^the SCL-90-R with the MMPI ni a san l^e of ^ mptomatic vohmteers 
(Derogatis, Rickels, & Rock, 1976) illustrates highfy  ^acceptable levels of 
convergent-discrnnniant validity, wfth the SCL-90-R dnnensions correlatmg h^hest 
with sunilar MMPI constructs (e.g., Hypochoncbiasis, Sch^phreni^  Psychopathic Deviate), 
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except in the case of the Obsessive-Compulsive dmiension, which has no directfy conq>arabIe 
scale on the MMPL The results of this stu<fy are flhistrated on the following page in Table 4, 
adapted from the SCL-90-R manual (Derogatis, 1993). 
The Tnannal also of  ^the example of a series of validation studies published by 
Peveler and Fairbum (1990) which reflect elements of concurrent, predictwe, and construct 
validfty. These studies correlated SCL-90-R scores with scores from the Present State 
Examination (PSE), a clinidan-administered structured mterview. Samples consisted of 102 
diabetic patients and 71 patients su£fermg from bulmi^  The first validation experment 
mvolved in these studies assessed the case-findmg power of the SCL-90-R vk ROC anafysfe 
and logistic regression. The study evaluated the proficiency with which the SCL-90-R 
detected PSE-defined psychktric caseness m two samples. Results demonstrated high 
efficiency for the SCL-90-R for both groups, with the area under the curve (AUQ bemg .90 + 
.03 in samples of both diabetic and bulhnic patients. Logistic regression anafysis related the 
GSI scores from the SCL-90-R to the probability of bemg a PSE-defined case, and these 
results also characterized the SCL-90-R fevorabfy. Sensitivity (Le., the percent of true 
positives) among dkbetics was .72 and specificity (Le., the percent of true negatives) was .87, 
while m the btiinnic group th  ^values were .77 and .91, respectivefy. 
These authors also evaluated the validity of the global iudices of the SCL-90-R as 
general measures of psychopathology via correlations with the global indices of the PSE. 
Across the two samples, aQ correlations were statistical^  s^nificant and ranged fix>m a low of 
q)proxm]atefy .60 to a high of .82. A fiirther test of concurrent validity was conducted with 
the Depression dimension of the SCL-90-Rby correlatmg its scores with two nnfdTmensfnTiat 
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Table 4. Correladoos Between SCL-90-R Primary Symptom D^nsions and MMPI 
Clmical (Q, Wiggms (W), and Tryon (T) Scales 
Symptom Correlation Symptom Correlatioa 
Somatizatirai Hostilitv 
Body Symptoms (T) .66 Resentment & Aggression (T) .68 
Organic Symptcxns (W) .62 Manifest Hostility (W) 57 
Poor Health (W) Depression (W) 52 
Hypodiondriasis (C) Anxiety (T) -44 
Coaversioa B t^aia(Q -48 Suspicion & Mistrust (T) .41 
Obsessive-Comoulsive Phobic Anxietv 
Scbizopiirenfa (Q JS7 Phobias (W) .50 
Organic Symptoms (W) 55 Anxiety (T) -44 
Psychastenia (Q .54 Psychastenia (C) .43 
Depression (W) .51 Poor Morale (W) -42 
Autism (T) 30 Depression (W) -40 
Resentment & Aggression (T) .43 
Depression (T) .41 
btenersonal Sensitivitv Paranoid Ideation 
Poor Morale (W) .64 Suspicion & Mistrust (T) .56 
Depression (W) .63 Resentment & Aggression (T) 50 
Depression (T) 57 Manifest Hostility (W) 50 
Schizophrenia (C) 53 Family Problems (W) .49 
Introversion (T) 52 Autism (T) .48 
Social Introversion (Q .49 Paranoia (C) .42 
Anxiety (T) .49 
Social Maladjustment (W) .48 
Depression Psvchoticism 
Depression (W) .75 Schaophrenia (C) .64 
Depression (T) .68 Autism (T) .55 
PoorM«waIe(W) .60 Psychoticism (W) 52 
Schizophrenia (Q 55 Poor Morale (W) 51 
Resentment & Aggression (T) 53 Psychopathic Deviate (Q 51 
Autism (T) .48 Paranoia (C) .48 
Anxiety (T) .48 Psychastenia (C) -48 
Psychastenia (Q .48 
Anxfetv 
Anxiety (T) 57 
Sdixzophrenia (Q 51 
Depression (W) 50 
P^chasthenia (Q .47 
Poor Morale (W) .46 
Autism (T) .44 
Resentment & Aggressicm (T) -43 
Organic Symptoms (W) .43 
Source: SCL-90-R Mmuai (Derogatis, 1993). 
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depression mstrmnents, the Beck Depression Inventory and the Asfaerg Ratmg Scale. 
Correlatioiis were .80 and .81, respectively. 
FmaJty, the test maTiiifll states that the broader and more mtegrated the network of 
evidence available for the validity of a test mstrument, the greater its overall utility. To 
demonstrate the utility of the SCL-90-R, the mamial of  ^additional information on the 
SCL-90-R Bibliography (National Computer Systems, 1993). This collection of research 
contains a variety of validity studies which convey the breadth of validation evidence for the 
SGL-90-IL Exan l^es of the mstruments* effectiveness ni relation to measuring change, 
psychotherapy outcomes, psychopharmacology outcomes, general psychopathology and 
p^chological distress, anxiety and depressive disorders, stress, and suicidal behavior are just a 
few of the examples provided m the manual and the SCL-90-R Bibliography. 
The Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) (Derogatis, 1993; Derogatis & Melisaratos, 
1983) is the brief form of the SCL-90-R. Due to the length of the survQr packet being 
assembled for this study, it was decided to use the BSI in place of the SCL-90-R n an e£K)rt 
to shorten the amount of tnne individuals being surveyed would need to spend coni^ letfog the 
surv  ^packet. The BSI takes approxmatefy  ^10 minutes to complete, compared to an 
approxnnate completion tme of 15 minutes for the SCL-90-R. The BSI has S3 items rated on 
the same &^poiat scale as the SCL-90-R items and measures psychopathology along the 
same nme prnnary ^ n t^om dimensions and three global indices as the SCL-90-R. 
Table 5. Correlations Between Bke Syn^om Dmiensions On the SCL-90-R and the BSI 
SOM 0-C IS DEP ANX HOS PHOB PAR PSY 
36 36 34 .95 35 .99 37 ^8 32 
Source: SCX-90-R Manual ^ Derogatis, 1993). 
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Correlations between the BSI and the SCL-90-R are nonnalfy  ^quite h^h, tadicatmg 
that the BSI b a vaM measure of these symptom constructs. Table 5 offers an exanq)le of 
these correlations, as based on a sanq>Ie of565 outpatients (Derogate, 1994) and published in 
the SCL-90-R manual 
Coping Responses Inventory (CRI) 
The CRI was developed to assess the copmg processes of mdividuals. The mventory 
is composed of eight subscales that assess four types of copmg processes: cognitive approach 
copmg (e.g., logical anafysis and positive reappra^al), behavioral approach cop  ^(e.g., 
seeking guidance and support and tak  ^concrete action to deal dkectty with a situation), 
cognitive avoidance coping (e.g., responses auned at denymg or mmmiizmg the seriousness of 
a crisis or its consequences), and behavioral avoidance coping (e.g., the seekmg of alternate 
rewards). The CRI has editions relevant to both adults (Le., 18 years and older) (Moos, 1993; 
Moos, Brennan, Fondac^o, & Moos, 1990) and youth (Le., 12-18 years). The CRI also has 
editions related to actual copmg and ideal copmg. The aduh, actual edition was used as a part 
of this stu .^ The aduit, actual edition is coo^sed of two parts. Part 1 asks the mdividual to 
describe the most m^rtant problem or stressful situation he or she has experienced m the last 
12 months and to answer a series of ten questions about the specifics of the problem situation. 
These ten questions are answered efther De&ftety No, Mamfy No, Mainfy Yes, or De&itefy  ^
Yes. Part 2 consists of 48 questions which focus on how the mdividual coped with the 
problem m question. These questions are answered either No, Not at AH; Yes, Once or 
Twice; Yes, Sometimes; or Yes, Fakfy Often. 
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The CRI is a brief self-report iaventory, of 58 total items, which identifies cognitive 
and behavioral responses used by an mdividual to cope with a recent problem or stressful 
situation. Sbc questions from Part 2 of the niventory are used to obtain the total score for 
each of the inventory's eight scales. These scales mchide approach copmg styles (Logical 
Anafysis, Positive Reappraisal, Seekmg Guidance and Support, and Problem Solving) and 
avoidant coping styles (Cognitive Avoidance, Acceptance or Res^nation, Seekmg Aftematrve 
Rewards, and Emotional Dfecharge). Accordmg to the CRI-Adult manual (Moos, 1993), the 
CRI-Adult is suitable for assessmg the coping responses of healthy aduhs, psychiatric and 
substance-abuse patients, and medical patients, aged 18 and over. Table 6 provides a more 
m-depth description of each CRI sub-scale. 
Table 6. CRI-Adult Scales and Descriptions 
Scale Descriptioa 
Approach responses 
Logical Anaiysu Cognitive attempts to understand and prepare mentally fin* a stressor and 
Positive Reappraisal 
its ccmseqaences. 
Cognitive attempts to OHistnie and restructure a problem m a positive way 
wiiile stiQ acceptmg the reality of the situation. 
Seekmg Guidance and Suppnt Behavioral attempts to seek information, guidance  ^or support. 
Problem Solvmg Behavioral attempts to take action to deal dsectfy with the problem. 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance 
Acceptance or Resignation 
Seekmg Alternative Rewards 
Cognitive attempts to avoid thtnkmg realisticalfyabwt a problem. 
Cognitive attempts to react to the problem acceptmg it. 
B^avioral attempts to get mvolved m substitute activities and create new 
Bnotioial Discharge 
sources of satis&ctiai. 
Bdiavioral attempts to reduce tensicxi by expressmg n^ative feelmgs. 
Source: CRI-Adult Manual (Moos, 1993). 
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Table 7. Criteria For Interpretmg CRI-Adiilt Standard Scores 
T-score Equivalent Percentage 
Range Range Descr^on 
< 34 < 6 Considerably below average 
35-40 7-16 Well below average 
41-45 17-33 Somewhat below average 
46-54 34-66 Average 
55-59 67-83 Somewhat above average 
60-65 84-93 Well above average 
> 66 > 94 Considerably above average 
Source: CRI-Adult Manual (Moos, 1993). 
The CRI converts raw scores into T scores (M=50, SD=10) for the sake of fecilitatmg 
comparisons between scales. Criteria for mterpretmg CRI-Aduit standard scores is presented 
in Table 7. Table 8, adapted from the CRI-Adult manual, presents the means, standard 
deviations, and intemal consistencies (Cronbach^s alpha) of the mstrument's eight scales. This 
infonnation was gathered through the completion of two field trials of the mstrument. 
Table 8. Means, Standard Deviations, and Intemal Consistencies of CRI-Adult Scales For 
Men and Women 
fN 
Mean 
Men 
= I. 1941 
SD Alpha Mean 
WcHnen 
rN = 7221 
SD Alpha 
Aimroach resDonses 
Logical Analysis 11.00 3.97 .67 11.48 3.87 .64 
Positive Reappraisal 1029 4.61 .74 10.67 4.40 .71 
Se^mg Guidance and Support 8.84 4.01 .61 10.15 3.94 .60 
Problem  ^Solvmg 10.82 4J2 .68 11.19 4.14 .63 
Avoidance resDonses 
Cognitive Avoidance 6.66 4J4 .72 6.80 4.18 .70 
Acceptance or Resignation 724 428 .64 7.56 4.18 .60 
Seddng Ahemative Rewards 5-16 422 .68 6SJ 4.51 .71 
Emotional D&diarge 337 327 .62 4.08 324 
Source: CRI-Aduft Manual (Moos, 1993). 
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Correlations between the eight scales appear to be moderate, mdicating that 
mdMdaals who refy on one type of approach coping also employ other types of approach 
copmg responses, as well as the use of various avoidance cop  ^responses. The CRI-Adiih 
manual tells us that "these fiidings occur because people who experience more pervasive and 
severe stressors tend to employ more copmg of all types. The ffndings also reflect the 
dynamic, rec^rocal nature of the relationsh^s between approach and avoidance, and between 
cognition, and behavior in the stress and coping process (p. 16). Table 9 presents the 
correlations among the eight scales, separate  ^for men and won^n. 
Table 9. Intercorrelations Among the CRI-Adult Scales For Men and Women 
ADOToacfa responses Avoidance Responses 
LA PR SG PS CA AR SR ED 
Logical Anafysis — Jl .41 J7 .15 .12 33 26 
Positive Reapprai^  .42 — 37 .48 .28 .12 .47 20 
Seekmg Guidance and Support J5 J5 — -46 .10 .07 36 23 
Problem Solvmg .49 .44 .48 
— 
.03 -.09 .45 2\ 
Cognitive Avoidance .13 23 .08 .04 — .44 21 .41 
Acceptance or Resignation .03 .07 .10 -.11 .42 — .09 21 
Seeking Alternative Rewards 26 J9 29 .42 .19 .07 — 25 
Emotiaiat Disdiarge 24 .15 J5 26 JI .19 21 — 
Source: CRI-Adult Manual (Moos; 1993). 
Note: CorreIati(ms for men (minmiuni 1,172) are above tbe diagonal and those for women (mmtmom 
N=701) are below the diagmaL 
hi the &al field development trial of the CRI, the copmg mdices were found to be 
moderate  ^stable over time. This was found for both men and women (average rs = .45 and 
.43, respectfvefy, for the eight mdices). Indices such as Positive Reappraisal, Seek  ^
Guidance and Support Cognitive Avoidance, and ^ notional Discharge were somewhat more 
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stable (average rs = .49 and .47 for men and women, respectivefy). Logical Analysis and 
Problem Solving were found to be somewiiat less stable (average rs = .41 and 39 for men and 
women, respectivefy). 
The maniial offers a wide variety of examples of research which support the validity of 
the CRI-Adult classification system for organizmg coping responses. This classification 
system is made up of the four types of copmg processes measured by the eight subscales 
(Le., cognitive approach copmg, behavioral copmg, cognitive avoidance copmg, and 
behavioral avoidance copmg). The author conchides fixjm these examples that while the 
classffication system is generaOy supported as bemg valid, it is still ni need of further 
development. This conclusion is reached because Logical Anafys  ^is classified as an approach 
response, but over-rel^ ce on thinkmg about a problem may preclude actions toward solvmg 
the problem. When this happens. Logical Anafysis can be seen as an avoidance strategy. In a 
similar maimer, while Seeking Altemative Rewards is classified as an avoidance strategy, such 
responses involve elements of an approach strategy (e.g., recognition that a problem exists, 
active efforts to change one's behavior). The author conchides that while more conceptual 
and empirical work ^  needed, the eight dimensions measured by the mstrument represent 
common types of copmg and are organized so that prior approaches reflecting either the focus 
or method of coping have been mtegrated within the instrument. 
Examples of research which support the va&di^  of the CRI-Adult mchide coiiq)ar^ns 
of group differences m coping responses. The final field trM in the creation of the mstrument 
con:^ )ared 501 individuals (3S7 men and 114 women) with drmkmg problems to 609 
nonrproblem (hmkers (299 men and 310 women). Results of this conq)ari5on found that 
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mdmduals who had drinkmg piobleoas were more likefy to refy on Cognitive Avoidance, 
Acceptance or Resignation, and Emotional Discharge strategies. It was also found that 
women with drmkmg problems were more likely also to refy on Positive Reappraisal and 
Seeking Alternative Rewards. 
Studies focused on the determinants of coping responses foxmd that the type of 
stressor &ced the mdividual mfhienced coping responses. Examples fi:om the field study 
on problem drinkmg mdicated that personal illness stressors tended to elicit more reliance on 
both approach copmg (espedalfy Positive Reappraisal and Seekmg Guidance and Support) 
and avoidance copmg (especialfy Cognitive Avoidance and Seekmg Ahematwe Rewards), 
than work and financial stressors, which elicited more reliance on Logical Analysis and 
Problem Solvmg and less on Cognitive Avoidance and Acceptance or Resignation. 
The manual d^usses a study Rosenthal, Schmid, and Black (19S9) in relation to 
coping with work-related stressors. This study found that a group of nurses m a neonatal 
mtensive care unit coped best with the stress of the  ^jobs mostfy  ^through the use ofLogical 
Anafys  ^Seekmg Guidance and Support, and Problem Solvmg strategies. In contrast, they 
found Enootional Dischai^ e strategies the Irast helpfiil and were less likefy  ^to refy on these 
strategies. 
Studies of conmiunity samples have a  ^examined coping wfth economic stress. One 
such stu(fy looked at the degree and of life stressors «q)erienced young adults in 
economically dstressed rural counties and the copmg strategies used m this situation (Price & 
Dunlap, I98S). In general, young adults (ages 17-20) and adults (ages 35-50) reported 
smilar types of stressfiil events, but these same groiq>s difEoed ni bow th  ^coped with such 
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events. Aduhs relied more on active-cognitive and active-behavioral copmg, while young 
adults relied more on avoidance copiog. Adults were also found to make more use of Logical 
Anafysis, Seeking Guidance and Support, and Problem Solving. 
Cooper, RusseO, and Frone (1990), m a stu(fy of en l^oyed adults, found that 
avoidance copmg mteracted with work distress to predict drinking problems. The study found 
that individuals who relied more on avoidance coping seemed to be more vuhierable to 
developmg drinkmg problems when experiencing high levels of work stress than mdividuals 
who did not rely on avoidance copii^  strategies. 
Fmaify, Cronkite and Moos (1984) foUowed over 260 married couples for a 12-montii 
period in an attempt to identify &mity-based models of stress and copmg. This study 
identffied some gender differences in the use and ef5cacy of copmg responses. Women were 
more likefy  ^to use avoidance cop ,^ and this was associated with a higher level of mpaxcment 
of fimctionmg in women than men. Reliance on avoidance coping m men was associated with 
the  ^prior adaptation rather than with their experience of recent life stressors, while women's 
reliance on avoidance copmg was affected more strong  ^by recent 1  ^stressors. The authors 
concluded that the results of this study pomt to avoidance coping bemg more situationaOy 
determmed among women, while it may reflect poor fimctionmg among men. 
Positnre and Pfegative Affect Schedule (PANAS) 
The PANAS (Watson, Gark, & Teltegen, 1988) was des^!  ^to assess posMve and 
negative affect by asking partic^ants to mdicate how oflen th  ^general^  e:q)erience 10 
positive and 10 negative emotbos. The designers of the instrument believe that persons with 
Positive Affect (PA) display states such as high ener ,^ fuH concentration, and 
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pleasurable engagement, whfle persons with low PA display states such as sadness and 
lethargy. Thus, Positive Afifect is the extent to wiiich a person feels enthusiastic, active, and 
alert. In contrast. Negative AjBfect (NA) is the extent to which a person feels subjective 
d t^ress and unpleasxirable engagement. Persons with high NA display states such as anger, 
contempt, disgust, guilt, fear, and nervousness. Persons with low NA display a state of 
calmness and serenity. 
The standard t^ion sample used in the development of the PANAS mchided 
undergraduate students enrolled ia psychology courses at Southern Methodist University 
(SMU), a private southwestern university; groups of SMU employees; and a group of adults 
not afBliated with SMU. Prelimmary analyses revealed no systematic differences between 
student and non-student responses. Also, no sex differences were found within the 
standardization sample. For tiiis reason, all responses were combmed oi ana^rses of PANAS 
results. As part of the testing of the instrument, respondents were asked to rate how they felt 
over various periods of time, from the current moment, up to over the past year. Table 10 
presents descr t^ive data for the PANAS related to these tone periods. 
Table 10. PANAS Scale Means and Standard Deviations For Each Rated Tone Frame 
PANAS PA PANAS NA 
Scale Scale 
Time Instructions n M SD M SD 
Moment 660 29.7 73 14.8 5.4 
Today 657 29.1 83 163 6.4 
Past few days 1,002 333 7.2 17.4 6.2 
Past few weeks 586 32.0 7.0 19.5 7.0 
Year 649 36.2 63 22.1 6.4 
General 663 35.0 6.4 18.1 5.9 
Source: Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988. 
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Table 10 pomts oxit that subjects reported more PA than NA, regardless of the tune 
frame being considered. Mean scores on both scales also tend to increase as the time frame in 
question becomes longer. The authors believe this is to be expected because as the time 
period bemg rated mcreases, the probability that a respondent will have experienced a 
significant amoimt of a given af t^ also mcreases. 
Table 11 delays PANAS scale intercorrelations and mtemal consistency reliabilities 
(Cronbach's alpha). The alpha reliabilities were found to be at an acceptable level, ranging 
from .86 to .90 for PA and from .84 to .87 for NA. Measurmg PA and NA over the various 
time frames m question seems to have no effect on the reliability of the scale. Correlatioos 
between PA and NA are approprktely low, rangmg from -.12 to -.23, mdicatmg a 
quasi-mdependence which is an attractive feature for this type of scale. 
Table 11. Internal Consistency Reliabilities (Cronbach Alpha) and Intercorrelations 
Alpha reKabilities 
PANAS PA PANAS NA PA-NA 
Time Instructions n scale scale Intercorrelation 
Moment 660 .89 .85 -.15 
Today 657 .90 .87 -.12 
Past few days 1,002 .88 .85 -21 
Past few weeks 586 .87 .87 -31 
Year 649 .86 .84 -.23 
General 663 .88 .87 -.17 
Source: Watson, Cfeik, & Tellegen, 1988. 
Table 12 displays test-retest reliability data for the PANAS. The authors believe this 
data replicates the frequent findiog that stability rises with mcreasiog temporal aggregation 
and that the stability coefficients of the general rat^ s are high enough to suggest that general 
ratn  ^could be used as a trait measure. The PANAS scales also exhibit a si^ gni&ant level of 
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stability m every tine &ame observed; for the authors, this suggests that even momentary 
moods are a reflection of one's general affective level 
The developers of the PANAS conchide that "the PANAS scales provide reliable, 
precise, and largefy  ^independent measures of Positive Affect and Negative Affect, regardless 
Table 12. PANAS Test-Retest Relkbilities (8-Week Retest Interval) 
PANAS PA PANAS NA 
Time mstructions Scale Scale 
Moment J4 .45 
Today .47 39 
Past few days .48 .42 
Past few weeks .58 .48 
Year .63 .60 
General .68 .71 
Source: Watson, Qark, & TeDegen, 1988. 
of the subject popiilation studied or the tine frame and response format used (p. 1067)." 
They base this conclusion on data showmg that the PANAS scales are mtemalfy consistent, 
have excellent convergent and dfecrfminant correktions with lengthier measures of the 
underfymg mood &ctors, and demonstrate appropriate stability over a two-month time period. 
Demographic information 
The three nistruments described above were combmed with an mstrument entitled 
Demogi^ hic Information. Separate mstruments were prepared for &mi^ -owned busmesses 
and noa-&mty-owned busmesses. These mstruments can be found ni Appendoc G and 
AppendncH. This iastcument was created specificaifyfor thiisstucfy to colfectmformation 
concemmg the individual taking part oi the study and the busmess ni which the mdividual is 
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employed- For individuals working in non-famify-owned busmesses thfe instrument was made 
up of 25 items and for individuals workmg m &ni}y-owned busmesses the instrument was 
made up of 37 items. This mfonnation was collected m order to compare managers of 
&mify-owned busmesses with mangers of non-6mily-owned businesses, as weB as to compare 
the businesses themselves. Certain specific demographic mfbrmation was collected only on 
&mify-owned busmesses (e.g., succession plans, femily involvement, level of femify 
ownership), and this mformation was coDected m order to ^cilitate fiirther comparisons 
between ^ mify-owned busmesses. 
Table 13 presents an outlme of the domains of the demographic mstrument and the 
item numbers related to each domam. 
Variables and measures 
The measures presented above were used to delmeate the variables of mterest in this 
study as presented below m Table 14. 
Table 13. Demographic Information 
Domains Item Numbers 
Items included for both family and non-family owned businesses: 
Demographic Information 1-6 
Job Descr t^ion 7-9 
Career Commitment 10 
Job & Life Satis&ction 11 
Perception of Responsibilities 12-13 
Salary Level 14 
Work Experience 15 -16 
Busmess Characteristics 17-25 
Items included only for family owned businesses: 
Famify^Ihvofvementm the Busmess 26-36 
Use of a Consultant 37 
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Table 14. Variables and Measures 
Variables Measures 
Perceived Stress Demographic Lofbrmatiai 
Overwhelmed at Work 
Overwfaebned at Eome 
Coping Responses Inventory (CRI) 
Problems Described in Part I 
Positive and Negative Affect Sdiedule (PANAS) 
Lhidesvable Consequences Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) 
Demographic Information 
Career Commitment 
Work Satisfiction 
Life Satis&ction 
Positive and N^ative Afiect Schedule (PANAS) 
Overview of statistical procedures 
The three major areas of focus m this study are the assessment of self-reported 
perceived stress, respondent's reports of the consequences of perceived stress, and 
self-reports of the coping mechanisms used by mdividuals iovotved m &mty-owned and 
non-&mify^wned busmesses. These areas of focus were examioed with respect to two 
general research questions and associated hypotheses. Each of the two general hypotheses 
was tested by the statical procedures described as follows. 
Hypothesis 1: It was hypothesized that no differences would be found ni the mean 
levels of reported (Le., perceived) stress when comparisons were made between the 
owners/managers of &nify-owned busmesses and the managers of non-^mity-owned 
busmesses. Li^ ed below are the assessment mstnmients used and statistical anafyses 
completed m test^  Hypothesis 1. 
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Coping Responses Inventory (CRI) 
Explorations of difi&rences between respondents m the two types of busmess was done 
OQ. the followmg manner. 
• CM-square tests for disproportionate frequency of stress related problem categories 
were conducted. 
• A sequential analytic strategy consisting of a MANOVA, foDowed by ANOVAs and 
post hoc ana^rses was convicted as fellows. 
• A3 (problem category) by 2 (type of busmess) MANOVA, usmg the eight 
CRI scales as dependent varrables. 
• Follow-up ANOVAs and post hoc Bonferroni anafyses. 
• E%ht separate 3 (problem category) x 2 (type of busmess) ANOVAs and post 
hoc Bonferroni anafyses. 
• Separate one-way ANOVAs for each of the eight coping strategies, across 
each of the three problem (stressor) categories and post hoc Bon&rroni 
anafyses. 
• Conq)arisons of male and female CRI results by t-tests. 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAl^  
• Conq)arisons of ^ mify-owned and non-Smify-owned business respondents respective 
positive, negative, and positive with negative PANAS scores was acconq)IMied by 
t-tests. 
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Demographic Questions 
• Comparisons between famity-owned and non-femily owned businesses on respective 
responses to questions relating to life satis&ction and work satis&ction were 
conducted by t-tests. 
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) 
• Comparisons of femify-owned and non-femify-owned businesses on each of the 
symptom and aggregate scales of the BSI were made by t-tests. 
Hypothesis 2: It was hypothes^d that the stressfiil life situations &ced by 
femify-owned busmess owners/managers and non-femily-owned busmess managers would be 
reacted to with similar methods. It predicted that there would be no differences between the 
two groups m copmg styles, work commitment, situational character^cs (e.g., size of work 
unit), organizational characteristics (e.g., organization structure), and subjective reports of 
feeing of being overwhelmed at home. Listed below are the assessment instruments used 
and statistical anafyses completed in testmg Hypothesis 2. 
Coping Responses Inventory (CRO 
• Potential diferences between the two types of busmess respondents were tested by a 
3 Q)robIein category) by 2 (type of busmess) MANOVA, usii^  the eight (URI scales as 
dependent variables. 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) 
• As previously noted, all possible PANAS pai-w  ^comparisons were conducted by 
t-tests of mean differences between &mify-owned and aon-&iiify^wned busmess 
respondents. 
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Demographic Questions 
• Qii-square analyses were conducted of the distributions of responses for femify-owned 
and non-&niily-owned business results on questions relatmg to career conimitnaent, 
bemg overwhelmed at work or home, and business type. 
In addition  ^data were anafyzed separate  ^for &mify-owned and non-&mily-owned 
busmesses; it was also analyzed with femily-owned data and non-femily-owned data combmed 
into one sample. Anafyses were completed m this manner so that dtf^ences between 
fmnify-owned and non-fennfy-owned businesses could be highlighted, as could differences 
between the combined business sanriple and standardization groups related to the instruments 
used m the study. 
Moreover, descriptive statistics, means and standard devmtions, were presented for the 
results of each mstrument, specifically: the nme primary symptom dmensions and the three 
global mdices of distress &om the Brief Symptom Inventory; the eight subscales measuring 
cognitive approach copmg, behavioral approach coping, cognitive avoidance coping, and 
behavioral avoidance copmg via the Coping Responses Inventory; positive and negative affect 
as measured by the PANAS; as well as demographic character^cs measured through 
questions created specificalfy for this study. 
In order to assess the reliability of measures used in this study, item homogeneity, the 
internal consistency of the measures, was calculated by coefficient alpha for all measures and 
these a^ha reliabili^  data, from each respective mstrument's scales were compared wfth 
respective coefficient alphas for the standardcation sample. 
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la addition, the pattern and strength of mtercorrelations of the measures used in this 
stu  ^(Le., CRI, PANAS, BSI) were calculated separate  ^for femify-owned busmesses and 
non-&nify-owned busmesses, as well as for the combmed &ni]y-owned business and 
non-&mify^wned busmess sample. 
Fniaify, two sets of logistic regressions were performed. The first set of regressions 
was done to assess whkh, if any, of the separate predictor variables, or blocks of variables for 
predictors with multiple levels of categories, make statistically significant contributions to 
membersh  ^in the &mify-owned or non-&nity-owned busi^ ss groups. The second set of 
regression anafyses depict logistic regression data explorations using aggregate combmatbns 
of the significant smgle variable predictors identified in the first, smgle variable anafyses, to 
predict membership k the business categories of either &m£^-owned or non-&mify^wned 
busmesses. Additional exploratory anafyses were conducted usmg a three variable, forced 
entry log^c regression. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS 
Description of Results 
A total of 140 iisable surveys were received m response to the sequential mailmg of 
the pre-surv  ^postcards (ii=758), the original survey packets (ii=758), the remmder postcards 
(ii=658), and the second mailmg of a survey packet (i^ 628). Returned surveys consist of 71 
responses &om &mity-owned businesses and 69 responses from non-&mifyH)wned businesses, 
an overall return rate of 18.47 percent. Table 15 presents a delmeation of surveys mailed and 
returned &om each of the quadrants, and their subdivisions of the State of Iowa, as specified 
by the sampling plan for this study. 
Cross-tabs comparisons for &mily-owned biismesses and non-famify-owned businesses 
of return rates by quadrant were not statistically significant, (d ,^ ip=140)=9.29, ^ .41. 
Table 15. Sampling Quadrants and Return Rates 
Surveys Surveys Return Percent of FOB Non-FOB 
Quadrant Mailed Returned Rate Total Returns Returns Returns 
NW2,000-9,999 124 19 15J 13.6 9 10 
NW 10,000^24,999 30 7 233 5.0 4 3 
NW Over 25,000 30 3 lO.O 2.1 2 I 
SW2,000-9,999 92 12 13.0 8.6 3 9 
SW 10,000-24,999 — No communities of this si» withm tfiis quacfrant. — — 
SW Over 25,000 30 2 6.7 1.4 1 1 
NE 2,000-9  ^ 132 32 24.2 22.9 16 16 
NE 10,000-24,999 — No ctHnmunities of tiiis size within tiiK quacfrant. — — 
NE Ova-25,000 60 10 16.7 7.1 6 4 
SB 2,000-9,999 120 22 183 15.7 15 7 
SE 10,000-24,999 80 15 18.S 10.7 5 10 
SE Over25,000 60 18 30.0 12.9 11 7 
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Summary of Demographic Characteristics 
Tables 16 - 19 provide an overview of the results of the demogr^bic questions wliich 
were posed to both fmnify-owned and non-femily owned businesses. Table 20 provides an 
overview of the demographic questions which were directed onfy to fennfy-owned busmesses. 
Table 16. Smnmary of General Demographic Characteristics 
Number % FOB % Non-FOB % n 
Sex 
(t) Female 48 34  ^ 25 35.21 23 33.82 .171 137 .865 
(2) Male 91 655 46 64.79 45 66.18 
Age 
(I) 25 or younger I 0.7 I 1.41 0 0.00 J80 137 .563 
(2) 26-30 6 4.3 3 423 3 4.41 
(3)31-40 30 21.6 17 23.94 13 19.12 
(4) 41-50 52 37.4 25 35.21 27 39.71 
(5)51-60 33 23.7 17 23.94 16 23.53 
(6) 61-70 16 11.5 7 9.86 9 13.23 
(7) 70 <ar older 1 0.7 I I.4I 0 0.00 
Present Education Level 
(1) Some [figh School I 0.7 0 0.00 1 1.47 1.727 137 .086 
(2) High School 51 36.4 21 29.60 30 44.12 
(3)BAyBS 50 35.7 25 3520 25 36.76 
(4) MA/MS 6 43 6 8.45 0 0.00 
(5) Ph J)7PsyJ>. 0 0.0 0 0.00 0 0.00 
(6) Other 31 22.1 19 26.75 12 17.65 
MiOTied 
(I) Yes 120 86J 63 88.73 57 83.82 .838 137 .403 
(2) No 19 13.7 8 11.27 11 16.18 
First Maniage 
(I) Yes 100 83J 53 84.13 47 83.93 .029 117 .977 
(2) No 20 13.7 10 15.87 9 16.07 
Years in Marriage 
(1)0-5 9 IS 3 4.76 6 10.71 JOS 118 .759 
(2) 6-10 10 S3 8 12.70 2 3.57 
(3) tl-I5 to S3 4 635 6 10.71 
(4) I&-20 17 14.2 12 19.05 5 8.92 
(5)21-25 19 15.8 8 12.70 11 . 19.64 
(6) >25 55 45.8 28 44.44 27 48.21 
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Table 16. (continued) 
Number % FOB % Non-FOB % n a 
Parent 
(l)Yes 114 90.5 61 92.42 53 88J3 .777 124 .439 
(2) No 12 9.5 5 7M 7 11.67 
Chndreo at Home 
(I) Yes 74 58.7 38 57M 36 60.00 .274 124 .785 
(2) No 52 41J 28 42.42 24 40.00 
Race/Ethnidty 
(1) Afifcan Am. I 0.7 0 0.00 I 1.47 1.027 136 306 
(2) Caucasian Am. 133 96.4 69 98.57 64 94.12 
(3) Native Am. 2 1.4 I 1.43 1 1.47 
(4) Oriental I 0.7 0 0.00 I 1.47 
(5) Other 1 0.7 0 0.00 I 1.47 
Table 17. Frequency Summary of Job and Career Characteristics 
Number % FOB % Non-FOB % n £ 
JobHtie 
(I) Chairman 4 2.9 2 2.86 2 2.94 1391 136 .166 
(2) President 34 24.6 23 32.85 11 16.18 
(3) Vice-president 12 8.7 8 11.43 4 5.88 
(4) Manager 46 33J 16 22.86 30 44.12 
(5) Dffector 2 1.4 0 0.00 2 2.94 
(6) Other 40 29.0 21 30.00 19 27.94 
Ime m Position 
(1)0-5 36 25.9 15 21.14 21 30.88 1.464 137 .146 
(2) 6-10 25 18.0 14 19.72 11 16.18 
(3) 11-15 23 16.5 10 14.08 13 19.12 
(4) 16-20 17 12.2 10 14.08 7 10.29 
(5)21-25 12 8.6 5 7.04 7 10.29 
(6) >25 26 18.7 17 23.94 9 13.24 
Hours Wbdxd per Week 
{1)<40 12 8.6 8 11.27 4 5.88 .448 137 .655 
(2)41-45 37 26.4 19 26.76 18 26.48 
(3)46-50 31 22.1 IS 2535 13 19.12 
(4)51-55 20 143 3 423 17 25.00 
(5)56-60 21 15.0 13 1831 8 11.76 
(Q>60 18 12.9 10 14.08 8 11.76 
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Table 17. (contmued) 
Number % FOB % Non-FOB % n C. 
Career Commitment 
(I) Low 0 0.0 0 0.00 0 0.00 .860 137 391 
(2) Medium/Low 2 1-4 I 1.41 1 1.47 
(3)Medi^  19 13-7 8 im 11 16.18 
(4) Medium/High 42 30.2 21 2SS1 21 30.88 
(5)Higli 76 54.7 41 57.75 35 51.47 
Overwfaebned at Work 
(1) Low 26 19.0 14 19.72 12 18.18 .014 135 .989 
(2) Mediam/Low 20 14.6 12 16.90 8 12.12 
(3) Medium 37 27.0 17 23  ^ 20 3030 
(4) MecUum/ICgh 30 21.9 13 18 J1 17 27.75 
(5)Higrt 24 17J 15 21.13 9 13.63 
Overwhelmed at Hrane 
(I) Low 37 26.8 19 26.76 18 26.86 .676 136 JOO 
(2) Medium/Low 25 18.1 16 22.53 9 13.43 
(3) Medium 33 23.9 16 22.53 17 2537 
(4) Medium/High 28 20J 12 16.90 16 23.88 
(5) High 15 10.1 8 1128 7 10.46 
Current Salary 
(I) <$20,000 15 10.7 10 14.50 5 7.46 246 134 .806 
(2) 20,000^29,999 20 14J 9 13.04 11 16.42 
(3) 30,000-39,999 26 18.6 10 14.50 16 23.88 
(4) 40,000-49,999 16 11.4 6 8.71 10 14.93 
(5) 50,000-59,999 16 11.4 12 17.40 4 5.97 
(6) >60,000 43 30.7 22 31.85 21 3134 
Prior Work Experience 
(I)N(CHie 16 13.7 9 15.00 7 1228 .604 115 J47 
(2) Fmance 3 2.6 3 5.00 0 0.00 
(3) Legal 1 OS 0 0.00 1 1.75 
(4) At&nmiistratioa 3 2.6 I 1.67 2 3.51 
(5) Public Relatians S 6.8 5 8J3 3 526 
Sales/Miarketmg 36 30.8 20 33 J3 16 28.07 
(7) Production/Oper. 12 103 2 333 10 I7J4 
(S) TedL/Engiaeermg 7 6.0 4 6.66 3 526 
(9) Accoantmg 5 43 I 1.67 4 ISXl 
(10) Other 26 2Z2 15 25.00 11 1930 
Years ofPriir Work Experience 
(1)0-5 4S 353 2S 40.00 20 3030 .680 134 .498 
(2)6-10 27 19.9 II 15.71 16 2424 
(3) 11-15 22 16  ^ 13 18.57 9 13-64 
(4) 16-20 19 14.0 7 10.00 12 18.18 
(5)21-25 14 lOJ 9 12.86 5 7J8 
(6)>25 6 4.4 2 2.86 4 6.06 
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Table 18. Frequency Summary of Characteristics of Respondent's Businesses 
Number % FOB % Not-FOB % x" n B. 
Busmess Type 
(1) Retail 49 402 27 4335 22 36.67 S96 120 321 
(2) Service 27 22.1 14 22.58 13 21.66 
(3) Wholesale 3 2.5 2 323 I 1.67 
(4) Construction 11 9.0 5 8.06 6 10.00 
(5) Manu&cturmg 19 15.6 S I2J0 11 18.33 
(6) Other 13 10.7 6 9.68 7 11.67 
Gross Sales 
(I) <$50,000 7 5.4 3 4.48 4 6.45 2.617 127 .010 
(2) 50,000-149,999 12 93 10 14.93 2 326 
(3) 150,000-299,999 14 10.9 9 13.43 5 8.06 
(4)300,000-499,999 11 SS 5 7.46 6 9.66 
(5)500,000-999,999 27 20.9 18 26.86 9 14J2 
(6) 1,000,000-3,999,999 26 20.2 12 17.91 14 2Z58 
(7)4,000,000-9,999,999 22 17.1 7 10.45 15 24.18 
(8) > 10,000,000 10 7.8 3 4.48 7 1128 
Geographic Distribution of Sales 
(1) Local 63 46J 35 49J0 28 43.07 .127 134 .899 
Q) Regional (Instate) 32 23.5 16 22.54 16 24.62 
(3) Surrounding States 16 11.8 7 9.86 9 13.85 
(4) National 6 4.4 2 2.82 4 6.15 
(5) North America 12 8.8 6 8.45 6 923 
(6) Global 7 5.1 5 7.03 2 3.08 
Number of Locations Operated 
(1)1 92 67.6 58 81.68 34 5Z3I 4J33 134 .001 
(2)2-5 19 14.0 9 12.68 10 I5J5 
(3)6-10 9 6.6 2 2.82 7 10.75 
(4) >10 16 11.8 2 2.82 14 21J0 
Weekfy Hours Worked by Part-time Employees 
(I) 10 or > S 6.7 8 12JI 0 0.00 1.529 117 .129 
(2) 11-20 4g 403 25 38.46 23 42.59 
(3)21-30 50 42.0 25 38.46 25 46J0 
(4)31-40 13 10.9 7 10.77 6 11.11 
People in the Organization Know What it Stands For and How You Wish to Conc&ict Busmess 
(1)Lqw 2 1.5 2 2.94 0 0.00 1.029 132 JOS 
(2) Medium/Low S 6.0 4 5.88 4 6.06 
(3) Medium 33 24.6 10 14.71 23 34.85 
(4) Medium/High 53 39.6 31 45.59 22 33 J3 
{5)ffigh 38 28.4 21 30.88 17 25.76 
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Table 18. (contmued) 
Number % FOB % Non-FOB % n £ 
Overall Atmosphere of Wbrkmg Environment is Positive 
(I) Low I .7 I 1.43 0 0.00 .969 134 334 
(2) Medium/Low 6 4.4 2 2.86 4 6.06 
(3) Medium 39 28.7 21 30.00 18 2727 
(4) Medium/High 59 43.4 25 35.71 34 51.51 
(5)regh 31 22.8 21 30.00 10 15.16 
Number ofPeopIe (Besides Self) hivolved in Nfonagement Decinons 
(1)1 38 28.6 23 32.86 15 23.80 15.83 133 .020 
(2)2 34 25.6 18 25.70 16 25.40 
(3)3 24 18.0 16 22.86 8 12.70 
(4)4 10 7J 6 8.57 4 635 
(5)5 4 3.0 3 429 I 139 
(6)>5 16 12.0 2 2.86 14 2222 
(-)0 7 53 2 2.86 5 7.94 
Table 19. Summary of Coatinuous Scale Work and Bxisiness Characteristics 
Work Satis&ctioa 
range = 9 to 20 
mode= 16 
Combmed Family-Owned Non-Famfly-Owned 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD t g 
16.04 1.83 15.97 2.06 I6.Il 1.57 .427 .670 
Life Satis&ctfon 
range = 2 to 10 
mode = 8 
722 1.79 732 1.95 7.10 1.61 .720 .473 
Number of 
Full-time Empl<q'ees 
mode: 2 
range: 0-200 
22.51 38.77 10.53 1428 35.63 51.14 3.942 .001 
Number of 
Part-tone Employees 
mode: 2 
range: 0-5,000 
56.65 447J9 80.19 605.81 3124 148.98 .624 S34 
Note. Wnk satis&ctiixi is assessed (m a 1-5 pomt scale  ^25 points possible. Higher score = more satisfied. 
Life satis&ction is assessed (Ht a 1-5 pomt scale, 10 pomts possible. Higher score=more satisfied. 
Comparison of the means of femify-owned and non-fenufy-owned-bosmesses was accomplished by t-tests. 
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Table 20. F^mfy^Owned Busmess Demographic Cbaracteristics 
Number % Range Median Mean SD 
I97t 
2.43 
1.41 
2.11 
.6061 
Year Company Was Founded 1896-1998 1979 
Number of Famity Members Involved m the Busmess 1-6 2 
Number ofNon-Famity Members Involved 
at the Management Lewel O-IO t 
Famify Members on the Board of Directors 0-7 2 
Ntm-Family Members on the Board of Dvectors 0-6 .000 
Nimiber of Male Famify Members Now hivotved, 
with the Potential to Fill IfighestNfonagement Position 0-3 l.OO .9020 
Number of Female Family Members Now Involved, 
with the Potential to Fill Highest Management Position 0-2 .000 .4222 
Number ofNon-Family Vfoles Now hivolved, 
with the Potential to Fill Highest Management Position 0-3 1.00 .7381 
Number ofNon-Family Females Now hivolved, 
with the Potential to Fill Efighest Management Position 0-5 .000 J529 
Family Ownership Level ofthe Btismess 
(1) <50% 4 5.5 
(2) 50-99.9% II 15.1 
(3) 100% 58 79.5 
Generation of Fanuly Now Operating the Business 
(1) First 51 69.9 
(2) Second 12 16.4 
(3) Third 10 13.7 
hidividial at (Cghest Mianagement Level Redirmg During Next 10 Years 
(1) Yes 34 46.6 
(2) No 39 53.4 
Succession Plans Hive Been A f^ode fir the Future Management ofthe Business 
(1) Yes 29 40J 
C2) No 43 59-7 
Survey Participant is the Founder ofthe Busmess 
(1) Yes 33 45.2 
(2) No 40 54.8 
24 
.1279 
1.9241 
U853 
1.2232 
.7812 
J431 
.8571 
.9173 
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Table 20. (continued) 
Number % 
Ha.ve Used a Consultant in Relation to the Business 
(1) Yes 32 43.8 
(2) No 41 562 
E^ve Used Famfly Meetmgs to Ducuss the Management of the Business 
(1) Yes 27 37.0 
(2) No 46 63.0 
If Used, Family Meetings Are Held 
(I) Weekfy 8 27.6 
(2) Biweekly I 3.4 
(3) Monthly 2 6.9 
(4) Quarterly I 3.4 
(5) As Needed 13 44.8 
(6) Other 4 13.8 
Note. A total of 29 &mtly-owned businesses did not have a Board of Directors. 
As noted by the columns of and the t-tests displayed m tables 16 through 20, 
compaiiisons were made between the responses of individuals mvoh^ed m femily-owned 
busmesses and mdividuals uivoived in non-^mifyowned businesses. Chi-square comparisons 
were used to assess deferences m distributions of categories, whereas t-tests, with test 
difference Bonferonni corrections, were used to assess mean differences m continuous 
variables. These 30 statistical comparisons revealed statistical^  ^significant differences m four 
areas: gross sales, number of business locations, mmiber of people besides the respondent 
mvolved in management decisions, and number of fiin-tfme employees. 
In relation to gross sales, mdividuals involved with ^ mii^ -owned busmesses reported a 
mode sales level of $500,000-999,999, with. 18 busmess (Le., 26.86%) reportmg at this leveL 
The second most common level of gross sales for &mfy^wned busmesses was 
$1,000,000-3,999,999, with 12 busmesses (Le., 17^1%) reporting at this leveL For 
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noa-femify-owned busmesses the mode level of gross sales was $4,000,000-9^99^99, with 
15 busmesses (le  ^24.18%) reportmg at this level The second most common level of gross 
sales for non-6mify-owned businesses was $1,000,000-3,999,999, with 14 busmesses (Le., 
2132%) reportmg at this leveL When the types of busmesses were compared on gross sales, 
there was statistically significant, (df=7, if=129)=14J20, e<.05. 
When the number of locations operated by the busmesses were con:q)ared, mdividuals 
involved with &mifyK)wned busmesses reported a mode level of one location. As indicated in 
Table 18,58 busmesses (Le., 81.68%) reported at this leveL The second most common 
ramiber of locations was the level of two to five locations, with 9 businesses (Le., 12.68%) 
reportmg at this leveL For non-&mify-owned businesses the mode number of locations was 
one, with 34 businesses (Le., 52.31%) reportmg at this level The second most common 
number of locations was reported as the grater than 10 locations level with 14 businesses 
(Le., 21.50%) reporting at this level Comparison between the two types of btismesses on 
number of locations was stat^ calfy  ^significant, (d ,^ if=136)=18.42, £<.001. 
As displayed m Table 18, the mmiber of people besides the respondent mvohred ni 
management deepens ni Smoify-owned businesses was reported as a mode level of one 
person. Twenty-three participants reported this number (Le., 32.86%). The second most 
common number of other iadividuals nrrotved m managemiait decisions of &mifyK)wned 
busmesses was two, with 18 partic^ants mdicatn  ^this number (Le., 25.70%). For 
nonr&nifyK>wned busmesses the most common number of other people nivotved k 
management decisions was two, with 16 participants noting this number (Le., 25.40%). The 
second most common number of other mdividuab mvoived in management decisions for 
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noii-&mify-o\vned busmesses was one, with 15 partic^ants spec^rmg this number (Le., 
23.80%). Comparisoa between the two types of businesses with respect to the number of 
individuals nivolved m management decisions besides the respondent was statistically 
significant, (df=6, if=133)=15.83, £<.02. 
With respect to the number of M-tine employees reported by survey partic^ants, 
&mify-owned business participants reported, as noted m Table 19, a mean, of 10.53 fuE-tmie 
employees, with a standard-deviatioQ of I4J28. Non-femfly-owned business partic^)ants 
reported a mean of35.63 fuH-thne employees, with a standard deviation of 51.14. This 
compar^n was also statisticalfy significant, t (df=132) = 3.94,2<.001. 
As the above statics mdicate, the areas of significant diSerence found between 
family-owned businesses and non-&mify-owned busmesses were related to characteristics of 
the busmesses, and not to the individuals involved with the management of the businesses. 
Reliability of Measures 
In order to assess item homogeneity, the internal consistency of the measures used ni 
this study, alpha coefiScients were calculated for aQ measures and were conq)ared with a^ha 
reliabilily data fit>m each respective mstrument's standardizatMn san^Ie. 
BSI results 
Tabfe 21 presents the BSI coefBcient a^ha reliability data for thiis stiKfy and the 
equivafent reliabifies reported for the BSI standardization sanq>Ie. Exammation of the BSI 
coefScient a^has revels a high degree of simibrity when comparisons are made between the 
data fiom the current stucfy and the BSI standardEation san l^e. Those scales where reliabilfty 
differences are most pronounced (lower estmates in the current stu^) occur on measures of 
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pronounced thought disorder. The occurrence of severe thought disturbance is probabfy very 
mfrequent m the current, relatively small, sample of community business partic^ants and very 
probabfy much more frequent in a BSI standardization sample comprised of identified 
p^chiatric patients. 
Table 21. BSI Internal Consistency, Coefficient Alpha 
Combmed Biismess Sample Standardization Sample 
(N = 719) 
Somatization (N = a04) .79 .80 
Obsessive-Compulsive (N = = 103) .82 .83 
Interpersonal Sensitivity (N = = 98) .74 .74 
Depression (N = = 97) .86 .85 
Anxiety (N = = 99) .72 .81 
Hostility (N = = 102) .80 .78 
Phobic Anxiety (N = = 97) .75 .77 
Paranoid Ideation (N = = 100) .63 .77 
P^choticism (N = = 98) .58 .71 
Note. Data from &mily-owned and non-famify-owned businesses were combmed for all 
reliability aoafyses. 
PANAS results 
Table 22 presents a reliability comparison between the results of this stucfy and the 
coefficient alpha date from the PANAS standard t^ion sample. A visual conq)arison of the 
alpha coefficients indicates that the mtemal consistency results of th  ^stu(fy are CTmiTar to 
those of the PANAS standardization sample for those iadividuals who completed the PANAS 
under the mstructibnal set of describe yourself over the "past few weeks." 
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Table 22. Combmed Business Sample and PANAS Standardization Sample Alpha 
CoefScients 
Alpha coefGcients 
Positive Affect Negative Affect 
scale scale 
Standardkation sample (past fow weeks) .87 (n = 586) .87 (n = 586) 
Combmed Busmess Results .88 (n= 131) .90 (n=137) 
CRI results 
The CRI was developed to assess the copmg processes of mdividuais. The CRI 
converts raw scores mto T scores (M=50, SI>=IO) for the sake of fecilitating comparisons 
between scales. As indicated by CRI mstructions to the respondent (see Appendix I, Page 
144), responses on the CRI were contingent upon the specific stressor (i.e., business related 
problem) identified by the respondent at the beginning of the CRI section of the survey. 
Specificalfy, these stressors were identified by bavmg busmess managers respond to the 
following statement: 
The next section contains questions about how you manage nnportant 
problems that come up m your life. Please thinic about the most nnportant 
busmess related problem or stressfiil situation you have experienced ia the last 
12 months (for example, declinmg sales; the ilMess or death of a rektive. Mend 
or en^)Ioyee; an accident; financial problems). Brieffy describe the problem m 
the space provided in Part I below. If you have not experienced a major 
problem, li^  a mmor problem that you have had to deal with. 
In order to meamngftilty anafyze CRI responses m this study, problems identified by 
respondents were &st categorized mto four groups. These data were then anafyzed by 
separate sequential anafyses of dififerences between &mifyK)wned and non-^mify^wned 
busmesses. Specificalfy; a anafysis of frequency problem types, followed by a MANOVA 
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of CRI responses, with foflow-up ANOVAs of CRI responses across and within type of 
busmess. A prelnninary categor^ation of r^pondent problems was developed by the major 
professor and supervfeor of this project, in conjunction with a graduate student statical 
anafyst. The four category groupings evolved were: personal/health issues, 
en l^oyee/personnei issues, financiai/busmess issues, and other Lssues/natural disasters. See 
Appendix L for a listmg of problem cat^ ories, thenr de&iitions, and examples. Interrater 
agreement for the categorization system was assessed by having two second-year p^cholo  ^
graduate students at Iowa State University independent^  sort respondent problems into 
categories based on the four category system described m Appendcc L. Each rater contpleted 
this sorting independent^  and on separate days. Each rater was asked to sort the respondent 
problems mto one of the four categories and, when muh^Ie problems were listed by a 
respondent, to attend to the first problem listed. 
Table 23 displays the results of this test of mterrater agreement. 
Table 23. CRI Interrater Agreement By Problem Category 
Rater 1 
Problem Categories 
Personal Emptoyee FioancM Other Total 
Rater 2 
Personal 16 I 5 0 22 
En j^loyee 2 45 I 0 4S 
Finandial 2 I 62 0 65 
Other 0 0 I 4 5 
Total 20 47 69 4 140 
Note. Cohmm and row data mdicate number of stressors or problems categorced. 
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The total observed frequencfes on the diagonal (ii=I27) represent exact agreement by 
the two raters. Colon's Kappa, a chance-corrected index of categorical agreement, was 
K=.853. This statistic indicates that there was an 85.3 percent agreement between rater one 
and rater two m the categoruation of the problems reported by the respondents in this study. 
Table 24 presents reliability data from this study and the relkbilies toimd with the CRI 
standardkation sample. Internal consistency data (Le., Cronbach's alpha) are presented. A 
visual comparison of the alpha levels mdicates that the relkbilfty results from this study are 
similar to those of the CRI standardization sample. 
Table 24. Combined Busmess Sample and CRI Standardization CoefScient Alphas 
Number of Combined Business Sample Standardization Sample 
Items on fN= 140  ^ fN = I.92n 
Each^ale Alpba Alpha 
Aporoach responses 
Logical Analysis 6 .62 .62 
Positive Reappraisal 6 Jl .71 
Seeking Guichnce and Support 6 .58 
Problem Solvmg 6 .68 .69 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance 6 .71 .72 
Acceptance or Resignation 6 SI .58 
Seekmg Alternative Rewards 6 .44 .45 
Emotiraial Discfaarge 6 .62 -63 
Intercorrelations of Measures 
Table 25 displays the mtercorrelations of the measures used in th  ^study (Le., CRI, 
PANAS, BSI) for ^mify-owned busmesses, while Tabfe 26 displ^  the mtercorrelations m 
relation to non-^mity-owned busmesses. Table 27 delays mtercorrelations of the measures 
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Table 25. Mercorrelations of Measures For Famify-OwnedBusmesses 
Measures i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 13 
CRI-Approacfa Responses 
1. Logical (totaO 
2. PosMve (total) .46** -
3. Guidance (totd) 39** A2** -
4. Problem Solvmg (total) J6** 20 39 -
CRf-Avoidance Responses 
5. Cognitive (total) 
6. Acceptance (total) 
7. Seeking (tot^  
8. Emotional (totaO 
PANAS 
9. Positive Afiect 
to. N^ative Affect 
-.02 .14 -.03 -23* -
.03 .14 .09 -.04 J2** -
20 2i 29 .05 .18 26* -
23 24* .18 -.08 .47" JO- J5»* -
.40" JO* AZ**-S1**-21* .05 -J17« -
22 .06 .05 -.04 J5" Jl« .12 J3--.42 
R5ff faimmarv indices) 
11. GSI 29* .18 .03 .14 .47« .44- .03 J2--Jt* .81" -
12. PSDI .17 -.02 .00 .07 J4«' .44"-.05 .49"-J4« .73" .81" -
13. PST J9" Jl* .22 .13 J9" JI» 22 .46"-.17 .67" .87" .46"-
Note. CRI rN = 72): PANAS. Positive Alfect rN = 65>: PANAS. Negative Affect m = 70): BSL GST (N = 4T>r 
BSI, PSDI (N = 46); BSI, PST (N = 51). ** Correlation Es significant at the 0.01 level. * Correlation is 
significant at the 0.05 level. 
used 01 the study for the combmed ^ mify-owned busmess and non-i&mify-owned busmess 
sample. 
As displayed m Table 25, the mtercoirelation range between measures used m this 
stu(fy was from -34 to .87, with the median correlation being 23, for &mi^ -owned business 
respondents. The correlations between CRI copmg response strategies for &nify-owned 
busmess respondents raided fiom .20 to .56, with a median of .51, for the Approach 
Response strategies; white the Avoidance Response strategies yielded a range fiom .18 to .52, 
with, a median of .41. Tberangeofcorrelations between Approach Response strategies and 
Avoidance Response strategies was -.23 to .29, wfth. a mediian of .09. 
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Table 26. liitercorrektions of Measures For NonrFamifyOwned Busmesses 
Measures i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U 12 
CRT-ADDroacfa Responses 
1. Logical (total) 
2. Positive (total) S3— -
3. Guf(^ce(tot  ^ J3»» A6** -
4. Problem Solvmg (total) .48»» 38« .45*« -
CRI-Avoidance Responses 
5. Cognitive (total) .13 -.02 -09 -
6. Acceptance (tot^  .12 39 .17 -.07 .61*» -
7. Seddng(total) 33** .43*» Jl*» Jl** 2.1 .19 -
8. Emotional (total) J9»« 37** J8** .25* .41« 26* 21 -
PANAS 
9. Positive Afect .10 .05 .03 .29 -23 -J2--.04 -.20* -
10. Negative Afiect 25* .10 .13 -.05 .44»* .31* 28* J3»*-.45** -
BST fawmnarv mdices) 
11. GSI .15 .02 .02 -.17 .46" .17 -.01 .66"-.46" .75" -
12. PSDI .08 -.05 .02 -.12 .43" 33* -.10 .44"-.50" .69" .78" -
13. PST -.01 -.03 .02 -20 J8" .10 .07 .48"-J9" J8" .89" .45" -
Note. CRl fN = 68): PANAS. Positive Affect fN = 6g>r PANAS. Negative Affect fN = 67>: BST. GST fN = 49^r 
BSI» PSDI ^  = 47); BSl, PST (N = 51). •• Correlaticn is significant at the 0.01 level. * CorrelatioD s 
significant at the 0.05 level. 
As conveyed by Table 26, the intercorrebtion range between measures for 
non-^mifyowned businesses was from -.50 to .89, with the median correlation bemg .21. 
The correlations between CRI copii^  response strategies for non>&niify^wned business 
respondents ranged from 33 to J3, with a mediian of .46, for the Approach Response 
strategies; while the Avoidance Response strategies yielded a range from. 19 to .61, witha 
median of .51. The range of correlations betwe  ^Approach Re^nse strategies and 
Avoidance Response strategies was -.09 to .43, wMiamedi^ of .25. 
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Table 27. Interconelatioiis of Measures For Combmed San^Ie 
Measures I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 
PANAS 
I. Positive Affect -
2. Negative Affect -.43"-
BSI fsummarv mdices) 
3. GSI -J9".77" -
4. PSDI -.4I-.7I" .79" -
5. PST -.27" .61" .88" .45" -
CRI-ADoroach Resoonses 
6. Logical (total) .24" 23" 22" .12 .18 -
7. Positive (total) .I9* .08 .10 -.04 .14 .49" -
S. Guidance (total) .17 .09 .03 .01 .13 J6" .43" -
9. Problem Solving (total) J6"-.05 -.02 -.02 -.04 .52*» 28" .42" -
CRI-Avoidance Resoonses 
10. Cognitive (total) -J8" JO" .46 J8" 38" .06 .17* -.02 -.16 -
I I .  Acceptance  ( to ta l )  -29" .42" JO" J8" 20* .07 26" .13 -.05 .56" -
12. Seekbg (total) .01 .I9« .01 -.08 .15 26" J5" JO" .17* .I9« 22" -
13. Emotional (total) -.27" .53" .59" .46" .47*» J2" • JO-• 27-' .09 .44" 28" 28" -
Note. CRI (N = 140); PANAS, Positive Af^  (N = 131); PANAS, Negative Afiect (N = 137); 
BSI, GSI (N = 96); BSI, PSDI (N = 93); BSI, PST (N = 102). •» Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. • 
Correlation ^  significant at the O.OS level. 
Table 27 mdfcates the mtercorrelation range between measures for the combmed 
sample was between -.43 and .88, with the medkn correlation bemg .22. The correlations 
between CRI copmg response strategies for the combmed sample ranged from J28 to .52, wMi 
a median of .43, for the Approach Response strategies; while the Avoidance Response 
strategies yielded a range from .19 to .56, with a median of .25. The range of correlations 
between Approach Response strategies and Avoidance Response strategies was -.16 to 35, 
with a median of .17. 
The mtercorrelations described above mdicate that &nify^wned and 
non-&niifyK)wned busmess respondents have sfmiTar correction patterns m relation to the 
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copmg strategies used by each busmess type. A visual inspectioa does yield some difiference 
between the correlation of the Approach and Avoidance Response strategies for the two 
business types (Le., .09 for femily-owned busmess and .25 for non-&mify^wned busmesses). 
As described m the CRI manual (Moos, 1993, p. 17), "the overall moderate level of 
intercorrelations between the eight coping scales show that people who rely on one type of 
approach cop  ^also employ other sets of approach coping responses; m addition, they are 
more likely to use responses in the avoidance domam. According to Moos, these ffndmgs may 
occur because people who experience more pervasn  ^and severe stressors tend to employ 
more coping of all types. The &idmgs also reflect the dynamic, reciprocal nature of the 
relationships between approach and avoidance, and between cognition and behavior in the 
stress and copmg process. For example, a traumatic event may mitially result in Seeking 
Guidance and Support and openfy expressmg emotions; over time. Problem Solving and 
Seeking Alternative Rewards often become mare salient.*  ^
The correlation between PANAS positive af^  and PANAS negative affect was 
similar for &nfly-owned busmess respondents and nonr&mify-owned business respondents 
(Le., -.42 and -.45 respective )^. The correlation for the combined san l^e was -.43. These 
correlations are appropriate  ^low; th  ^are also lower than that found with the PANAS 
standardization sample for the same time period (Le., -J2 for the "past few weeks" time 
period). 
Intercorrelations rekted to the BSI summary mdices are also strmTar for ^ mify^wned 
business respondents and non-&inifyK}wned busmess respondents. The mtercorrektions 
between BSI sirnimary mdices and the other measures used ni this stu(fy are appropriate for 
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the relationships depicted. For example, the GSI and the PANAS positive affect scale were 
correlated at -31 for femily-o wned respondents, -.46 for nonrfemify-owned respondoits, and 
-39 for the combmed busmess sample. The GSI and the PANAS negative affect scale had 
correlations of .81 for famify-owned respondents, .75 for nonrfemily-owned respondents, and 
.77 for the combmed busmess sample. 
Comparisoas of Results To Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The three major areas of focus m this study were perceived stress, the consequences of 
perceived stress, and the copmg mechankms used by individuals involved m &mify-owned and 
non-famfly owned businesses in the State of Iowa. These areas of focus were exammed 
through the foQowing research questions and associated hypotheses. 
Research Question 1 
Is there a significant difference between owners/managers of &mifyK>wned busmesses 
and managers of noo-^ nily-owned busmesses m terms of areas of life reported as stressful 
and mean levels of reported (Le., perceived) stress m these areas, and do the areas of life 
reported as stressfiil lead to a significant dif^ ence between owners/managers of 
&mity-owned busmesses and managers of non-famify-owned businesses in terms of perceived 
psychological consequences (e.g., depression, anxiety, low levels of work and lifo 
sat^ &ction)? 
Hypothes  ^1 predicted that no differences would be found ui the areas of life seen as 
stressfiil by owners/managers of &mify-owned businesses and mangers of nonrj&mi^ -owned 
busmesses, or in the mean levels of reported (Le., perceived) stress m these areas. Statistical 
anafyses pertment to the Copmg Responses Mventoiy, the PANAS, and selected demogr^hic 
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questions were used to decide whether Hypothesis 1 should be rejected. Hypothesis 1 also 
predicted that ai^  differences exiting m responsibilitfes and rewards found between 
faniifyK)wned and non-&niily owned businesses would not result in differences m the 
psychological consequences of workmg m these two types of busmesses. Analyses related to 
the Brief Symptom Inventory, and selected demographic questions, were used to decide 
whether tha portion of Hypothesis 1 should be rejected. 
As win be presented in the follow  ^ paragraphs  ^the results of the study MIed to 
reject the nuQ hypothesis that no differences would be found hi the areas of life seen as 
stressfiil by owners/managers of femify-owned busmesses and mangers of non-femify, or m the 
mean levels of reported (i.e., perceived) stress m these areas. Few statisticalfy significant 
differences were found in the results of the assessment instruments selected for use in relation 
to this research question. Specfficatty, the anafyses of feidmgs for the CRT, PANAS, and 
selected demographic data, are descnbed more fully ni the following sections. Moreover, the 
results of the study also &iled to reject the null hypothesis that any differences exMmg ni 
responsibilities and rewards found between &mify-owned and non-&mify  ^owned busmesses 
would not result in differences in the consequences of workmg ia these two types of 
busmesses. No statistically significant differences were found in anafyses of the resiilts fiom 
the assessmoit instruments selected for use in relation to th  ^research question (Le., BSI and 
selected demographic data). The results of these mstruments are described more fiilfy below. 
Coping Responses Inventory (CRI) results. Table 28 dispkys the overall nunfiber of 
respondent problems categor^ed mto eacli problem category, the number of &mify-owned 
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Table 28. CRI Problem Category Responses 
Total Famify-Owned Non-Famify Owned 
Personal 20 13 7 
Employee 47 22 25 
Financial 69 36 33 
Other 4 I J 
Total 140 72 68 
Note. Smce not all participants completed all CRI items the nmnber of respondents per scale 
and per scale by problem category were unequal (see Appendk N). Thus, a mean 
replacement strategy was used to coirect for missing data. 
busmess respondent problems categorized too each category, and the number of 
nonrfemify-owned busmess problems categorized rato each category. 
A Chi-Square test was completed to assess whether there was a disproportionate 
frequency of the stress related problem categories from either femify-owned business or 
noa-frm3ifyK}wned busmess respondents. The analysiis did not detect disproportionate 
frequencies, as mdicated by (d^3, n=l30) = 3.01, 39. 
A sequentM anafytic strategy was used to ana^rze CRI responses (raw scate scores 
and total raw scale scores) and to assess whether there were dififerences in business type 
(femify-owned versus nonr&nily-owne<0. CRI responses were fest anafyzed by a MANOVA 
which, used the e^ht CRI scales as dependent variables. Follow-up ANOVAs and post hoc 
Bon&rroni anafyses were also perfermed. The MANOVA yielded non-sign£Scant effects for 
Q>pe of busmess, Wilks^s X.=35r F (8,123) = .897, p > .05 and for the toeraction of problem 
category and type of busmess, WHs's ji = .85, F (16,246) = t JO, p > .05. The MANOVA 
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yielded a significant mafn effect for problem category, Wnks's A = .78, F (16,246) = 2.04, p < 
.01,ti^=.117. 
The CRI responses were next anafyzed through the use of eight separate 3 (problem 
category) x 2 (type of busmess) ANOVAs. Busmess type (Le., femify-owned versus 
non-&mify-owned) is mchided as a &ctor m this modeL These anafyses yielded signi&ant 
effects in relation to problem category for positive reappraisal, F (2,130) = 5.61, £ < .005,ti  ^
= .079, and seekmg guidance and support, F (2,130) = 333, £< .05,ti  ^= .049. No 
s^nificant effects were found in relation to type of busmess. The interaction of problem 
category and type of busmess yielded a significant effect onfy for one CRI scale, acceptance or 
resignation, F (2, 130) = 4.02, £ < .05,ti  ^= .058. 
Post-hoc Bonferroni anafyses of mean differences related to the significant overall 
effects indicated that for positive reappra  ^there were significant differences between the 
comparisons of personal problems and the combined employee ^  = 3.62) and financial 
problem ^  = 2.24) categories, £< .001, as well as between employee problems and the 
combmed personal (M =-3.62) andfiaanaal^  = -138) problem categories, £<.001. The 
thnrd coii;)arison withm this area, fioancM versus the combmed personal and employee 
categories, was not found to be significant, £> .05. 
In relation to seeking guidance and support, the post hoc tests found significant 
differences between the compar^ns of personal problems and the combioed en l^oyee (M= 
2.47) and financial (M = 1.09) problem categories, £< .04, as wefl as between en^Ioyee 
problems and the combmed personal (M=-L09) and fiiancial ^=-1.12) problem 
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categories, £ < .04. The thffd comparison wfthm this area, financial versus the combmed 
personal and employee categories, was not found to be significant, e,> .05. 
However, post-hoc Bon&ronni analyses for the interaction of problem category and 
busmess type yielded no significant differences between means on any of the three 
comparisons. It is noted that the ANOVA's finding of a significant difference withm this 
interaction for one of the eight CRI categories, the acceptance or resignation copmg strategy, 
was associated with a very minima! effect s ,^ T]  ^as previously noted. 
Table 29 (femify-owned businesses) and Table 30 (non-famify-owned businesses) 
display scale raw score means and standard deviations for each problem category delmeated 
withm the eight separate CRI coping scales. The tables also depict the F statistics and £ 
values related to the ANOVA comparisons of overall means for each coping scale by eight 
separate one-way ANOVAs wfthm the respective femify-owned business (Le., Table 29) and 
non-family-owned busmess respondent groups (i.e.. Table 30). Due to the small mmiber of 
responses (Le., n= 4) and missmg data, the "^other" category was not used m this anafysis. 
Thus, a total of 16 separate one-way ANOVA's on CRI scores are displayed m the two tables. 
Tables 29 (Le., &mify-owned busmesses) and 30 (non-femify-owned businesses). 
The final anafyses completed on the CRI scale raw score results were separate 
one-way ANOVAs for each of the eight copmg strategies, across each of the three problem 
(stressor) categories. As mdicated by Table 29, for femify-owned busmesses, a significant 
difference was found between the means of the problem categories in rektion to the positive 
reappraisal coping strategy, F (2,68) = 5.64, £ < .005. Post-hoc Bon&rroni anafyses on 
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Table 29. Family-Qwned Business CRI Problem Category Comparisons 
Mean SD E E 
Approach responses 
Logical Analysis 
Personal Problem 17.54 3.66 
Employee Problem 16.82 3.09 
Fmancial Problem 17 JO 2.61 
Total 1720 2,94 290 .750 
Positive [Reappraisal 
Personal Problem 1827 2.82 
Employee Problem 13.89 423 
Fmancial Problem 15J3 3.70 
Total 15.42 3.98 5.643 .005 
Guidance and Support 
Personal Problem 16.37 4.06 
Employee Problem 13.77 3.71 
Elnandal Problem 14.80 3.55 
Total 14.77 3.75 2.027 .140 
E*robIem Solving 
Perscmal [*robIem 18.16 3.08 
Employee Problem 18.14 4.09 
E^andal Problem 18.68 320 
Total 18.42 3.44 210 .811 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance 
Perscmal Problem 13.85 2.79 
Bnployee Problem 12.16 4>52 
Financial Problem 12.78 3.95 
Total 12.53 336 .887 .417 
Acceptance or Resignation 
Personal Problem 12.55 3.07 
Employee Problem 13.13 4.11 
Fmancial Problem 1226 3.63 
Total 12.58 3.66 J81 .685 
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Table 29. (contmued) 
Mean SD 
Seekmg Alternative Rewards 
Personal Problem 12.11 332 
Employee Problem 11.16 2.61 
E^andal Problem 12.45 354 
Total 11.99 3.24 1.098 J39 
Emotional Dtscfaarge 
Personal Problem 1132 3.04 
Employee Problem 9.49 3.08 
Fmancial Problem 10.74 3.05 
Total 1050 3.10 2.043 .138 
Table 30. Non-Family-Owned Busmess CRI Problem Category Comparfeons 
Mean SD £ E 
Approach responses 
Logical Ana^s 
Personal Problem 14.13 4.70 
Employee Problem 16.83 3.82 
Fmancial Problem 17.49 2.92 
Total 16.87 358 2.675 .077 
Positive Reappraisal 
Persraal Problem 16.86 3J4 
Employee Problem 14.04 3.73 
Fmancial Problem 15.76 3SS 
Total 15J6 3.84 1508 229 
Guidance and Suppm 
Personal Problem 15.29 3.04 
Employee Problan 1331 3.28 
Fmancial Problem 15.01 3.71 
Total 1438 354 1.956 .150 
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Table 30. (contmued) 
Mean SD F & 
Problem Solvmg 
Personal Problem 15.95 2.91 
EmpIcQ«e Problem 18  ^ 3.85 
I^ancial Problem 18.77 3.62 
Total 18  ^ 3.69 1.723 .187 
Avoidance resoonses 
Cognitive Avoidance 
Personal Problem 13.13 4.64 
Emp[oyee Problem 11.48 3.14 
Financial Problem 12.77 4.08 
Total I2J31 3.81 1.003 373 
Acceptance or Resignation 
Personal Problem 15.99 3.70 
Employee Problem 11.16 3J4 
Financial Problem I2J5 3.73 
Total 12.59 3.82 5302 .007 
Seekmg Alternative Rewards 
Personal Problem 12.78 3.72 
Employee Problem 11.90 2.65 
Fmancial Problem 12.35 2S9 
Total 12.22 2S1 303 .740 
Emotional Ducharge 
Personal Problem 9.40 325 
Employee Problem 9.87 3.17 
Fmancial Problem 10.88 3.48 
Total 1033 334 .953 391 
observed means related to the significant e£^cts found for the positive reappraisal cop  ^
strategy found significant differences between the con^arison of personal problems and the 
combmed eni^ loyee and fiiancial problem categories, e.< .004; as well as between en:5>Ioyee 
problems and the combmed personal and fiiancial problem categories, £ < .004. The thid 
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con^ariisoii withia tfa  ^coping strate ,^ fTnancfal versus the combined personal and en^Ioyee 
problem categories, was not found to be significant, £> .05. 
As indicated by Table 30, for non-6mify-owned busmesses, a s^nfficant deference 
was found between the means of the problem categories in relation to the acceptance or 
resignation coping strates ,^ F (2,62) = 5 JO, £ < .007. Post-hoc Bonferroni anafyses on 
observed means related to the significant effects found for Acceptance or Resignation coping 
strategy found significant difierences between the comparison of personal problems and the 
combined enq>loyee and financial problem categories, £ < .008; as weU as between employee 
problems and the combined personal and financial problem categories, .008. The third 
compar^n within this copmg strate ,^ financial versus the combined personal and en^Ioyee 
problem categories, was not found to be significant, £ > .05. To aid the reader m fiirther 
perusal of CRI results, Appendcc N presents a delmeation of valid and missmg cases and a 
liistmg of CRT scale score means and standard deviations, and standard scores (t-scores) for 
the study san[q>le. 
In addition, a comparison of CRI results was made between the scale raw scores of 
male and female participants. Table 31 displays means and standard deviations for mate and 
female respondents for each CRI copiog strategy, as weQ as the t statistics and £, values 
related to the compariran of the means. Statistically s^nificant differences were foimd 
between female and male respondents as to the use of Seekmg Guidance and Support, 
Cognitive Avoidance, and Emotional Discharge, la all three cases female respondents used 
these cop  ^strategies to a greater extent than mate respondents. 
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Table 31. Female and Male CRI Comparisons 
Female Male 
(N = 48) (N = 91) 
Mean SD Mean SD t £ 
Approacli responses 
Logical Analysis 17.13 3.45 16.98 3.12 253 .801 
Positive Reappraisal 16J0 4.40 14.97 3.48 1.952 .053 
Sedctag Guidance and Support 15.56 3J3 14.04 3.64 2.409 .017 
Problem Solvmg 18.97 3JI [8.04 3.59 1.494 .137 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance 1332 3J7 11.891 3.91 2.079 .039 
Acceptance or Resignation I3J3 4.01 12.22 3.47 1.706 .090 
Seeking Alternative Rewards 12.72 3.06 11.71 2.89 1.912 .058 
Emotionai Discbarge It.IO 3.00 932 3.16 2.104 .037 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) results. The PANAS assesses 
both positive a£  ^and negative a£  ^by asking participants to indicate how oiten they 
generaJfy experience 10 positive and 10 negative emotions (e.g., determined, enthusiastic, 
jittery, afraid). Table 32 displays the results of a t-test compar^n of scale score survey 
results finm&mily-ownedbusniesses compared with noQ-&mify-owned businesses. Results 
ofthe PANAS mdicated that there were no statistical^  signi&ant differences between 
&mfyK)wned and non-&imty-owned bosioesses ni how individuals mvolved in these 
busmessesejqperKnce the positive and negative emotions assessed by the mstrumenL These 
conq)atisons were based on respondents' experiences over the "^past few weeks." 
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Table 32. PANAS Results (t-test) 
Family-Owned Noa-Family-Owned 
Mean SD Mean SD t g 
Positive Affect 34.43 8.05 34.08 6.98 J270 .788 
Range: 10-50 
Mode: 41 
Negative Affect 20.87 8.59 19.90 ISl .706 .481 
Range: 10-50 
Mode: 12 
Note  ^ Maximum score is 50 for each PANAS scal& 
Demographic results. Comparisons via t-tests on work and life satisfaction data 
presented m Table 19 found no significant differences between fknil^ -owned and 
non-&mify-owned businesses in either life satisfiiction, t (d l^) = .72, £ < .47, or m work 
sat^ ction, t (d^I) = .43, £ < .67. 
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI) results. The Brief Symptom Inventory is the brief 
form of the symptom Checklist-90-RevKed (SCL-90-R) and it was used as a part of this study 
m order to assess symptomatic psychological distress. The BSI reflects psychological distress 
m terms of nme primary ^ rmptom dmoensions and three global indices of distress. Each 
'^nq)tom dimension and the global mdices were described m the method section of this 
document. 
Table 33 dfeplays the stucfy's BSI results through a t-test comparison of the 
&mi^ -owned and non-^mify-owned businesses responses. Based, on standard scores 
(t-scores) there were no stat^ calfy s^nificant differences between individuais mvolved m. 
&nifyK>wned busmesses and those nivolved. Qinon-&nifyK>wned businesses. 
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Table 33. BSI Results (t-test) 
N 
Family-Owned 
Mean SD 
Non-Famify-Owned 
N Mean SD t £ 
SOM 48 55.83 10.99 53 54.89 10.10 .451 .653 
O-C 50 53.02 11.95 53 51.15 10.92 .829 .409 
I-S 47 6126 8.82 51 59.08 12.44 S92 324 
DEP 47 6032 9.00 50 61.80 925 .798 ATI 
ANX 48 61.44 8.60 51 61.61 9.51 .093 S26 
HOS 48 58.58 9.08 53 58.83 8.17 .144 .886 
PHOB 47 51.53 8J6 50 53.98 8.65 1.416 .160 
PAR 48 62.46 9.43 52 61.98 12J3 216 .829 
PSY 47 60.60 9.84 51 62.71 9.47 1.082 282 
GSI 
PSDI 
44 
44 
60.77 
56.66 
1226 
10.78 
45 
47 
57.71 
57.89 
17.07 
6.15 
^70 
.676 
335 
.501 
Research Question 2 
Are there significant dififerences between the owners/managers of famify-owned 
busiaesses and managers of non-&mily-owned busmesses m terms of the methods used in 
copmg with stress? 
Hypothesis 2 predicted that the stressfiil situations of life feced by femify-owned 
busmess owners^nanagers and nonr&imty-owned busmess managers would be dealt with 
through snnilar methods. It predicted that these methods would include psychological 
characteristics (e.g., copn  ^styles), mdividual characteristics (e.g., work commitment^  
situational characteristics (e.g., size of work unit), organi^ tional characteristics (e.g., 
organization structure), and subjective reactions (e.g., feelmgs of bemg overwhelmed at 
home). Statistics related to the Coptog Responses Inventory, the Positive and Negative Affect 
Schedule  ^and selected demographic questions were used to decide whether the study 
supported Hypothesis 2. The results of the study feiled to reject the nnlT hypothesis that the 
stressful situations of life feced by femify'-owned business managers and non-family-nwned 
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wotild be dealt with throxigh «nmi1ar methods. Overall, statistical^  sigoificant difi^ ences were 
not found in the anafysis of results relevant to the assessment instruments selected for use in 
relation to this research question. The results of these Sostruments are described more fiilfy 
below. 
Coping Responses laventory results. As described ni rektioa to Research Question 
I, the QM responses obtamed m the study were analyzed through a 3 (problem category) x 2 
(type of busmess) MANOVA, with the eight CRT scales actmg as the dependent variables. 
The MANOVA yielded aon-significant results for type of business, WiDcs's A = .95, F (8,123) 
= .897, p > .05 and for the mteraction of problem category and type of busmess, WiDcs's Z = 
.85, F (16,246) = 130, p > .05. The MANOVA yielded a signfficant main effect for problem 
category, WiBcs's Z = .78, F (16,246) = 2.04, p < .OI,ti^  = .117. In relation to Research 
Questions 2, these results mdicate that there were no significant differences m the copmg 
strategies used by ^ mify^owned and non-&mity-owned business respondents. 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) results. There were no significant 
differences between ^ nify^wned and non.-&mifyK>wned busmesses m how mdividuals 
mvolved in these busmesses experience the positive emotions, t (I) = .270, £< .788 and, the 
negative emotions, t (1) = .706, £. < .481, assessed the mstrument. 
Demographic and business-related results. Demogr^hic characteristics relat^  to 
how one copes with the stresses of life include such things as mdividual characteristics (e.g., 
work commitment), situational characteristics (e.g., size of wod: unit), organizational 
characteristics (e.g., organization structure), and subjective reactions (e.g., foelmgs of bemg 
overv^hned at home). No significant differences were found betweea &mity-owned and 
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noa-femify-owned businesses ia relation to career conmutment, (d ,^ ii=I39)=.860, 
£<J9I; overwhelmed at work, (d ,^ rf=l37)=.014, £<.989; overwhelmed at home, 
(d ,^ if=138)=.676, e<.500; and business type, (d ,^ nr=122)=.996, p<.32L 
Significant di£ferences were found in three measures related to the characteristics of 
busmesses: number of locations operated, x  ^(df=4, if=136)=4.533, b<.001; number of people 
besides self mvolved in man^ement decisions, x  ^(d^7, if=135) =15.83, e<.020; and number 
of fiiH-tine employees, t (df=134)=3.942, £<.001. 
Logistic Regression Results 
In this study, two sets of logistic regression anafyses were performed to explore and 
assess which predictors, or sets of predictors, would predict membership oi the categorical 
dependent variable fenaily-owned or non-femify-owned busmess. The &st set of regressions, 
displayed in Table 34, depicts the separate single entry of 20 predictor varmbles. This initM 
set of exploratory logistic regressions was done to assess which, if any, of the separate 
predictor variables, or blocks of variables for predictors with multiple levels of categories, 
make statistical^  significant contributions to membersh  ^oi the &nify-owned or 
noa-&mifyH}wned business groups. The odds ratio for each of the respective mdividual 
predictor variables represents the comparative odds of membersh  ^in the ^ miity-owned 
busmess (coded 0), as con^ared to the non-&iiifyK}wned busmess (coded 1). As mdicated m 
Table 34, statistical^  significant chi-square results, mdices of the s^nificance of the overall 
mdividuat variable predictor blocks, are depicted for three busmess-rekted predictor variables: 
number of employees, number ofbusmess locations, and number of mdividuals mvolved in 
management. For exan^Ie, the significant smgle predictor block of number of locations 
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produced an odds ratio of 2^8. Thus for each, unit (category) mcrement m the predictor, 
number of locations, the odds are slightly greater than twice that increased numbers of 
business locations are associated with membersbip in nonr&mify-owned businesses. 
For each of the three significant chi-square anafyses previous  ^noted for the variables 
number of employees, number of busmess locations, and nimiber of individuals mvolved oi 
management, subsequent Homer and Lemeshow Goodness-of-Frt Tests were conducted to 
ascertain whether there were significant dif^ences between the expected and observed data 
for each of the indivMual elements of the mdividual predictors. AH three of the ensuing chi 
square goodness-of>fit tests were not significant: number of employees, (df = 8, n = 122) = 
9.16, p. < 33; number of business locations, (df = 3, n = 136) = -45, p.< .93; and number of 
mdividuals involved in management, (df = 4, n = 133) = 12.71, £< .01. 
The second set of regression anafyses are displayed in Tables 35 and 36 (p. 122). 
These tables depict logistic regression data explorations using aggregate combinations of the 
significant single varmble predictors identified in the first, smgle var l^e anafyses (as 
conveyed m Table 34), to predict membersh  ^m the busmess categories of either 
&nity-owned or non-&mifyH>wned businesses. As mdicated by Table 35, a fiiE model (three 
predictor variable) forward selection, logistic regression was conducted. The forward 
selection anafys  ^term^ed at tbe first forward selection step, as additioiml iterations did not 
significantly nnprove predictabili^  of membersh  ^m. the dependent variable ofbusmess 
category. 
Additional expbratory logistic regression anafyses were conducted. Combmations of 
forced entry, pam-wise prediction modeb are defioeated m Table 36. AH pak-wise 
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Table 34. Single Entry Log^c Regression Results For Predict^  Category Membersh  ^
VariaWe Chi-square df Significance 
VoConect 
Yes No 
% Correct 
Overall 
Odds 
Ratio 
Years of Schooling 
Some High Sdiool 
HighSdiool 
BA/BS 
MA/MS 
7.42 I .12 3521 80.88 5735 
0.00 
2.26 
1.58 
032 
Sex 0.03 I .86 100.00 0.00 51.08 0.94 
PANAS-Posidve Afifect 0.07 I .79 43.08 59.09 51.15 .099 
PANAS-Negative Affect 0.51 I .48 51-43 47.76 49.64 0.98 
BSTrO-C 1.76 I .19 3922 71.70 55.77 0.63 
BSI:I-S 1.14 I 29 40.00 66.04 53.40 0.75 
BSI: PHOB 1.85 I .17 70.83 47.06 58J9 226 
BShPSY 0.09 I .76 39.22 66.04 52.88 I.IO 
BSI: GSI 0.02 I .88 2.13 95.92 50.00 1.07 
BShPST 0.23 I .63 87.50 17.24 54.10 0^7 
Years Work Experience 2.15 1 .14 59.15 47.06 53.24 0.87 
Work Satis&ctiim 0.03 I .86 100.00 0.00 51.82 1.01 
LifeSatis&ctiai 0J2 1 .47 76.06 3731 5725 0.93 
Number of Locations 19.47 I .00 81.69 47.69 65.44 228 
Business Stands Fo- 1.07 I JO 16A1 40.91 58.96 0.83 
Overall Atmosphere 0J5 I J3 65.71 3333 50.00 0.82 
Management bvotvemoit 3J0 I .07 87.14 30.16 58.65 121 
Overwhelmed at Work 0.00 I 39 100.00 0.00 51.82 1.00 
Overwhehned at Hsne 0.46 I JO 71.83 3433 53.62 1.09 
Nimibers of Emplc^ees 6.61 I .01 86.57 29.09 60.66 1.02 
Not& Chi-souarevahies are reported fix-the entry of the respective mdividual predictor varfabrebTotd  ^
combinations of tbe three previous  ^identified predictor variables were used m separate two 
variable forced entry logistic regression predictor models. The enso  ^three sets of anafyses 
are displayed ia Table 36. 
Additional exploratory analj^ es were conducted us  ^a three-variable, forced entry 
log^c regression. These anafyses, displayed m Table 37 (p. 123), mdicate that combmations 
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of characteristics of businesses, specificalfy number of locations and number of employees, 
and not the p^hological variables and measures used in this study, are use&l statistical 
predictors of busmess category. 
Comparisons of Study Results and Normative Samples 
BSl comparisons 
While no statistically significant differences were found between femify-owned and 
nonr&mify-owned busmesses, as delineated in Table 33, comparisons of the combmed 
busmess sample with the adult non-patient standardiration sample and the adult psychmtric 
outpatient standardization sample resulted ni a nimiber of significant differences. 
As Table 38 indicates, there is a significant difference between the combmed busmess 
sample and the nocb-patient standardization sample on all but two of the BSI scales (Le., 
obsessive-compulsive scale and phobic-anxiety scale). These results mdicate that 
&miIy-owned and non-&mily-o wned respondents have higher levels of symptomatic 
psychological distress than the non-patient standardbation sanq)Ie m relation to the follow  ^
BSI mdexes: somatization, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostili^ , paranoid 
ideation, psychoticism, global severity index, positive symptom distress mdex, and positive 
syiiq)tomtotaL 
Table 39 displays a comparison of the combined busmess sample and the adult 
p^chi^ c outpatient standardgation san^Ie. This comparison shows statisticalfy  ^significant 
Table 35, Forward Selection Logistic Regression For Predicting Category Membership 
Variable(s) Chi-square df Signiflcance 
% Correct 
Yes No 
% Correct 
Overall B Wald df Sifr R 
Odds 
Ratio 
Full Model 
Employees 18.60 3 .0003 89,39 45.19 70,09 .0184 3,43 1 .0641 .0944 1.019 
Number of individuals 
in management .7554 8,85 1 .0029 .2067 2.128 
Number of locations -.2042 1,54 I .2152 .0001 0.815 
Forward Selection 
Number of locations 13.97 1 .0002 84.45 45.10 67.52 .7915 11.02 1 .01)09 ,2372 2,207 
Table 36. Forced Entry, Pair-wise Logistic Regression For Predicting Category Membersiiip 
Variable(s) Chi-square df Significance 
% Correct 
Yes No 
% Correct 
Overall B Wald df Sig, R 
Odds 
Ratio 
Location 18,67 2 ,0001 81,16 49.18 66.15 ,8218 12,09 1 ,0641 .0944 2.275 
Number of Individuals 
in management ,0123 ,0097 1 ,9215 .0000 1.012 
Number of locations 15.90 2 .0004 91.04 43,40 70.00 ,6618 7,61 1 ,0058 .1845 1.938 
Number of employees ,0112 2.17 1 ,1403 .0325 1.011 
Number of employees 
Number of individuals 
in management 
7,49 2 ,0236 86.36 30,19 61,34 .0184 
-.0777 
4.75 
.2913 
I 
1 
,0293 
.5894 
,1297 
,0000 
1,019 
,925 
Table 37. Three-Variable, Forced Entry Logistic Regression For Predicting Category Membership 
Varlable(s) Chl-square df Significance 
% Correct 
Yes No 
% Correct 
Overall B Wald df Sig. R 
Odds 
Ratio 
Number of employees 19.743 5 .0014 86.36 49.02 70.09 0.0202 4.20 I .0404 .1172 1.020 
Number of individuals 
In management 
-0.2236 1.87 1 .1719 ,0001 .800 
Number of locations 
Location (1) -2.3323 7.19 1 .0073 -.1799 .097 
Location (2) -1.1342 1.36 1 .2431 .0001 .322 
Location (3) -1.5250 1.41 1 .2356 .0001 .218 
Note. All values of the categories of location are included in this model. 
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diSsrenees between these popuktfons on afl of the BSI mdexes, eccept the paranoid ideation 
mdeo These results indicate that femily-owned. and noa-femify-owned respondents have 
lower levels of symptomatic psychological distress than the adult psychiatric outpatient 
standardmtion sample on aE of the BSI indexes, except the paranoid ideation index. 
When these results are viewed together, it appears that participating Iowa busmess 
managers are more psychological^  distressed than a non-patient standard t^ion sample, but 
the same group of managers are not distressed to the same degree as an aduh psychiatric 
outpatient standardkation sample. 
Table 38. BSI Combined Business Results and Standardization Sample Compar^n 
Business Combmed Non-E'atient Standardizatioa Sample 
Raw Score Raw Score T-score Raw Score Raw Score T-score 
Mean SD Mean Mean SD Mean t B. 
SOM J7 55J4 .29 .40 46.00 4335 .001 
0-C .53 51 52.06 -43 .48 44.00 1.832 .070 
I-S 37 .74 60.12 32 -48 44.00 8387 .001 
DEP 35 -79 61.08 2S -46 44.00 8.554 .001 
ANX .88 .61 6IJ3 35 .45 45.50 8.874 .001 
HOS .71 .65 58.71 35 -42 42J0 5.679 .001 
PHOB .20 37 52.79 -17 36 46.50 .721 .472 
PAR 1.07 TT 62.21 34 -45 40.00 9.648 .001 
PSY .66 .61 61.69 .15 30 4IJ0 8J32 .001 
GSI .79 .48 59 J2 30 31 4I.OO 10.057 .001 
PSDI 138 .45 57J0 1.29 .40 44J0 6J34 .001 
PST 25.69 1037 63.24 11.45 920 40J0 13.867 .001 
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Table 39. BSI Combmed Business Results and Standard t^ioa Sample Comparisoa 
Bustaess Combmed Psychiatric Outpatient Standardizatirai Sample 
Raw Score Raw Score T-score Raw Score Raw Score T-score 
Mean SD Mean Mean SD Mean t 2 
SOM ^3 .57 55J4 .83 .79 65.00 5319 .001 
O-C J3 J7 52.06 IJ7 1.00 71.00 18.549 .001 
I-S 07 .74 60.12 1.58 1.05 73.00 8.407 .001 
DEP S5 .79 61.08 1.80 1.08 78.00 10.899 .001 
ANX .88 .61 61.53 1.70 I.OO 72.00 13.661 .001 
HOS .71 .65 58.71 1.16 .93 65.00 7.083 .001 
PHOB .20 37 52.79 .86 .88 71.00 17.767 .001 
PAR 1.07 .77 62.21 I.I4 35 65.00 .920 J60 
PSY .66 .61 61.69 I.I9 .87 73.00 8.906 .001 
GSI .79 .48 5922 IJ2 J2 78.00 10.671 .001 
PSDI 1.58 .45 5730 2.14 .61 67.00 12.058 .001 
PST 25.69 I0J7 63.24 30.80 11.63 70.00 4.981 .001 
PANAS comparisons 
While no statistically signfficant differences were found between femify-owned and 
non-^mily-owned busmess respondents, as delmeated m Table 32, signMcant differences were 
found between the adult non-patient standardization sample and the famify-owned busmess 
sample. No significant differences were found m compar^ns made between 
non-&nify-owned busmess respondents and the standardization sample, nor between the 
combined business sample and the standardization sample. All PANAS comparisons were 
based on the reference period of "experiences over the past few weeks." Table 40 dispkys 
the combmed business san:q>le and standardization sample comparison, while Table 41 displays 
the con^arisoa of the &inify-owiied busmess sample, non-&mifyK>wned busmess san l^e, and 
the standardoation saiiq)Ie. 
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Table 40. PANAS Standardcatioii Sample and Combmed Busmess Results Compar^n 
Standardizatioa Combmed 
Sample Busmess Results 
Mean SD Mean SD t q. 
Positive Afiect 32.00 tIoO 3425 730 3.095 NS 
Range: 10-50 
Mode: 41 
N^ative Affect 19.50 7.00 20.30 8.07 2.515 NS 
Range: 10-50 
Mode: 12 
Table 41. PANAS Standardizatioa Sample, Family-Owned, and Non-Family-Owned Results 
Compar^n 
Standardization 
Sample 
Mean SD Mean 
Family-Owned 
SD t C 
Non-Family-Owned 
Mean SD t U. 
Positive 
Affect 
32.00 7.00 34.43 8.05 1.863 .05 34.08 6.98 2.494 NS 
Negative 
Affect 
19.50 7.00 20.87 8J9 1.218 .05 19.90 7.52 2.418 NS 
The statistically significant dififerences found between the standardizatioa sample and 
&mity-owned busmess sanq)le indicate that mdividuals mvotved witb &mity-owned busmesses 
endorse positive and negative emotions to a higher degree than did the aduh non-patient 
standardization sanoiple. According to the designers of the mstrument, persons with, high 
Posit^ e Affect (PA) display states such as h  ^energy, ftiil concentration, and pleasurable 
engagement. Thus, Positive Affect is the ^ ent to which a person feels enthusiastic, active, 
and alert Di contrast. Negative Afifect (NA) is the extent to ^ ^ch a person feels subjective 
dMress and m l^easurable engagemenL Persons with high NAd l^ay states such as ai^ er. 
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contempt, disgust, girilt, fear, and nervousness. The results of this study indicate that 
femify-owned busmess respondents felt both high Positive Affect (Le., enthusiastic, active, 
alert) and high Negative Affect (i.e., subjective distress, unpleasurable engagement), over the 
"past few week  ^prior to taking part m the study, to a greater extent than did the 
standardization sample for the PANAS. 
CRI comparuoDs 
Table 42 displays a comparison based on scale raw scores between the combined 
biismess sample and the standardization sample for the CRI-Adult scales. This 
standard t^ion sample consisted of 1,194 men and 722 women. The sample averaged 61 
years in age, 90% of the sample were Caucasian, 69% married, 19% separated or divorced, 
and 7% widowed. The group averaged 14.2 years of education and were of average to 
above-average socioeconomic status. 
Signfficant differences were found between the combmed busmess sanaple and the 
CRl-adult standard t^ion sample on all copmg s t^es, other than cognitive avoidance. These 
differences mdicate that responding busmess managers used both approach coping responses 
and avoidance copmg responses to a significant^  greater extent than the standardization 
sample. Study partic^ants were at the "wett above average" or the "considerabfy above 
average" level of use for all copmg styles. 
A final compariison of CRI results was made between the female-male differences m 
this stucfy's sample and the female-male differences in the CRI standard t^ion san:q)Ie. This 
compariison tested the magnitude of female to male differences between this study and the 
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standardizatioii sample. Significant deferences were found in the foUov/ing copmg strategies; 
Logical Anafysis, t (df = 137) = .9748,2  ^< .05; Positive Reappraisal, t (df = 137) = 1.028, 
B, < .05; Acceptance or Resignation, t (df = 137) = 1.422, £ < .05; and Seek  ^Guidance and 
Support, t (df = 137) = .664, g. < .05. In each of these cases, the respondents m this study 
used the coping strategies to a greater extent than did the standardization sanq)ie. 
Table 42. CRI Combmed Busmess Sample and Standard t^fon Sample Comparison 
Cnnbrned Busmess Sample Standardcatfoa Sample 
Mean SD Mean SD F Stg. 
Approacb responses 
Logical Analysis 16.97 3J9 11.25 3.92 .6674(116) S 
Positive Reappraisal 16.43 3.91 10.50 431 .7755(124) S 
Seekmg Guidance and Suppwt 14.47 3.73 9.50 3.98 5340(121) S 
Problem Solvmg 18.25 3.66 11.00 423 1.9165(114) S 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance I2J9 3.87 6.73 4.26 32140 (128) NS 
Acceptance or Resignation 12.66 3.80 7.40 423 1.6771 (122) S 
Seekmg Alternative Rewards 12.09 3J6 5.87 437 1.7697 ( 95) s 
Emotiaial Discfaarge 10.44 3J1 3.73 3.26 1.7402(119) S 
Summary of Findings 
This study addressed two hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 predicted that no dififerences 
would be found m the areas of lifo seen as stressful by owners^managers of ^ ndty-owned 
busmesses and mangers of n0n-&nifyK>wned bosmesses, or m. the n^an levels of reported 
(Le., perceivecQ stress k these areas. Hypothesis 2 predicted that the stressful situations of 
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life &ced by &mify^wned busmess owners/managers and non-&niifyK>wned business 
naanagers would be dealt with, tfarough sfmilar methods. Neither hypothesis was rejected as a 
result of the study. 
The major &dmgs of the study are Ifeted below: 
• Statisticalfy  ^significant differences were tbund between &mifyK>wned and 
non-femity-owned busmesses m the areas of gross sales, number of busmess locations, 
number of people besides the respondent mvobed m management decisions, and number 
of fiill-tnne employees. 
• Statistical^  significant differences were found between female and male respondents hi 
relation to CRI results and the use of Seekmg Guidance and Support, Cognitive 
Avoidance, and Emotional D^harge. In aU three cases female respondents used these 
copmg strategies to a greater extent than male respondents. 
• There was a significant difference between the combmed bus^ss sample and the 
non-patient standardization sample on aU but two of the BSI scales (Le., 
obsessive-compulsive scale and phobic-anxie  ^scale). 
• There was a significant difference between the combined busmess sample and the adult 
psychiatric outpatient standardization sample on all of the BSI mdexes, except the 
paranoid ideation mdex. 
• S^nificant differences were found between the PANAS adult non-patient standardiTation 
sample and the ^ mify^wned busioess sample, indkat^  that individuals involved with 
&mifyK)wned businesses endorse postive and negative emotions to a higher degree than 
did the adult non-patient standardization sample. 
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• Significant differences were found between the combmed business sample and the 
CRI-adult standardization sample on all cop  ^styles, other than cognitive avoidance. 
These differences mdicate that respondmg busmess managers uses both approach copmg 
responses and avoidance coping responses to a significant^  greater extent than the 
standardization sample. 
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CHAPTERS. DISCUSSION And CONCLUSIONS 
Discassioa 
Summary of research problem and method 
Thfe study was an exploratory mvestigatfon which had as a prnnary goal to explore if 
there are differences in stressors (Le., aspects of business) and perceived stress related 
variables (Le., subjective and psychological measures) between fknily-owned business 
owners/managers and non-&mify-owned business managers m the State of Iowa. The 
secondary goal was to ascertam if there are differences m the copmg strategies used by these 
same femily-owned business owners/managers and non-femily-owned busmess managers, 
Statfeticalfy identified differences between family-owned and non-family-owned business 
respondents were then used as predictors of category membersh  ^in either the family-owned 
business or the non-family-owned business groups. 
Research m the area of &mify^wned busmess mdicates that mdividuals involved with 
&mify^wned businesses face a variety of imique stresses and rewards not &ced by those 
mvolved mnon-femify-owned businesses (e.g., Donckels & Frohlick, 1991; ifarvey & Evans, 
1994; Hollander & Elman, 1998; Liebowitz, 1986; Kepner, 1983; Rosenblatt et al., 1985). 
The in l^fcation of this research has been that these differences m stresses and rewards lead to 
differences in how well mdividuals nivotved with these busmesses fimction m thehr daily lives 
(e.g., levels of symptomatic psychological distress, career satis&ction, 1  ^satis&ction). 
Because the ^ mily-owned busmess has been, and contmues to be, an m^rtant part of 
the American economy (e.g.,Bork, 1986; Buchholz & Crane, 1989; Lea, 1991; Shanker& 
Astrachan, 1995), he^mg the &iiify^wned business and its constituents deal with these 
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differences ni stresses and rewards, if tiiey are realty present, would seem to be onportant to 
the contmued economy well-being and mental health of our country. 
Thus, this study attenq)ted to discover whether dififerences m stresses and the effects 
of these stresses existed between a random sample of &mity-owned business owners/managers 
and non-&mity-owned businesses mangers m the State of Iowa. In general, th  ^study is 
significant because it mcreases the knowledge base of the field of occupational stress research. 
In particular, this study provides business related and psychological data and fiidmgs relevant 
to mdividuals mvolved in &mity-owned busmesses and non-&mity-owned busmesses in a rural 
state. The study also mcreases the knowledge base related to differences between Iowa 
business managers and the standardization data for the assessment mstruments used m this 
study. 
Figare 3, as displayed on page 53, depicted the occiipational stress research paradigm. 
The paradigm was used in this study to explore the stresses and undeskable consequences 
experienced by ownersAnanagers of &mity-owned busmesses and to conq)are the results of 
this expbration with the stresses and undeskable consequences experienced by managers of 
non-&m£ty-owned businesses. The stresses and undes^ble consequences described by the 
&mity-owned and non-&mity-o wned business respondents as part of this study were then used 
as predictors of membersh  ^withm either the &mity-owned busmess group or the 
nonr&mity-owned busmess group. 
Response rate 
A total of 140 usable smyeys were collected m response to the pre-survey postcard, 
the origmalsurv ,^ the remi^ erpost(»rd, and the mai&ig of a second survey. Thistotal 
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consisted of 71 responses from feniify-owned businesses and 69 responses from 
non-family-nwned busmesses. These nmnbers reflect an overall return rate of 18>47 percent. 
Table 15, p. 87, presents a delineation of surveys mailed and sinrveys returned for each 
of the quadrants the State of Iowa was divided into as a part of this study. The highest 
average return rate came from the Southeast quadrant (Le., 22.37 %), foEowed by the 
Northeast quadrant (Le., 20.45 %), Northwest quadrant (Le., 16.20 %), and the Southwest 
quadrant (Le., 10.00 %). 
As percentages of sutvq's returned from the total number of surveys niailed to each 
quadrant, these figures allow a Mr compar^n between quadrants - even though quadrants 
were not sampled on an eq  ^basis. Once the state was divided into four quadrants, it was 
decided that all commumties withm each population category and withm each quadrant would 
be sampled This plan san l^ed busmesses proportionate to the number of commimities m 
^h popuktion category. The mmiber of busmesses san l^ed withm each category of 
cornmunity size was four (Le., two femily-owned and two non-&mify-owned) for commumties 
between 2,000 and 9,999 in popu^on, 10 (Le., five femily-owned and five 
nonrfimify-owned) for comnnmities between 10,000 and 24,999 m population, and 10 (Le., 
&^e &nify^wned and five nonr&mify-owned) for communities over 25,000 m population. 
The h%hest overall retom rate was found in the probable most prosperous quadrant of 
the state, and was also found m the brgest category of communities (Le., populations over 
25,000). Withia the other three quadrants of the state the highest return rate varied between 
the smallest comnmnMes (Le., populations of2,000-9,999) ta the Southwest and the 
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Northeast, and the midsize communities (Le., populations of 10,000-24^99) in the 
Northwest. 
An equaify nnportant pomt k to reflect on return rate by busmess type. It should be 
noted that overall there was not a disproportionate return rate by type of busmess. Based on 
tests, the distribution of returned questionnaires by quadrant and conmnmity was not 
dififerent for femify-owned businesses compared with non.-6mify-owned busmesses. 
Interpretation of results 
The overall results of the study, the tests of the two general hypotheses, seem to 
conflict with the information shared in the literature review of this document. The literature 
review mdicates that mdfviduals involved with family-owned busmesses fece a variety of 
unique stresses and rewards that are not faced by mdividuals mvolved m non-fknify-owned 
busmesses. Some of these differences m stresses relate to definmg roles withm the busmess, 
work-&mify conflicts and "spiHovers," financial stress, nepotism, and management succession 
issues. Some of the differences in rewards are related to issues of mtmiac  ^withm the 
business, fioandal rewards, nepotism, havmg the opportunity to solve &mify conflicts, and 
pride and prestige. 
Literature related to occupational stress research and &mify^owned busmess r^earch 
would lead one to conclude that these differences m stresses and rewards also lead to 
differences m ^ mfiptomatic p^chological stress, methods of copmg, positive and negative 
affect, and life and work satis&iction. The results of this stu(fy do not support this conclusion. 
No overall statMicalfy significant results were found between mdividuals involved in 
&xiify-owned and nonr&m^-owned busmesses on the assessment instruments used m this 
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study. These instruments inchide the Brief Symptom Inventory, Coping Responses Inventory, 
Positive and Negative Affect Schediile, and various demographic questions created 
specifically for the study. The onfy significant differences found between respondents had to 
do with very specific secondary anafyses of the CRI, a measure of copmg style, and with the 
types of stressor-problems respondents faced. 
Statistical^  signMcant differences that did emerge pertamed to differences between 
the two types of busmess in the areas of gross sales, number of separate busmess locations 
operated, number of people mvolved m manz^ement decfeions, and number of employees. 
These significant differences pertained to characteristics of busmess, not to psychological 
measures. The &ct that no significant differences were found withm the assessment 
mstruments used seems to indicate that while the stresses and rewards experienced by 
&miIy-owned and non-&mi]y-owned busmesses may differ, the mdividuals involved ni these 
businesses react to the  ^own stresses and rewards m a similar manner. Another explanation 
for the kclc of significant differences could be that non-representative groups of respondents 
were obtamed for each category of business. It may be that individuals more adept and 
proficient at cop  ^with stress chose to respond withm each of the busmess categories, while 
those less adept at coping suffered firom too much stress and dysfimction to take the tme to 
repfy to the survey. 
The small number of responses received, and the overall low return rate of the stucfy, 
are also important to acknowlec^e. The results of the stucfy  ^demonstrate quite snnilar 
distributions ofresponses withm. each of the business types. There was more similarity within 
the groups, than there were differences between the groups. It is possible that either the 
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mstruments and questions used were not sensitive enough to detect the differences which 
might be present, or the instruments and questionnaire items did not assess dimensions which 
were pertment to dififerentiatiDg the groups. Because the iostruments used have iatemal 
consistencies srnmlar to the published standardizatioa data, it is possible that this study did not 
investigate dimensions appropriate for differentktiog between the groups. 
Compar^ns of business respondents with instmment standardEEation samples 
While this study dM not fiid significant differences between respondents from 
&mifyK>wned busmesses and non-fiimify-owned busmesses, significant deferences were found 
between the managers of busmesses withm the State of Iowa and the 'formal adult" 
popubtfons us  ^as standardization samples for the Brief Symptom Inventory, the Copmg 
Responses Inventory, and the Positwe and Negatwe Affect Schedule. Results from these 
t-test comparisons of the means of busmess respondents with means from the standard t^ion 
samples mdicate that both &inily-owned and noa-^mifyHSwned busmess managers suffer from 
s^nificantfy  ^greater ^ nq)tomatic psychological stress and use approach and avoidance coping 
responses (both cognitive and behavioral styles) to a greater degree than the standardization 
san l^es (who were not mvoh  ^m business managonent). The study also found a significant 
difference between &mifyK)wned business managers and the PANAS standardization san l^e 
in rektion to the amount of positive and negative affect endorsed. These differences ^ cate 
that mdividuals involved with &niifyK)wned businesses endorse both posithre and negative 
emotions to a higher degree than did the aduft non-patient standardiration sanqile. Accordn  ^
to the des^ers of the mstrument, persons with h|gh Positive Affect (PA) display states such 
as high energy, fuH concentration, and pleasurable enga^nent Thus, Positive Affect is the 
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extent to which a person feels enthusiastic, active, and alert. In contrast. Negative Affect 
(NA) is the extent to which a person feels subjective distress and unpleasurable engagement. 
Persons with high NA dfeplay states such as anger, contempt, disgust, guilt, fear, and 
nervousness. The results of this study indicate that femify-owned business respondents felt 
both high Positive Affect (Le., enthusrastic, active, alert) and high Negative Affect (Le., 
subjective distress, unpleasurable engagement), over the "past few weeks" prior to takmg part 
in the study, to a greater extent than did the standardization sample for the PANAS. 
Coanseiing implications 
The differences found between the study^s respondents and the standardkation 
samples seem to highlight the need for psychological counselmg and coping skills trainmg for 
mdividuals mvolved m busmess management. Specifically, the fiidmgs seem to indicate that 
the stress mvolved m business management results m Iowa business managers bemg more 
psychologicalfy  ^d t^ressed, as mdicated m the BSI results, than a non-patient standardization 
sample, but less distressed than an adult psychktric outpatient standardization sample. It 
appears that ^ e individuals respondmg to this survey would benefit fiom help m dealmg with 
elevated levels of psychological stress, stress that can lead to somati^ tion concerns, 
obsessive-compulsive symptoms, self l^eprecation, selMoubt, discomfort durmg raterpersonal 
mteractions; depression, awdety, hostile, phobic anxiety, paranoia, and p^choticism. 
It also appears that these mdividuab might benefit fiom skills tramng on how to better 
cope with the sftuations th  ^&ce on a daify  ^basis. R^pondents used all of the CRI copmg 
styles, except cognitive avoidance, to a sfgnfficantfy  ^greater degree than the standardization 
sample. On one hand this could be seen as a sign of good mental health, as respondents were 
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able to employ diversified ^ proaches to a varied group of stressors. However, the extent to 
^^ch emotboal discharge was used could prove to be detrmental to how these respondents 
fimction at work and at home. Whether this hypothesis is statistical^  supported could be 
mvestigated m a fixture and larger sample study by conducting a conq)ar^n of CRI copmg 
styles for those respondents who said they were most stressed at home  ^at work, or ni both 
settings with those respondents least distressed in one or both of these areas. Finaify, it 
appears that &n3%-owned busmess managers would benefit fiom help m deal^  with the 
amount of negative affect felt m their lives, as mdicated by the compar^n of &nily-owned 
busmess managers to the PANAS standard t^ion sample. 
It is possible, but not assessed m this study, that the availability of counselmg and skills 
trammg resources may be one difference found between the world of &mify^wned busmess 
and non-&mifyK>wned busmess. As results of this study mdicate, noo-^mity-owned 
busmesses tend to be larger, and have higher gross sales, more en^Ioyees, more geographic 
locations, and a wider geographic sales distribution. It is hypothesoed here that these 
differences might ako lead to differences m the amount of help available to individuals ai 
dealmg with the stresses and rewards of their lives. Anecdotal evidence would seem to 
mdicate that mcreased financial resources might result m better health-care benefits and a 
greater avaQabili^  of Hn l^oyee Ass&tance Programs CEAPs) for nonr&mi^ -owned 
busmesses. Havmg services of this type available to individuals kvolved m all types of 
busmesses would seem to be in^rtant for these mdiv i^ials, thek Smilies, and for our local 
and national economies. This would seem to be espedialfy  ^true for &nifyK>wned businesses, 
^^4)eie, accordmg to the fiterature review, di£5culties m the busmess more often also become 
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femfly diffioiMes. Th  ^would also be nnportant due to the &ct that many &mifyH}wned 
businesses do not survive the transition from the first to the second generation of ^ mify 
mvolvement, while even fewer survive the succeeding transfers from generation to generation. 
Conseqaences of business invotvement 
The results of thu study seem to support the use of the general occupational stress 
research paradigm to explore the stresses, the undesirable consequences, and the coping 
mechanfsins used by mdividuals m relation to how an mdividual's work experience efi^ cts his 
or her life. As the results of this study mdicate, the femify^wned and non-femity-owned 
business managers respondmg to the survey delayed a high level of undesirable 
consequences, as nseasured by the BSI, in comparison to the standardization sample of the 
instnmient. Respondmg managers also reported h^er usage of the CRI copmg strategies, in 
comparison to the CRI standardization sample. The CRI results could be taken as both a 
positive and a negative. Responding managers used both healtl^ r cop  ^skills and unhealthy 
copmg skills to a greater degree than the CRI standardization sanq>le. 
While the BSI, CRI, and PANAS mdicate that respondii^  manners may have a 
number of concerns related to involvement in their busmess, other study fiodmgs indicate that 
participants did not see these concerns as serious problems. This is indicated by PANAS 
results showmg that £anifyH>wned business managers endorse positive emotions at a higher 
rate then the PANAS standardization sanq)Ie, while non-^n^-owned busmess managers and 
the combmed busmess sample endorse both positive and negative emotions at basical^  the 
same rate as the instnmient^ s standardization sample. The PANAS results also mdicate that 
respondents endorsed posftive emotions at a 68% higher rate than th  ^did negative emotions. 
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According to the creators of the PANAS, this indicates that these mdividuals more readify 
display such states as high energy, fiiQ concentration, and pleasurable engagement. This high 
positive emotion endorsement can be contrasted to the states displayed when there is a high 
endorsement of negative emotions, states such as anger, contempt, disgust, guilt, fear, and 
nervousness. 
FmaOy, the results of several demographic questions also indicate that respondmg 
managers do not consider the problems indicated through the BSI, CRI, and PANAS results 
to be serious problems. These demographic results mclude the &ct that respondmg managers, 
on average, mdicated then* career commitment to be between medium/high and high, work 
sat^ ction to be 16.04 on a 25-point maxmum scale, life satisfection to be 122 on a 
10-porat maxunum scale, feelmgs of being overwhelmed at work to be at a mediirai level, and 
feelings of bemg overwhehned at home to be at a medium/low to medium leveL 
These results do not mdicate that the high leveb of symptomatic psychological stress 
mdicated by the BSI, and the high levels of copmg mdicated by the CRI, translate mto a 
negative effect on the respondents' view of their lives at work or at home. If these results 
were havmg a negative effect on the lives of the respondents, it does not seem plausible that 
the PANAS and demographic results mentioned above would be at the levels described. 
The results of this study have increased the knowledge base of the field of 
occupational stress research, particular  ^as th  ^field relates to the soniliiarities/differences 
between owners^managers of &mify-owned busmesses and nianagers of non-&mifyK>wned 
busmesses, as well as the differences betweeiL the combmed busmess manager sample of this 
study and the standardkation sanq)les of the assessment mstruments used m this study. 
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Because few significant dififerences were found between these two types of business 
managers, any generalizations that we are able to make fix>m this study should be able to be 
made across both types of businesses. 
Limitations of the Study 
Generalization from this study must be approached cautiousfy for a number of reasons. 
The first reason to consider is the relativefy low overall response rate achieved by the study. 
The total response rate was 18.47 percent, with the quachrant response rates ranging firom a 
low of 9.85 percent to a high of22.37 percent. While the total nimiber of responses (i.e., 
140) is somewhat low, responses were evenly d t^ributed between fenaify-owned busmesses 
(Le., 71) and non-family-owned busmesses (Le., 69). This distribution of responses allowed a 
&ir comparison to be made between respondents mvolved with femify-owned busmesses and 
respondents mvolved m non-femily-owned busmesses. When all of the above is taken nito 
account, the results of this study must be mterpreted m the context m which they were 
obtamed. This context is a randomly selected group of busmess managers withm the State of 
Iowa, m which approxmatefy  ^one-half of the respondents were mvolved m a imnifyK>wned 
busmess and the other half of the respondents were involved m a non-&mily-owned busmess. 
A second reason for caution m generalizing the results from this study is the &ct that 
aQ partic^ants m the study were volunteers, self-selected busmess persons who took the time 
to partici^ e m the stucfy. This leads one to question whether onfy  ^those individuals who 
have high career commitment, and relative  ^low levels of feeling overwhelmed at work and at 
hon ,^ chose to partic^ate m the study. This question leads to a concern that the view gained 
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from this study might be biased toward the weltadjusted mdividual who is liappy in his or her 
woi^  life and home life, and may also be successM m business. 
A third reason for caution is the iiigh degree of non-conq)letion and number of 
omissions on tfie BSL These occurred at a rate high enough that the mean replacement 
strategy used with the CRI could not be used with the BSI. The numb  ^of completed 
responses relatmg to the BSI sub scales, from a total of 140 useable surveys returned, ranged 
from a low of 97 (i.e., depression and phobic anxiety) to 104 (Le., somatization). Before 
further research was done usmg th  ^mstrument it would be onportant to decide what caused 
these low completion rates. Are these response rates a function of the placement of the BSI 
withm the survey instrument (Le., ia the middle or at the end of the mstrument), did 
respondents decide the mstrument was to pathologicaify oriented (e.g., not relevant to them), 
or did respondents decide that it was not important m terms of how th  ^fimction in their 
busmess? 
Due to the fact that many tests and comparisons were made as part of th  ^study aid 
that few significant fiidmgs emerged, a potential for Type I error is a fourth reason for 
caution in generalizmg the stucfy's results. Although this concern was somewhat alleviated 
through the use of post hoc Bonferroni anafyses. 
FmaEty, this study was an exploratory correlational mvestigation, which used 
self-report measures and it is not possible to mfercausalfty from this design or data. Forthis 
reason, the interactions highlighted by this stucfy must be considered as onfy tentative and 
should be used to he^dnectaddMonal research ni this area. 
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Implications of the Study 
This study ofi^  a number of mq)Iications for consultants and mental health 
professionals working with managers of famify-owned and non-femily-owned busmesses. The 
results of this study indicate that managers of these busmesses experience a higher level of 
symptomatic psychoiogical stress and that they use a variety of coping responses to a greater 
extent than does the "normal" adult populatioiL The results of the study are unclear as to how 
this symptomatic psychological stress and use of copmg responses efifects the lives of 
femily-owned and non-&mify-owned business managers. Further research mto how busmess 
managers and their families are effected by these fiidmgs would seem to be m order. Further 
research could focus on areas such as the physical health of the mdividual, on a more k-depth 
look at any depression or anxiety experienced by the mdrvidual, and on how mterpersonal 
relationships have been effected (e.g., marriages, relationships with children and other &mify 
members) by bemg a part of the busmess m question. 
Consultants and mental health professionals in this area could help busmess managers 
recognke what it is about their businesses that is causmg these high levels of ^ onptomatic 
psychological stress and the need for high levels of coping. Once these causes are d&covered, 
busmess managers coiild be helped to make changes m order to create a work atmosphere that 
discourages h  ^levels of stress and coping. Mai^  of these stressful areas have been 
highlighted m the literature review of this document. For ^ mify^wned businesses these 
stressful areas include a limited access to capital madcets, confusing organizational structures, 
nepotism, mtemecine strife  ^paternalistic/autocratic rule, fioandial stram, and succession 
dramas. For no]i-&iiify^wned busmess  ^these stresses caa mclude low levels of p ,^ long 
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workmg hours, lack of total control over business decisions, high-profit and short-term 
busmess orientations of a parent coa:q)an.y, and bureaucracy. Consultants and mental health 
professionals could also be of service to busmess managers, as well as to all employees and 
&m}ies involved m the business, by helping business owners make sure that health care 
benefits and mental health counselors are available to mdividuals involved with their 
busmesses. Mental health care should be availabie and an envkonment should be created in 
which it is accepted that individuals use this benefit as needed. 
Mental health professionals could help business managers deal more ef^ctwefy with 
the stresses they &ce on a daify basis. Healthy copmg skills could be taught to busmess 
managers, especial^  skills that would help managers use cognitive avoidance and eniotional 
discharge to a lessor degree than has been mdicated by the results of th  ^study. Mental health 
professk)nals could also work with busmess managers to put some balance ni thefr lives; so 
that the busmess and what happens in the business are not the mam measures of self-worth 
used by busmess managers. This type of help could be offered to busmess managers on an 
mdividual bas ,^ through a group format, or through a seminar format. Mental health 
professionals could work m conjunction with busmess consultants, local Chambers of 
Commerce and economic development groups, or business and professional organuations. 
Suggestions for Future Research 
Several issues should be addressed befere ftirther research is attempted with a research 
design smular to this stucfy: These issues are the need to enhance the return rate achieved 
fiom the businesses sampled and the need to select dfmensions and instruments which, are 
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either more sensitive to, or domam relevant to, capturing differences m business partic^ants. 
It would also be inqwrtant to extend the study to mclude a moderator or mediator des^n. 
This study suggests opportunities for further research in a number of areas. The 
development and hnplementation of a psychoeducational group mterventron regarding the 
stresses &cing these populations would seem to be one area of fiirther study. Such a group 
could focus on deal^  with the day-to>day stresses of busmess management and m the 
mteractions of busmess and &mify. A pretest-posttest designed study would be beneficial in 
discovermg the effectiveness of such an mtervention. 
The extension of this study to other areas of the country might also prove usefiiL As a 
Midwest state, busmess managers m Iowa may have different beliefs about busmess 
management, about what is stressful, and about how to cope with the stresses of the  ^
busiaesses than would busmess managers m other areas of the country. Extending thk stucfy 
to include states on the East Coast, West Coast, and m the South, would give a better 
indication as to the ability to general^  these findings to outside the State of Iowa. 
The extension of this study to mchide both en^)Ioyees and managers of the same 
busmess couM ofifer an ^ erestmg and M)tmatn^e comparison of how the stresses of workmg 
m a busmess effect the different positions within the busmess. This extension of the stutfy 
would also provide valuable hrforroatron m relation to ^ l^at heahh care benefits and mental 
health, benefits need to be supplied for employees of all Qrpes. 
A bngitudmal study designed to follow a specific group of &nifyK>wned and 
non-&niifyK>wned busmess mangers would also seem to beapproprrate. This^peofstucfy  ^
would he  ^show how life stages, busmess stages, and economic conditions ^ e., local. 
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statewide, and national) effect levels of symptomatic psychological stress, the use of copmg 
responses, career commitment, life sat^ &ction, and work satis&ction. 
Finally, adding a qualitative component to the study could help explam the 
contradictions found m this study. Individual interviews with femily-owned busmess 
managers and. non-lamily-owned business managers could lead to a deeper level of 
understandmg as to what these managers are deal^  with on a daify basis. The extension of 
these interviews to include coworkers, friends, and femilies could also help deepen our level of 
understanding in this area. 
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Jufy 1,1999 
Dear Business Manager 
You have been selected to receive a survey on the effects of busmess related stresses on 
mdrviduals mvolved with the management of busmesses within the State of Iowa. Based on 
your current involvement m an Iowa femify-owned busmess, we beKeve that you are m a 
unkpie position to reflect on the stresses brought about by this involvement. Your 
cooperation in responding to this survey, wiiich should take about 45 mmutes to complete, is 
essentkl to understandmg the impact being mvolved with your biisiness has on yoxn- life. 
As a way of saymg thank you for completing this survey, we are offering you the chance to 
wk one of two $100.00 prizes that wfll be awarded through a random drawmg, to be 
conducted on September 30, 1999, from the names of all the mdividuals complete the 
anonymous survey and who also send back a separate participation card. The odds of winnmg 
are no less than 2 out of720. 
This survey is part of a dissertation project I am  ^conductmg through the PhJ). program in 
Counseling Psycholo  ^at Iowa State University. This project is being supervised by Dr. 
Norm Scott of the Iowa State University Department of Psychology. If you have questions 
concern  ^this study, you may contact me at (515) 294-7596 or Dr. Scott at (515) 294-1509. 
Please complete the survey mstruments and return them in the enclosed 
stamped/self^ddressed envelope by Jufy 24. I also ask you to complete, and mail separatehr 
from the survey packet, the postage-paid postcard mforming us that you have taken part m the 
study. By conductmg the study m tl^  manner, we assure you that the information you 
provide to us is anonymous. We wiH not know from which business a specific surv  ^
mstrument has been returned. Moreover, all mformation gamed through this project will 
remam strictfy confidential and will onfy be summar^d and reported as group (overall 
averages and ranges) c t^a. No mdmduals or specific busmesses will be identified. If you 
would like to receive summary results of the study, please check the appropriate box on the 
postcard you return to mform us you have taken part m the study. 
I thank you in advance for talong part m this study. Your mvotvement is essentkl to 
understand  ^the ooopact that being involved wfth your &mify-ovmed busmess has on your 
life. 
Sincere ,^ 
William Bxims 
PIlD. Candidate 
Iowa State Unwersity 
Norman A. Scott, PhJD. Douglas, L. Epperson, PkD. 
Associate Professor Interm Chair 
Iowa State Unwersfty Iowa State University 
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July 1.1999 
Dear Business Managen 
You have been selected to receive a survey oa the ef t^s of business related stresses on 
individuals involved with the management of businesses withm the State of Iowa. Based on 
your current mvoWement m an Iowa business, we believe that you are in a unique position to 
reflect on the stresses brought about by this mvolvement. Your cooperation m responding to 
this survey, which should take about 45 mmutes to con:^ )lete, is esseotM to understand  ^the 
impact be  ^involved with yoiir busmess has on your life. 
As a w  ^of saymg thank you for conq)leting this surv ,^ we are offering you the chance to 
win one of two $100.00 prrzes that will be awarded through, a random drawing, to be 
conducted on September 30,1999, &om the names of ail the individuals completmg the 
anoiQanous survey and who also send back a separate partic^atibn card. The odds of wmning 
are no less than 2 out of720. 
This survey is part of a d^sertation project I am conductii^  through the PhJD. program oi 
Counseling Psychology at Iowa State University. This project is bemg supervised by Dr. 
Nonn Scott of the Iowa State University Department of Psychology. If you have questions 
concerning this study, you may contact me at (515) 294-7596 or Dr. Scott at (515) 294-1509. 
Please complete the survey mstruments and return them in the enclosed 
stampec^self-addressed envelope by Jiify 24. I also ask you to complete, and mail separatelv 
fiom the survey packet, the postage-paid postcard M)rm  ^us that you have taken part in the 
study. By conductmg the study m thk manner, we assure you that the information you 
provide to us ^  anonymous. We will not know firom which busmess a specific survey 
mstrument has been returned. Moreover, all mformation gamed through this project win 
remain strictfy  ^confidential and will onfy  ^be summarized and reported as group (overall 
aver^es and ranges) data. No mdividuals or specific busmesses wiU be identified. If you 
would like to receive summary results of this study, please check the appropriate box on the 
postcard you return to mform. us you have taken part in the study. 
I thank you m. advance for takmg part in th  ^stucfy. Your mvolvement is essential to 
understandmg the mipact that being mvolved with your business has on your life. 
Smcerefy, 
WilliiainBums 
PkD. Candidate 
Iowa State University  ^
Norman A. Scott, PhJD. Douglas, L. Epperson, PIlD. 
Associate Professor loterm Chair 
Iowa State University Iowa State University 
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Iowa State University Business Manager Survey 
Dear Business Managen 
In approxinately one week you win receive a survey packet assessmg the impact 
of busmess on. the lives of the managers of femily-owned and non-femify-owned 
busmesses withm the state of Iowa. It is hoped that the information gained through 
this study will help those invoh^ed with these busmesses better deal with the stress that 
they face. 
The survey packet to follow wiH explam folly how you can take part in this 
project. Your participation in this survey is crucial to its success and to any foture 
benefits which may result for biisinesses m Iowa. If this postcard has been niq)roperfy 
addressed, please forgive our mistake. If you are the current manager of the business, 
we ask you to complete the survey packet when it arrives. If you are not the current 
manager, please pass the packet along to the current manager of the busmess. 
Thank you for your tme and your consideration. 
William Bums, MA 
Psychology Department 
Iowa State University 
Anaes, lA 50011 
Norman A. Scott, PhJD. 
P^chotogy Department 
Iowa State University 
Ames, lA 50011 
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Iowa State University Basiness Manager Survey 
I have chosen to paitic^ate in this stucfy and have returned the sorvey instruments 
m the stanq)ed/seI5addressed envelope. My wishes concemmgparticqiatfonai the 
drawing and receivmg mformation about the study are shown below. 
I am mterested in receiving m&nnation concemmg the results of this study. 
• Yes • No 
I am interested m hav  ^my name placed k the drawmg for the two $100 prizes. 
• Yes • No 
If you checked "Yes" to either question, please indicate your name and mailing 
address. 
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Iowa State University Business Manager Snrv^ 
Approxmiatefy two weeks ago you received a survey packet inquiring about the 
stresses e}q)erienced by business managers in the State of Iowa. Please accept th  ^
postcard as a reminder for you to complete and return the above mentioned survey. 
If yoa have akeady returned the survey, I tiiank you for your participation. If you 
have not yet returned the survey, I ask you to please consider returning the surv  ^at 
this time. Yoio: partic t^ibn m th  ^survey is crucM to its success and to any future 
benefits whicli may result for businesses oi Iowa ga^d through the survey. 
Thank you for your tone and your consideration. 
WQliam Bums Norman A. Scott, PhJD. 
PhJ). Candidate Associate Professor 
P^cholosr Department Psychology Department 
Iowa State University Iowa State University 
Ames, lA 50011 Ames, lA 50011 
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WIN ONE OF TWO $100.00 PRIZES 
Just complete this important busmess related anonymous survey packet, 
return it, and separate  ^mail back the partic^ation postcard, 
and you will be eligible to receive one of two $100.00 prizes! 
The drawing for these prfees will take place on September 30,1999 
and wimiers will be notified by maiL 
Two wmners will be drawn fit)m those mdividuals retummg the participation postcards. 
The odds of wmning are no less than 2 out of760. 
These cards are returned separate  ^fi-om the survey. Thus, the anonymity of those who 
completed and returned the survey can be assured. 
Thank you for your partic^ationl 
WIN $100.00 
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For each question listed below  ^please mark an 'x'm the answer that applies to you or fill tn the blank as 
needed. 
1. What is your sex? I • Female 2 • Nfele 
2. How old are you? 
1 • 25oryounger 3 • 31-40 5 • 51-60 7 • Over 70 
2 • 26-30 4 • 41-50 6 • 61-70 
3. What £S the hi^ est level ofschooifflg you have coQpIeted? 
1 • Some high school 4 • Master of arts or sdenced^ree 
2 • High school graduate 5 • PhJ)^ PsyJ). 
3 • Bachelor ofarts or sdence degree 6 • Other: 
4. Are you current^  married? 1 • Yes 2 • No 
a. If yes, is this your first marriage? 1 • Yes 2 • No 
b. If yes, how long have you been in your current marriage? 
1 • 0-5 years 3 • 11-15 years 5 • 21-25 years 
2 • 6-10 years 4 • 16-20 years 6 • Over 25 years 
5. Are you a parent? 1 • Yes 2 • No 
a. Ifyes, do you have children living m the home with you at this time? 1 • Yes 2 • No 
6. What is your racial or ethnic background? 
1 • African American 4 • Oriental 
2 • Caucasian American 5 • Other 
3 • Native American 
7. What is your job title? 
1 • Cha^an of the board 4 • Manager 
2 • President 5 • Director 
3 • Vice president 6 • Other 
S. How long have you worked at your current position? 
1 • 0-5 years 3 • 11-15 years 5 • 21-25 years 
2 • 6-lOyears 4 • I6-20years 6 • Over25years 
9. What is the average number ofhours you work each week? 
1 a Lessthan40 3 • 46-50 5 Q 56-60 
2 • 41-45 4 • 51-55 6 • 0ver60 
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10. Please rate your (XHimiitment to your career. 
t • Low commitment 
2 • Medium low commitment 
3 • Mediimi ccHnmftment 
4 • Medium high commitment 
5 • EQgh commitment 
11. Please rate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements concemmg your life today: 
a. I feel fairly satisfied with my present job." 
t • Strongly disagree 
2 • Disagree 
3 • Neutral 
b. "Most days I am enthusiastic about my work." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
c. "In most ways my life is close to ideaL" 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
d. "Each day of work seems like it will never end." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
e. "I fed real enjoyment in my work." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
£ "I am satisfied with my life." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Dis^ree 
g. "I cOTsidermyjob rather unpleasant" 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strong]^  Agree 
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12. How overwhelmed or overloaded have you felt over the previous month with work responsibilities? 
1 • Low level of overload 
2 • Medium low level of overload 
3 • Medium level of overload 
4 • Medium high level of overload 
5 • High level of overload 
13. How overwhelmed or overloaded have you felt over the previous month with home responsibilities? 
1 • Low level of overload 
2 • Medium low level of overload 
3 • Medium level of overload 
4 • Medium high level of overload 
5 • FCgh level of overload 
14. What is the current salary you receive from this busmess? 
1 • Less dian $20,000 3 • $30,000-539,999 5 • $50,000 - $59,999 
2 • $20,000-529,999 4 • $40,000 - $49,999 6 • Over $60,000 
15. What ^ pe of work experience did you have before your mvolvement with busmess? 
1 • None 6 • Sales/Marketmg 
2 • Fmance 7 • ProducticHi/Operatioa 
3 • Legal 8 • Technical/Engmeering 
4 • Achnmistration 9 • Accountmg 
5 • Public Relations 10 • Other: 
16. How many years of work experience did you have befim starting work with your current busmess? 
1 • 0-5 3 a 11-15 5 • 21-25 
2 • 6-10 4 Q 16-20 6 • Over25 
17. What b the nature of your busmess? 
1 • Retail 
2 • Service 
3 •Wholesale 
18. What was the gross revenue of your business m 
1 • Less than $50,000 
2 0$ 50,000 to 149,999 
3 • $150,000 to 299,999 
4 • $300,000 to 499,999 
4 • Construction 
5 • Manufecturmg 
6 • Other 
1998, or m your most recently completed fecal year? 
5 0$ 500,000 to 999,999 
6 • $1,000,000 to 3,399,999 
7 • $4,000,000 to 9,999,999 
8 a Over $10,000,000 
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19. What is the ge(%raphicdistributi<m of your sales/revenues? 
1 • Local 4 • National 
2 • Regional (within state) 5 • North America 
3 • Regional (surrounding states) 6 • Global 
a. How many geographic locations does your business operate (stores, offices, plants, etc.)? 
1 • One location 3 • 6 to 10 locations 
2 • 2 to 5 locations 4 • Over 10 locations 
20. How many fiill tme employees did your business employee m the most recently completed year? 
21. How many part tme employees did your busmess employee in the most recently completed year? 
22. What was the average number of hours worked by these part time employees? 
I • 10 or less 2 0 11-20 3 • 21-30 4 • 31-40 
23. The people in our organization know what we stand for and how we wish to conduct busmess. 
1 • Low level of agreement 4 • Mediimi high level of agreement 
2 • Medium low level of agreement S • IGgh level of agreement 
3 • Medium level of agreement 
24. The overall atmosphere of the workmg envvonment ui my company is positive. 
1 • Low level of agreement 4 • Medium high level of agreement 
2 • Meditim low level of agreement 5 • High level of agreement 
3 • Medium level of agreement 
25. How many people (besides yourselQ are mcluded ua makmg management decinons m your company? 
1 • One 3 • Three 5 • Hve 
2 • Two 4 • Four 6 • More than five 
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For each questioa listed below, please mark an m the answer that applies to you (»- SU in the blank as 
needed. 
L What B your sex? I • Female 
2. How old are you? 
1 • 25oryounger 3 • 31-40 
2 • 26-30 4 • 41-50 
2 • Male 
5 • 51-60 
6 • 61-70 
7 • Over 70 
3. What is the highest level of schooling you have completed? 
1 • Some high school 
2 • Eiigh school graduate 
3 • Bachelor ofarts or science degree 
4. Are you currently married? I • Yes 
a. Ifyes, is this your first marriage? 
4 • Master ofarts or science degree 
5 • PhJ5., PsyX>. 
6 • Other; 
2 • Ko 
1 • Yes 2 • No 
b. If yes, how long have you been in your current marriage? 
1 • 0-5 years 
2 • 6-10 years 
3 • II-I5years 
4 • 16-20 years 
5 • 21-25 years 
6 • Over 25 years 
5. Are you a parent? I • Yes 2 • No 
a. If yes, do you have children living in the home with you at this tune? I • Yes 2 • No 
6. What ^  your radal or ethnic background? 
1 • AMcan American 
2 • Caucasian American 
3 • Native American 
7. What is your job title? 
1 • Chairman of the board 
2 • President 
3 • Vice president 
4 • Oriental 
5 • Othen 
4 • Manager 
5 • Director 
6 • Othen 
8. How long have you worked at your current positi(Hi? 
1 • 0-5 years 
2 • 6-10 years 
3 • 11-15 years 
4 • 16-20 years 
9. What is the average number ofhours you wcHrk each week? 
1 • Less than 40 
2 • 41-45 
3 • 46-50 
4 • 51-55 
5 • 21-25 years 
6 • Over 25 years 
5 • 56-60 
6 • 0ver60 
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10. Please rate your commitment to your career. 
1 • Low commitment 
2 • Medhmi tow commitment 
3 • Medium commitment 
4 • Medium high commitment 
5 • High commitment 
11. Please rate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements concemmg your life today; 
a. I feel satisfied with my present job." 
1 • Strongly disagree 
2 • Disagree 
3 • Neutral 
b. "Most days t am enthusiastic about my work." 
t • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
c. "In most ways my life is close to ideal." 
1 • Strongly disagree 
2 • Disagree 
3 • Neutral 
d. "Each day of wwk seems like it will never end." 
1 • Strmgly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
e. "t find real enjoyment m my work." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
t "I am satisfied with my life;." 
1 • Strongly disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
g. "I cmsidermyj'ob rather unpleasant." 
1 • Strong  ^disagree 3 • Neutral 
2 • Disagree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strong  ^Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
4 • Agree 
5 • Strongly Agree 
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12. How overwhelmed or overloaded have you felt over the previous month with work responsibilities? 
1 • Low level of overload 
2 • Medium low level of overload 
3 • Medium level of overload 
4 • Medium high level of overload 
5 • High level of overload 
13. How overwhelmed or overloaded have you felt over the previous month with home responsibilities? 
1 • Low level of overload 
2 • Medium low level of overload 
3 • Medium level of overload 
4 • Medium high level of overload 
5 • High level of overload 
14. What is the current salary you receive from this business? 
1 • Less than S20,000 3 • $30,000 - 539^99 5 • $50,000-$59,999 
2 • $20,000 - 529,999 4 • $40,000-549,999 6 • Over $60,000 
15. What type of work experience did you have before your involvement with business? 
1 • None 6 • Sales/Marketing 
2 • Enhance 7 • Production/Operation 
3 • Legal 8 • Technical/Engineering 
4 • Administration 9 • Accounting 
5 • Public Relations 10 • Othen 
16. How many years of work experience did you have before starting work with your current btisiness? 
1 • 0-5 3 a 11-15 5 • 21-25 
2 • 6-10 4 • 16-20 6 • C5ver25 
17. What is the nature of your business? 
1 • Retail 4 • Cmstruction 
2 • Service 5 • Manufacturing 
3 • Wholesale 6 • Other 
18. What was the gross revenue of your business m 1998,. or m your most recently oHnpleted &cal year? 
1 • Less than 550,000 5 0$ 500,000 to 999,999 
2 • 5 50,000 to 149,999 6 • $1,000,000 to 3,999,999 
3 • $150,000 to 299,999 7 • $4,000,000 to 9,999,999 
4 • 5300,000 to 499,999 8 • Over 510,000,000 
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19. What is the geographic distribution of your sales/revenues? 
1 • Local 4 • Naticmal 
2 • Regional (withm state) S • North America 
3 • Regional (surroundmg states) 6 • Global 
a. How many geographic locations does your busmess operate (stores, offices, plants, etc.)? 
1 • One location 3 • 6 to 10 locations 
2 • 2 to 5 locations 4 • Over 10 tocatiois 
20. How many fidl tune employees did your business employee in the most recent  ^completed year? 
21. How many part tune employees did your business employee in the most recently completed year? 
22. What was the average number of hours worked by these part tnne employees? 
I • ID or less 2 • 11-20 3 0 21-30 4 • 31-40 
23. The people th our organization know what we stand for and bow we wish to omduct business. 
1 • Low level of agreement 4 • Medium high level of agreement 
2 • Medium low level of agreement 5 • High level of agreement 
3 • Medium level of agreement 
24. The overall atmosphere of the workmg environment in my company b positive  ^
1 • Low level of agreement 4 • Medium high level of agreement 
2 • Medhmi low level of agreement S • ICgh level of agreement 
3 • Medium level of agreement 
25. How many people (besides yourself) are mcluded m makmg managment dectsioos in your company? 
1 • One 3 • Three S • Five 
2 • Two 4 • Four 6 • Morethanfive 
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The remainnig qnestiims m tiiu section are mtended for owners or managers of fiunify-owned bnsmesses. 
Please read and undicate yoor agreement or duagreement with the fiiDowhig statements. 
IVbjority ownership or control of the business is held within a su^e fiuniljr. 
1 QYes 2 QNo 
Two or more famify members are now, or have at some time in the past, been directly invotrad 
in the business. 
1 QYes 2 aPTo 
If yon responded *^4  ^to either of these statements yoa have completed the snrv  ^and we thank yon for 
yoor partfeipation. 
If yon responded '^ es^  to both of these statements, for the purposes of th»stndy yonare deffiaed as a 
fomify-owned bosmess. Please continue the survey by respondi^  to the questions listed below. 
26. What year was your company founded? 
27. How many &nQy members (includmg you) are currently active in your business? 
28. How many non-femily members do you employee at the managenat level? 
29. What is your &niiy's ownership tevet of the business? 
t a LessthaaSO% 2 • SO-99.9% 3 • tOO% 
30. What generation of the family is now operatmg the busmess? 
1 a 1st 3 • 3rd S • 5th 
2 • 2nd 4 • 4th 6 • Beyimd the Sth 
31. What is the membership make-up ofyour board of directors? Please specify the number. 
Family members: Noi-femify members: 
• We do not have a board of directors. 
32. Will the perscn. at the highest management level of the business retire durmg the next ten years? 
1 a Yes 2 • No 
33. How many people currently involved with the busmess have the potential to assume this positim? 
Family members: Male: Female: 
Non-&miIy members: Male: Female: 
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34. t&ve successioa plans been made for the future management of the busmess? 
I • Yes 2 • No 
35. Are you the founder of the busmess? 
1 • Yes 2 • No 
36. Do you hold ^ nily meetings to discuss the management of your business? 
I • Yes 2 • No 
a. Ifyes, how often are they held? 
1 • Weekly 4 • Quarterty 
2 • Biweekly S • As needed 
3 • Monthly 6 • Other 
37. Have you ever used a consultant m relation to your business? 
I • Yes 2 • No 
a. If yes, for what reason? 
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The secdoa below cmtams quesdcxis about how you manage nnportant problems that come up in your life. 
Please thmk about the most tmp<Rtant bnsmess related problem yoa have experienced in the last 12 months 
(fir example declming sales; the iUness death of a relative; friend or employee; an accident; &ianciial 
problems). Briefly describe the problem in the space provided m Part 1 below. If you have not experienced a 
major problem, lik a mmor problem that you have had to deal with. 
Parti 
Describe the problem or situation 
Please answer each of the following questions about the problem or situation you have described by co-cling 
the appropriate response; 
DN=De6nitefyffo(l) MN = Mainly No (2) MY = Mainly Yes (3) DY = Definitely Yes (4) 
I. Have you ever faced a problem like this before? DN MN MY DY 
2. Did you know this problem was gomg to occur? DN MN MY DY 
3. Did you have enough tune to get reacfy to handle this problem? DN MN MY DY 
4. When the problem occurred  ^did you thmk of it as a threat? DN MN MY DY 
5. When th& problem occurred, did yoa think of it as a challenge? DN MN MY DY 
6. Was this problem caused Iq'something you did? DN MN MY DY 
7. Was this problem caused l^ somethmg someone else did? DN MN MY DY 
8. Did anytfimg good come oat ofdealmg with this problem? DN MN MY DY 
9. the ^ oblem or situatirat been resolved? DN MN MY DY 
to. Ifthe problem has been worked out, did it turn out an right for you? DN MN MY DY 
> Farts / amf 2 ofthis section ofthe survey have been adapted and reproduced by special permission ofthe 
Publisher, Psychological Assessment Resources, htc., 16024 North Florula Avenue, Lutz, Florida33459, fivm 
the Copmg Responses Btventory by Rudbff'Mios, PhD., Copyright 1993 By PAR, Jhc^  Further reproduction 
isprohibitedvnthoutpermission^ mPAR, hie. 
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Part2 
Please read each item carefully and mdicate how often you engaged in that behavior m connection with the 
problem you described m Part 1. Cffcle the appropnate response: 
N = NO,Nbt At All 0 = YES, Once Or Twice S = Yes, Sometimes F = Yes, Fanrly Often 
There are 48 items m Part Remember to mark all your answers m the answer space next to each question. 
Please answer each item as accurately as you can. All your answers are strictfy ccmfidentfaL If you do not 
wish to answer an item, please c l^e the number of that question to mdicate that you have decided to skip it. 
If aa item does not apply to you, please write NA (Not Applicable) m the space to the right of the answers for 
that item. If you wish to change an answer, make an X through your original answer and circle the new 
answer. 
I 2 3 4 
1, Did you think of difioent ways to deal with the problem? N O s F 
2. Did ycHt tell yourselfthings to make yourself f l^ better? N O s F 
3. Did you talk with your spouse or other relative about the problem? N o s F 
4. Did you make a plan of action and follow it? N o s F 
5. Did you try to forget the whole thing? N o s F 
6. Did you fral that time would make a difference - that the only thmg to do was wait? N o s F 
7. Did you try to help others deal with a similar problem? N o s F 
8. Did you take it out on other people when you felt angry or depressed? N o s F 
9. Did you try to step back from the situation and be more objective? N o s F 
10. Did you remmdyourselfofhow much worse thmgs could be? N o s F 
11. Did you talk to a fiiend about the problem? N o s F 
12. Did you know what had to be done and try hard to make thmgs work? N o s F 
13. Did you try not to think about the problem? N o s F 
14. Did you realize that you had no control over the problem? N o s F 
15. Did you get mvolved m new activities? N o s F 
16. Did you take a chance and do somethmgris^  ^ N o s F 
17. Did you go over m your mmd what you would say and do? N" o s F 
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N = NO,NotAt AH 0 = YES, Once Or Twice S = Yes, Sometimes F = Yes, Favly Often 
18. Did you try to see the good side of the situatioi? N O s F 
19. Did you talk with a professional person (e.g., doctor, lawyer, clergy)? N O s F 
20. Did you dedde what you wanted and try hard to get it? N o s F 
21. Did you ckydream or magme a better thne or place than the one yrar were m? N o s F 
22. Did you think that the outcome would be decided by &te? N o s F 
23. Did you try to make new friends? N o s F 
24. Did you keep away fron people in general? N o s F 
2S. Did you try to anticipate how things would turn out? N o s F 
26. Did you thmk about how you were much better off than other people with shnilar 
problems? 
Pf o s F 
27. Did you seek help from persons or groups with the same type of problem? N o s F 
28. Did you try at least two different ways to solve the problem? N o s F 
29. Did you try to put ofiTthmking about the situati(Hi, even though you knew you 
would have to at some pomt? 
N o s F 
30. Did you accept it; nothiag could be done? N o s F 
31. Did you read more often as a source of enjoyment? N o s F 
32. Did you yell or shout to let oftsteam? N o s F 
33. Did you tiy to fiid some personal meanmg in the situation? N o s F 
34. Did you tiy to teHyourselfthatthmgs would get better? N o s F 
35. Did you try to fiid out m(»e about the situation? N o s F 
35. Did try to leam to do more thmgs cm your own? N o s F 
37. Did you wish the problem, would go away or somdiow be over with? N o s F 
38. Did you expect the worst possible outcome? N o s F 
39. Did you spend more time mreoeatiooal activities? N o s F 
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N=NO, Not At All 0 = YES, Once Or Twice S = Yes, Sometimes F = Yes, Faffly Often 
40, Did you cry to let your fielmgs out? N O s F 
41. Did you try to anticipate die new demands that would be placed on you? N O s F 
42. Did you think about how this event could change your life in a positive w  ^ N O s F 
43. Did you pray fix* guidance and/or strength? N O s F 
44. Didyoutakethmgsadayatatrm^raestepatatime? N O s F 
45. Did you try to deny how serious the problem really was? N O s F 
46. Did you lose hope that thfflgs would ever be the same agam? N O s F 
47. Did you turn to work or other activities to help you manage thmgs? N O s F 
4S. Did you do something that you didn't thmk would work, but at least you were N O s F 
doing sanetbmg? 
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The words below describe different feelings and emotirais. Please read each word and then fill-m the blank 
next to the word with the answer (1,2, 3,4, or 5) which indicates to what extent you have felt this way during 
the past few weeks. 
Very sightly or not at all 
2 
A little Moderately 
4 
Quite a bit 
5 
Extremefy 
1. Interested 
2. Distressed 
3. Exited 
4. Upset 
5. Strong 
6. Guilty 
7. Scared 
8. Hostile 
9. Enthusiastic 
10. Proud 
II. Irritable 
12- Alert 
13. Ashamed 
14. Inspved 
15. Nervous 
16. Determined 
17. Attentive 
18. Jittery 
19. Active 
20. Afraid 
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The Brief Symptom Inventory fe a copyrighted mstrument of National Computer 
Systems, Inc. This mstrument was used as part of this study with the penxdssion ofNational 
Computer Systems and the purchase of780 copies of the instrument. Two sample items from 
each of the nine primary symptom dimensions of the BSI are shared in this appendix. 
Below this paragraph you will &id a list of problems people sometmes have. Please read 
each one carefiilly, and blacken the circle that best describes HOW MUCH THAT 
PROBLEM HAS DISTRESSED OR BOTHERED YOU DURING THE PAST 7 DAYS 
INCLUDING TODAY. Blacken the circle for onfy one number for each problem and do not 
skip any items. If you change your mind, erase your first mark carefully. 
Not at all = 0 A little bit = 1 Moderately = 2 Quite a bit = 3 Extremefy = 4 
Somat^ tion Dimension 
Famtnessordrzzmess ® ® ® (D ® 
Hot or cold spells ® ® ® (D ® 
Obsessrve-Compulsive Dmaensron 
Trouble remembermg things ® ® ® (D ® 
Having to check and double-check what you do ® ® ® (D ® 
Interpersonal SgnsTtivitv Dmension 
Your feelmgs bemg easily hurt ® ® ® ® ® 
Feeling in&rior to others ® ® ® ® ® 
Depression Dmension 
Thoughts of endmg your life ® ® @ ® ® 
Feelmg blue ® ® ® ® ® 
Anxietv Dmension 
Nervousness or shakiness inside ® ® ® ® ® 
Feelmg fearM ® ® ® ® ® 
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Not at all = 0 A little bit = 1 Moderate^ = 2 Quite a bit = 3 Extreme^ = 4 
Hostility Dmaensiott 
Feelmg easify annoyed or initated ® ® ® ® © 
Temper outbursts that you could not control ® ® <D ® © 
Phobic Anxiety Dmaension 
Feeling aEraid m open spaces or on the streets © 0 (D (D © 
living to avoid certain things  ^places or activities ® ® (D ® © 
because they Mghten you 
Paranoid Ideation Dm^nsion 
Feelmg that you are watched or talked about by others ® ® ® ® 
Others not givmg you proper credit for your achievements ® ® (2) ® ® 
Psvchoticism Dimension 
Never feelmg close to another person ® ® ® ® ® 
The idea that somethmg b wrong wfth your mmd ® ® ® ® ® 
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CRI Problem Categories and Examples 
Personal problem examples 
Divorce of respondent 
Grief due to death of a partner 
Grief due to death of a parent 
Serious illness of the respondent (e.g., cancer) 
Financial problem examples 
Busmess &idmg itself over budget 
Inability of busmess to borrow money 
Low sales vohime 
Structural reorgan t^ion of the business 
Employees 
Theft by employees 
Inability to ftid good employees 
Inability to find enough employees to cover aH shifts 
Issues of sexual harassment 
Other (not used m statistical anafysis due to small N) 
Fffe 
Flood 
Wind damage 
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APPENDIX M. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF RESEARCH 
WITH HUMAN SUBJECTS 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjec 
Iowa State University 
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this 
I. Title of Project Family and Non-Family Busmess: Stress & Coping 
2. I agree to provide the proper surveillance of th  ^project to insure that the rights and welfare of the htunan subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes ui research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review. I agree to request renewal of approval for any 
project continuing more than one year. 
William B. Bums 
Typed name of principal investigator 
Psychology 
Depaitment 
294-7596 
Phone number to report results 
5/25/99 
Date, Signature of prindpal investigator 
M217 Willow Hall 
Campus address 
3. Signatures of other investigators Date 
G. • /^'r\ 
Relationship to principal investigator 
Major Professor 
4. Principal investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
(3 Faculty  ^Staff  ^Graduate student Q Undergraduate student 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
13 Research  ^Thesis or dissertation Q Class project Q Independent Study (490,590, Honors project) 
6. Number of subjects (complete ail that apply) 
# adults, non-students: 760 # minors under 14: 0 # minors 14 -17: 0 
# ISU students: 0 other 0 
(explam): 
7. Brief description of proposed research mvolving human subjects: (See instructions, item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
A survey of760 businesses m the State of Iowa will be conducted (380 family-ovmed and 380 non-flunily-owned) to 
compare the managers of such busmesses on levels of stress and how they cope witlt the unique stressors of thetr 
businesses. A varied of demographic mfbrmation will be gathered, as well as ihfbrmatioa concerning Job and life 
satisfaction, a measure of positive/negative affect, and a measure concemmg the adverse eSects of stress. This 
survey will be mailed to particfpants and two SIOO prizes will be offered as mcentive for its completion and retonu 
The complete survey, as well as letters and post carcb requesting partidpation, can be found in the attached survey 
packet. 
Thiis plan will sample busmesses proportionate  ^to the number of Iowa communities within three population 
categories ^ 000-9,9999, 10,000-24,9999, and 25,000 and over). Businesses will be sampled ftom all Iowa 
communities fitting these population categories. Two family-owned and two non-family-owned busmesses will be 
sampled &om each community m the 2,000-9,999 population category and fwe family-owned and five non-f^tly-
owned businesses will be sampled fiom the 10,000-24,999 and the 25,000 and over population categories  ^ Busmesses 
will be randomly selected fiom each conminnity, as Gsted ui the 1998-1999 edition of the Iowa Business Doectory 
(pubGished by American Business Duectories, Omaha, NE). 
http://www.grad-colIege.castat».e<lu/ronns/HumanSubiects.doc 
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Last name of Principal Investigator Bums 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. i3 Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) the purpose of the research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names, #'s), how they wilt be used, and when they will be removed (see item 
17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participatioR in the research 
d) if applicable, the location of the research activity ~ 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
f) in a longitudinal study, when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) chat participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. D Signed consent form (if applicable) —  ^ r-— 
14. D Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or tnsg i^bni^ applicable)-^v  ^
4  ^ Data gathering instrumonta 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First contact 
June I. 1999 
VIonth/Day/Year 
Last contact 
September IS. 1999 
Month/Day/Year 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed stirvey mstruments and/or audio or visiL 
tapes will be erase± 
Month/Day/Year 
18. Signature of Departmental Executive 
•t 
of the 
E*roject approve 
Date 
Tuman Subjects Review Committee: 
Ll Project not approved 
Department or Admmistrattve Unit 
£/ 1 
O No action required 
Name of Human Subjects in Research Committee Chan-
Patricia M. Keith 
Date 
tittp://www.gra(f-<»nege^tastate.edu/roiTns/HumanSubiects.doc 
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APPENDKN. COMBINED SAMPLE CRI SCALE SCORES, 
T-SCORES, AND NUMBER OF VALID 
AND MISSING CASES 
APPENDIX N. COMBINED SAMPLE CRI SCALE SCORES, T-SCORES, AND NUMBER OF VALID 
AND MISSING CASES 
CRI Scales Valid Responses 
n % 
Missing Cases 
n % 
Total 
n 
Raw Scores 
Mean SD 
T-Scores 
Mean SD 
Approach responses 
Logical Analysis 118 84.3 
Positive Reappraisal 126 90,0 
Seeking Guidance and Support 123 87.9 
Problem Solving 116 82.9 
22 
14 
17 
24 
15.7 
10.0 
12.1 
17.1 
140 
140 
140 
140 
16.97 3.39 
16.43 3,91 
14.47 3.73 
18.25 3.66 
50.00 10.00 
50.00 10.00 
50.00 
49.99 
9.99 
9.99 
Avoidance responses 
Cognitive Avoidance 130 92,9 
Acceptance or Resignation 125 89,3 
Seeking Alternative Rewards 97 69.3 
Emotional Discharge 121 86.4 
to  
15 
43 
19 
7.1 
10.7 
30.7 
13.6 
140 
140 
140 
140 
12,29 
12.66 
12.09 
10.44 
3.87 
3.80 
3.36 
3.31 
50.00 
50,00 
50,00 
50,00 
10,01 
10,00 
9,99 
10,00 
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